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This final report is submitted to the Atmospheric Sciences Division,
Space Science Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center, in partial fulfill-
ment of the requirements of Contract No. NAS8-34132.
This report contains a listing of the REEDM computer program. The program
was designed for and is operational on Hewlett Packard HPI000 Multiprogramming
Systems at the Atmospheric Sciences Division, Space Science Laboratory, NASA/
[ % _ sE: ] :
Marshall Space Flight Center; at NASA/Kennedy Space Center; and at H. E.
Cramer Company, Inc.
A description of the models, model input parameters, user's instructions
for the program, and worked example problems are contained in NASA CR_646.
The H. E. Cramer Company, Inc. is indebted to Mr. Joseph C. Sloan and
Dr. Briscoe Stephens of the Atmospheric Sciences Division at MSFC for technical
guidance and helpful suggestions in the development of the REEDM program and in
the design of output formats. Mr. Norman Reavis, Atmospheric Sciences Division,
MSFC, and Mr. Joseph Parker, KSC, assisted in the implementation of the programs




REEDM SOURCE MODULE &REEDM
FTN4 S0100000
PROGRAM REEDM(3,200) S0100010
. , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC S0100020
********************************************************************************
C S0100040
C MAIN MODULE OF ROCKET EXHAUST EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS S0100050




C TO REPORT PROGRAM ERRORS - CALL JAY R. BJORKLUND (801) 581-0220 S0100100




C THIS PROGRAM REQUIRES THE PROGRAM SEGMENTS READM, REDAM, RDATM, S0100150
C RCLDM, RDH_, RCONM, RCNOM, RPDPM, RGDPM_ RGPDM, RCIMM ALONG S0100160
C WITH THE MAIN REEDM PROGRAM FOR EXECUTION. S0100170
C S0100180
C THE REEDM SOURCE PROGRAMS ARE - &REEDM, &READM, &REDAM, &RDATM, S0100190
C &RDATN, &RCLDM, &RCLDN, &_RM, &P_RN, &RD_, &RCONM, &R_N_M, S0100200
C &RCONN, &RPDPM, &RPDPN, &RGDPM, &RGPDM, &RGDPN, &RSUBM, &RCIMM, S0100210








C The above command compiles the source Code of REED_lwhere "iG" S0100300
C through "4G" respectively correspond to the FORTRAN compiler S0100310




C :TR,/RMLD, IG S0100360
C S0100370
C The above command loads the REEDM program for execution. Option S0100380







C Optionally, the above command may be used to save the REEDM S0100460
C program as a type 6 file on disc. The desired disc cartridge S0100470
C number is specified on option "2G". Transfer file _RMRP has S0100480
























































The above command schedules REEDM where the user may pass upto
five logical unit numbers _aving the following definitions:
IG - Input data logical unit number. This number is usually
(as is the default) the terminal from which the user
has scheduled the program. The user may enter a non-
terminal number for "IG". In this case the program
assumes a batch mode'type run which is discussed below.
Moreover, if "IG" is set to 98 or 99, plot forms are
generated. Refer to a section below for a discussion
of this option.
2G - Print output logical unit number. This number is
usually the printer (logical unit 6).
3G - Meteorological profile plot logical unit number. This
number defaults to 12.
4G - Maximum centerline_pro file plot logical unit number.
5G - Isopleth plot logical unit number.
BATCH MODE PROGRAM EXECUTION
:RU,REEDM, IG,2G,3G,4G,5G
As mentioned above if the first logical unit number passed in
the program execution command ("IG") is not a terminal unit then
the program executes in a batch mode. All input data required
to execute the program are read from the entered logical unit
number.
In this mode, preparation 0f an input data file is necessary
before scheduling the program. For example, if the input data
file exists on magnetic tape that has been positioned to the
correct file and is on tape drive unit 8 then "IG" may be set
to 8 in the program execution command. Or if, for example,
the input data exists on _disc file, the disc file must first
be associated with a valid logical unit number by using the
File Manager "SL" command (:SL,50,"file name"). Then set "IG"
to the associated logical Unit number (50) in the program
execution command.
The batch mode has no user interaction except in special cases.
As noted in the discussion of input data records 18 through 22
described in the next section, the user may indicate in the
input data file that user interaction is desired. In these
special cases the program-prompts the user for input in the same
manner as the interactive mode. When the program or user is
done with that portion of_nput, the program returns to the






















































































The following section is a description of the content, format S0101020











































(*) This record is entered only for production ("P") runs. S0101460
S0101470
When 98 or 99 is passed in the first parameter ("IG") of the
program execution command, REEDM enters a plot form generator
mode. No model calculations or other processing is performed
in this mode. Upon exit of this mode the program terminates.
If the user enters 98 for "IG", the program will plot the
meteorological profile form on the plot unit specified in
parameter "3G" (default is 12). The program prompts the user
to ready the plot device before plotting. Upon Completio n of
plotting a form, the program again prompts the user to plot
another form or stop.
If the user enters 99 for "iG", the program will plot the
maximum centerline form on the plot unit specfied in parameter
"4G". Again, the program prompts the user to ready the plot
device, re-plot the form or stop.
(A2)
RUN TYPE - Enter "0" for operational and "P" for production run
types. A blank record defaults to operational.













FILE NAME - Enter the meteorological data sounding file name.
A blank record defaults to file name "RRSOND".
If TAPE## is entered, the program assumes it is
to read the sounding data from magnetic tape unit
lu 8 in the KSC65 format starting at the sounding
number given by ##.
C NUMBER OF RUNS - Enter a value for the number of data cases to
C be processed under the production run type.
C Default is I. The program assumes you have
C stacked this number of sounding datalsets on
C file or magnetic tape and produces calculations

























MODEL- Enter "C" for the concentration/dosage, "W" for the
washout deposition and "G" for the gravitational













LAUNCHDATE- Enter the launch time and date. A blank record
defaults to the date given on record 5 of data
file ?LTI_. If data file ?LTIMEdoes not exist,
the default is the current time and date. Enter
a four-digit hour, three-character time zone,
two-digit day of the month, three-character month
and four-digit year, where each item is separated
by one blank space.
LAUNCHVEHICLE- Enter "S" for Space Shuttle, "T" for Titan,
"D2" for Delta 2914, and "D3" for Delta 3914
vehicles. A blank record defaults to the
Space Shuttle vehicle.
C
C LAUNCHTYPE- Enter "N" for normal, "S" for single engine,
C and "C" for conflagration launch types. A










PROPELLANT TEMP. - Enter the vehicle propellant temperature in
degrees Celsius. A zero value or blank
record defaults to the average monthly
temperature determined by the month entered























































This record is entered only for the concentration/ S0101940
dosage ("C") or washout deposition ("W") models. S0101950
S0101960
SPECIES - Enter "H" for HCI, "A" for A1203, "C2" for CO2, and
"C" for CO species. Note that the CO2 and CO species
applicable only to the concentratlon/dosage model.









COMPLEX NUblBER - Enter the launch complex number. A blank record S0102040













vehicle specified in record 6.
(A2) OR (*) This record is entered only for the
concentration/dosage model.
CALCULATION HEIGHT - Enter "S" for surface and "ST" for cloud
stabilization calculation heights.
Additionally, the user may enter a value
for the calculation height in meters.
A zero value or blank record defaults to
a surface calculation height.
CLOUD SHAPE - Enter "E" for elliptical and "S" for spherical




















Records 13 through 16 are entered only when the washout
deposition ("W") model is selected in record 4.
MAXIMI_[ OR TIME-DEPENDENT - Enter "M" for maximum possible and
"r, for time dependent wa§hout
deposition calculations. A blank













































RAINFALL RATE - Enter "H" for heavy (0.3), "M" for moderate (0.2) S0102370
and "L" for light (0. I) rainfall rates in inches
per hour. Additionally, the user may enter a
value for the desired rainfall rate. A zero
value or blank record defaults to a heavy
rainfall rate.
(*) This record is entered only for time-dependent
washout deposition.
C TIME - Enter the time in seconds the rain starts after the
C . launch. A blank record defaults to zero seconds.
RAIN DURATION - Enter the duration of the rain in hours after
the launch. A blank record defaults to one
hour.
Note: For a production run type, specified in record i, sets of









































































equals the numberof runs specified in record 3.
PLOTMET. PROFILE- Enter "Y" or "YE" for yes and "N;' or "NO"
for no regarding whether or not the meteor-
ological profile is to be plotted.
Enter "F" to indicate yes and to plot the
profile form. This is the portion of the
plot that is independent of the sounding
data. A blank record defaults to yes with
no form plotted.
BOUNDARYLAYERING- Becausethe default boundary layers values
are not knownapriori, enter "Y" or "YE" to
display the default boundary layers values
and interactively modify the values. Any
other entry for this record causes the
program to use the defaul_ boundary layers
values.
SIG_(A) - Becausethe default SIGMA(A)value isnot known
apriori, enter "A" to display the default SIGMA(A)
value and interactively modify the value. Any
other entry for this record causes the program to
use the default SIGMA(A)value.
SIG_(E) - Becausethe default SIGMA(E)value is not known
apriori, enter "A" to display the default SIG}_(E)
value and interaetively modify the value. Any
other entry for this record causes the program to
use the current value of SIGMA(A)for SIG_(E).
For a production run type, specified in record I,
records 21, 22, 25 and 26 are not entered.








for no regarding whether or not the
maximum centerline result values are to
be plotted. Enter "F" to indicat_ yes
and to plot the maximum center!ine form.
This is the portion of the plot that is
independent of the calculated results.





















































C form plotted. S0103100
C Note: All plot options are interactive S0103110




C PLOTISOPLETHS Enter "Y" or "YE" for yes and "N" or "NO" for S0103160
C no regarding whether or not the isopleths of S0103170
C the results are to be plotted. A blank record S0103180
C defaults to yes. S0103190
C Note: All plot options are interactive with S0103200




C DISCRETERECEPTORS- Enter "Y" or "YE" or a logical unit number S0103250
C for yes and "N" or "NO" for no regarding S0103260
C regarding whether or not to makecalcula- S0103270
C tions at user-entered discrete receptor S0103280
C locations. If a logical unit number is S0103290
C entered, the discrete receptor locations S0103300
C are read from that number. A blank record S0103310
C defaults to yes. S0103320
C S0103330
C'RECORD24 (*) This record is entered only if a yes response is S0103340
C given in record 23. S0103350
C Note: This record is repeated Until a negative S0103360
C value is entered for _he _irSt parameter (RANGE) S0103370C or upto a maximumof 60 times, whichever occurs S0103380
C first. S0103390
C S0103400
C RANGE- Enter the distance from the launch pad to the discrete S0103410
C receptor location in meters. S0103420
C BEARING- Enter the bearing in degrees the discrete receptor S0103430
C is located with respect to North. S0103440
C HEIGHT- Enter the height of the discrete receptor in meters S0103450
















only for the concentration/dosage model. S0103470
CO_ENTS- Enter any commentinformation desired in input columns S0103480
31 through 50. This information is printed on the S0103490
output listing. Default is all blank. S0103500
(A2) This record is entered only for the concentration/
dosagemodel.
CALCULATIONHEIGIIT- Enter "Y" or "YE" for yes and "N" or "NO"
for no regarding whether or not to change
the calculation height. For a yes response
follow this record with a calculation











A blank record defaults to yes. S0103600
S0103610
C'RECORD26 (A2) This record is entered only for the washout S0103620
C depositon model. S0103630
C S0103640
C WASHOUTDEP. CALCULATION- Enter "Y" or "YE" for yes and "N" or S0103650
C "NO" for no regarding whether or not S0103660
C to change the washout deposition S0103670
C calculations to maximumpossible or S0103680
C time-dependent. For a yes response S0103690
C re-enter records 13, 15 (if S0103700
C applicable) and 17 through 24 S0103710
C following this record. A blank S0103720




C ANOTHERCASE- Enter "Y" or "YE" for yes and "N" or "NO" for no S0103770
C regarding whether or not to process another S0103T$0
C meteorological data case. For a yes response S0103790
C follow this record with another set of data S0103500
C input parameters beginning at record i. S0103810
C Otherwise, the REEDMprogram terminates. S0103820
C A blank record defaults to yes. S0103830
C S0103840
C S0103850
C*******_* UPDATE8213 INFORMATION ************S0103860
C S0103870
C S0103880
The program nowexists as a segmentedprogram - one main program
with twelve segments. The previous versions consisted of
several independent programs. This change eleminates the need












C Gravitational deposition results are calculated in particles per
C
C
This update replaces all previous updates of the REEDM programs S0103890
and is not compatible with any previous updates. The following S0103900









square meter in addition to the milligrams per square meter units. S0104000
Moreover, for research type runs the particles calculated are S0104010
C printed for each settling category.
C
C The default launch time and date are now on record I of file









and ?R5OTY are not longer used (see record 05 above).
The maximum number of discrete receptors is 60 instead of 20.
The discrete receptor locations may be read by the program from
a logical unit number specified by the user. In addition to
entering "yes" or "no" in reponse to the calculation of discrete













































































C -SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)





C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)
















C CONVERSION FACTORS S0104890
CO_ION /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S0104900
C S0104910
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COF_ON MODIFICATION******************S0104920
CO_ION /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S0104930
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S0104940




























END OF COMMON AREA
INTEGER DFLUS (5) ,CRTARA(IO)
THE FOLLOWING DATA STATEMENTS ARE SITE-SPECIFIC.
KSC ENHANCED DISPLAY CRT LUS.
DATA CRTARA /7,16,8"0/
MSFC ENHANCED DISPLAY CRT LUS.
DATA CRTARA /4,5,7,7*0/







DEFAULT LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS. DFLUS(1) THROUGH DFLUS(5)
RESPECTIVELY CORRESPOND TO THE FIVE NUMBERS PASSED IN
THE RUN STATEMENT (RU,REEDM,IPI,IP2,1P3,1P4,1P5). THE





H.E. CRAMER CO. DEFAULT LUS.
DATA DFLUS /10,6,12,12,12/
DATA IFJ/IHF/














DO 20 1 = 1,5
IPAR(1) = DFLUS (I)































































DO 30 1 = 1,10
30 IF(ICU .EQ. CRTARA(1)) CRT = .TRUE.
IF (IF_MT(2) .LT. 0) CRT _ .FALSE.
IF (ICU .LT. 0.OR. ICU .GT. 15) ICU = NCU
IF(CRT) COTO 50
DO 40 1 = 1,28
40 ALTSET(1) = NULL
TAB = 40B
TAB2 = NULL
CHECK FOR PLOT FOP@! GENERATION.




60 IF(!IU .NE. 99) GOTO 80
!I = IPU2
12 = i0
70 NNNEST = 5
CALL LOADS(12,0,0,11,0,BATCH)
80 CONTINUE
CHECK FOR BATCH MODE DATA INPUT.
BATCH = IFTTY(IIU) .EQ. 0




C**** CHECK FOR UNRECOVERABLE ERROR (NEGATIVE),
C**** NORmaL RETURN (ZERO) OR




II0 NNNTRY = 7
GOTO 140
C

















































































IF (INPTI .EQ. INJ.OR.INPTI .EQ. INOJ) GOTO90
IF (INPTI.EQ.MINUSI.OR. INPTI.EQ.MINUS9)GOTO90



































































IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9.OR. INPTI .EQ. MINUS1)GOTO90
WRITE(ICU,9002)IESCAJ
IF(INPTI .EQ. INJ .OR. INPTI .EQ. INOJ) GOTO250





















IF(INPTI .EQ. INJ .OR. INPT1 .EQ. INOJ) GOTO200
IF(BATCH)GOTO260
IF(INPT! .EQ. MINUSI) GOTO230
IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO90
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR.INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GOTO 260
_RITE (ICU,9003) INV,OFF,22,0
GOTO250















290 INPTI _ IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPT1
WRITE(ICU,9002)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS1.OR. INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO90
WRITE(ICU,9002)IESCAJ
NNNTRY= 2
IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK) GOTO320






































































































































COMMON/INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAPE, GAMMAX, GA_LMAY, GAM_IAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIG_FER,LS!TE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTi SO, FILE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GA>flVLAP(30) ,HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (i0),
• TISO (I0) ,TITLE (14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29) ,VS (20),
FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12) ,DBAR(20)
C.......... TEP@IINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NU_.IBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
COMMON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2) ,BLNKNG(2), INV(2), INVHF(2),
INVNDR (2), ULINE (2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
• IESCAJ (3), NULL, IBLNK,





















































































IF(INDEX .GT. 0) NSEG = NENTRY(NTRY,INDEX)
IF(LTRY .EQ. 0) GOTO i0
IF(NSEG.EQ.10.AND.NTRY.EQ.6.A_ID.INDEX.EQ.2) IPRAM3 = 2
NTRY = LTRY
LTRY = 0
I0 IF (NTRY .EO. 9.AND.NSEG .EQ. 6) NSEG = 11
IF (NTRY .EQ. II.AND.NSEG .EQ. 8) NSEG = 12








IF (I .'GT. 2) GO TO 30
IF (IERR .NE. 5) GO TO 30
IF (NTRY .LT. 0) GO TO 20
GO TO I0
30 IF (BATCH) GO TO 50
J = J+l






























40 WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,(NAMER(L,NSEG),L=I,3),OFF,INV,NAMEP,OFF,INV, S0200790
*NAMEP,OFF
PAUSE
IF (NTRY .LT. 0) GO TO 20
GO TO i0









IF (BATCH) GO TO 60
WRITE (ICU,9004) INV,(NAMER(I,NSEG),I=I,3),OFF,INV,IVERSN, OFF
DO 90 I=1,3
90 IMESS(I+2) = N_\IER(I,NSEG)
I = MESSS(IMESS,12)
CO TO 40
9001FOP_AT (2A2,41H*** REEDM ERROR 002, CANNOT LOAD SEGMENT ,5A2/)
9002 FOR_T (13HEITHER TYPE ',2A2,3HRP,,5A2,22H' UNDER FMGR OR TYPE ',


























9003 FOR_T (////42H *** REEDMERROR002, CANNOTLOADSEGMENT,3A2) S0201030











, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
AREABEGIN COMMON
04/02/82
MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COI-_ON /}lATH/ PI,G, CP, MAXLEV, GA_[AI, GAMMAC
INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD ,TITLE
CO_4ON /INPUT/ IRUN,NUMRUN,MODEL, IVHICL, NOP_MAL,TPROP ,
ISHAPE, GA>_IAX, GAMMAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
XRY, XRZ, XLRY, T I}LEV,I SIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIG_LAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
•RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, mURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT(4) ,GA_LMAP(30),HM(2) ,CISO(10) ,DISO(10),
TISO(10),TITLE(14), SIGPP(29), SIGLL(29) ,VS (20),
FS (20),>mLNAM(12),DBAR(20)
COUNTERS, FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT,MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNm_,RT,CL,CS
COMMON /CTP.FL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, NUM, NLAYS, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,
DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU, KEEP
•MIXING, HAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
,ALT SV, BATCH, CL (14 ),C S (i0), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
ICHAR( 12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRMT (80),















































CO_ON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2),LSDT (2)




























;i: : 2: ] i i_1 -- --_ !iii [:: :
SIGYO(29) S0300520
C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS) S0300530
CO_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6) S0300540
C CALCULATED_NEW LAYER PARAMETERS S0300550
CO_ION /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S0300560
• SPEEDN(32) S0300570
C CONVERSION FACTORS S0300580
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S0300590
C S0300600
C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S0300610
CO_ION /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S0300620
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S0300630





















END OF COMMON AREA
SITE-SPECIFIC DATA STATEMENT.
DATA LOCATN /2HKS,2HC /
DATA RUNNUM /i/


























































































CSUBROUTINE IFNBR (IBUF, NCHAR, IER, LU)
DIMENSION IBUF (40), JBUF (80), JCHAR (I i)
DATA JCHAR/IH ,IH.,IH,,IH-,IH+,IHE,IH/,IH0,1H9,1HA, IHZ/
IF (NC_LAR .EQ. -I) GO TO 20
IF (NCHAR .LT. O) GO TO 30
DO I0 1=1,40
I0 IBUF(1) = JCHAR(1)






IF (I .LT. N) N = I
IF (NCHAR .EQ. -i) N = 4
DO 50 L=I,N
DO 40 1=1,7
CHECK FOR SPECIAL CHARACTER, PART OF NUMERIC DATA
IF (JBUF(L) .EQ. JCHAR(1)) GO TO 50
40 CONTINUE
CHECK FOR NUMERIC VALUE




IF (NCHAR .NE. -i) GO TO 80
IER = i
DO 70 I=6,20
IF (I.EQ.9.0R.I._EQ.12.OR.I.EQ.16) GO TO 70
IF (JBUF(1) .EQ. JCHAR(1)) GO TO 70
IF (I.GE.6.AND.I.LE.8) GO TO 60
IF (I.GE.13.AND.I.LE.15) GO TO 60
CHECK FOR NUMERIC VALUE
IF (JBUF(1) .GE. JCHAR(8).AND.JBUF(1) .LE. JCHAR(9)) GO TO 70
GO TO 80
CHECK FOR ALPHABETIC VALUE

























































C::: WORK FOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS (ES84)
C:::













E. CRAMER CO., INC.
INPUT USER DATA FOR ROCKET EXHAUST
EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS
(MULTI-LAYER)
INPUT: USER SPECIFIED OPTIONS
C::: ::: S0500180
C::: OUTPUT: PRINTED AND DISPLAYED LISTING OF USER INPUT VALUES ::: S0500190
C::: ::: S0500200
• o•4 • • i
:::::::::::::::::::::':" ::::::.::':::'• '''''.....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'• ' S0500210








•MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS




CO_iON /I NPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• ISHAPE, GA>_LEX, GAMMAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ,XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIG_IAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTISO, FILE (3)
• ,RA INRT, LAMBDA, TIM i,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM (2), CISO(10) ,DISO(IO),
• TISO(10) ,TITLE(14),SIGPP(29) ,SIGLL(29) ,VS(20),
• FS (20), MDLNAM (12), DBAR(20)
-COUNTERS ,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOG ICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXD EP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
• MOD EL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
CO_hMON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUM,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT,ZM,H,
• DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU, KEEP
• ,MIXING, MAXD EP ,LAYBOT (3)










































ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRMT (80),
MINUS i,MINUS9 ,MINS 1,MINS9,
MODEL4 ,MODEL5 ,IIODEL6 ,NNNEST ,NNNTRY ,LLNEST ,LLNTRY ,
RT (24) ,TPROPC, IDXRT
C.......... TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NVMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
. CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
CO_ION /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2) ,BLNKNG(2), INV(2), INVHF (2),
• INVNDR (2), ULINE (2),
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
IESCAJ (3) ,NULL, IBLNK,




CO_MON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2),LMON (2), LSDT (2)
C-- SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMMON /FRCST/ ALT (30), DIR (30), SPEED (30), TEMP (30), PRESS (30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.......... LAYER PARAMETERS
CO_ION /LAYER/ DXX, DYY,DX (29), DY (29), Q (29), RISTIM (29), SIGXO (29),
. SIGYO(29)
C.......... CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6) ,TEMPB (6)
C--- CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS






































C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S0500830
CO_ION /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL (i), PLUS (900) S0500840
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S0500850









C**** E N D O F C 0 M M O N A R E A
C¢
CF INPUT FORMAT STATEMENTS
9001 FO_T (40A2)

























9004 FO_._T (14,2A2,1XI2,1XA2,AI,IXI4) S0501020
9005 FO_fAT (39H *** REEDM ERROR 004, CANNOT FIND FII.E ,7A2) S0501030
9006 FO_T(2OAI) S0501040
9007 FOP_T (41H *** REEDM WARNING 005, CANNOT FIND FILE ,7A2,20H FOR LS0501050
*AUNCH TIME AND/34H DATE, USING CURRENT TIME AND DATE/) S0501060
9008 FORNAT (44H *** REEDM WARNING 006, UNABLE TO OPEN FILE ,7A2,20H FOS0501070
*R LAUNCH TIME AND/34H DATE, USING CURRENT TIME AND DATE/) S0501080
CF OUTPUT FORMAT STATEMENTS S0501090
9009 FO_[AT(40H GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING CATEGORIES DATA) S0501100
9010 FORMAT((6X,9(F5.4,1H,),F5.4)) S0501110
9011FO_._T (IX,32(2H**)/IX,3"(2H**),5X,42HNASA/MSFC _LTIPLE LAYER TECS0501120
IHNIQUE - REEDM,5X,3(2H**)/IX,3(2H**),I2X,6HUPDATE,I5,14H LOCATIS0501130
20N ,2A2,12X,3(2H**)) S0501140
9012 FO_T(IX,3(2H**),5X,42HEnter '-I' to change previous input value. S0501150
1,5X,3(2H**)/IX,3(2H**),5X,44HEnter '-9' to start at beginning of pS0501160
2rogram.,3X,3(2H**)/iX,3(2H**),5X,41HEnter '-9' at beginning to aboS0501170
3rt program.,6X,3(2H**)) S0501180
9013 FOP_T(IX,3(2H**),ISX,21HBATCH MODE DATA INPUT,16X,3(2H**)/ S0501190
i IX,32(2H**)/) S0501200
9014 FOP_T (l}_,3(2H**),5X,43Hthe first input option shown is the defauS0501210
IIt,4X,3(2H**)) S0501220
9015 FORf_T(48H AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE DIAMETERS (MICROMETERS) =, S0501230
I 12X,F5.2) S0501240
9016 FOP@_T(6H ENTER,I3,47H AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE DIANETERS (MICROMETERS0501250
IS):) S0501260
9017 FOR_T(6H ENTER,I3,45H REFLECTION COEFFICIENT (NO REF. = 0) VALUESS0501270
I:) S0501280
9018 FOP_T(33H FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE VALUES =,27X,F5.4) S0501290
9019 FOR_T(6H ENTER,I3,53H FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE VALUES (SUM MUST TOS0501300
ITAL 1.0):) S0501310
9020 FOR_T(73H *** REEDM WARNING 007, FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE VALUES DS0501320
i0 NOT SUM TO 1.0,/35H TYPE "N" - RETURN TO NORmaLIZE BY ,F8.5, S0501330
232H OR SPACE - RETURN TO CONTINUE:_) S0501340
9021FOR_T (1X,32(2H**)/) S0501350
9022 FOR_T (I2,1X,I2,ilX,I2,2X,A2,AI,3X,I4) S0501360
9023 FORMAT (78H *** REEDM WARNING 008, A CALCULATION HEIGHT ¶I 5 METERSS0501370
* WILL PRODUCE ERRONEOUS/18H RESULTS FOR AL203//) S0501380
9024 FORf_AT (55H DO YOU WISH TO ENTER A DIFFERENT CALCULATION HEIGHT? (S0501390
*,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,4HO): ) S0501400
9025 FO_'_T (IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII15A2) S0501410
9026 FOR_T(17H ENTER RUN TYPE (,2A2,1HO,2A2,10HPERATIONAL,2A2,1H,,2A2,S0501420
*IIIR,2A2,8HESEARCH,,2A2,1HP,2A2,12HRODUCTION):_) S0501430
9027 FORMAT(2A2,10H RUN TYPE:,43X,6A2) S0501440
9028 FORMAT(B8H ENTER METEOROLOGICAL DATA FILE NAME (,7A2,3H):_) S0501450
9029 FOR_T(2A2,31H METEOROLOGICAL DATA FILE NAME:,28X,3A2) S0501460
9030 FORMAT(B4H ENTER NUMBER OF RUNS TO BE MADE (,2A2.12,2A2,3H):_) S0501470
9031 FOR_T(2A2,27H NUMBER OF RUNS TO BE MADE:,B4X,14) S0501480
9032 FOR_T(19H ENTER MODEL TYPE (,2A2,1HC,2A2,17HONCENTRATION/DOS.,2A2S0501490
*,IH,,2A2,1}IW,2A2,12HASHOUT DEP.,,2A2,1HG,2A2,20HRAVITATIONAL DEP.)S0501500
*: ) S0501510
9033 FORMAT(2A2,12H MODEL TYPE:,29X,12A2) S0501520
9034 EORMAT(29H ENTER LAUNCH TIME AND DATE (,2A2,I4,2A2,1X,I2,1X,A2,AI,S0501530
25
*IX,14,2A2,2H):,23A2,1H ) S0501540
9035 FOP_T (23H *** REEDMW--ARNING009,/ S0501550




























9050 FO_T (75H *** REEDMWARNING010, THEPRODUCTOF THEGAi_IA'SIS
*NCORRECT,CONTINUE?/2H (,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,
*4HO): )
9051FOR_(2A2,32H ENTRAIh_IENT PA_IETERS GA_MAX=,F4.2,SH GA_iAY =,
*F4.2,8H G_MAZ=,F4.2)
9052 FOR_T(30H ENTER LAUNCH COMPLEX NUMBER (,2A2,3H39A,2A2,1H,,2A2,
*3H39B,2A2,1H,,2A2,3H39C,2A2,1H,,2A2,2H40,2A2,1H,,2A2,2H41,2A2,1H,
*2A2,2HI7,2A2,3H): )
9053 FOR_T(2A2,43H PLE--ASE CONFIRM - IS LAUNCH COMPLEX NUMBER ,A2,AI,
*6H OK? (,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,4HO):_)
9054 FO_T(2A2,23H LAUNCH COMPLEX NUMBER:,39X,A2,AI)
9055 FOP_T(30H CALCULATIONS TO BE DONE AT? (,2A2,1HS,2A2,6HURFACE,2A2,
*IH,,2A2,2HST,2A2,12HABILIZATION,,2A2,1HA,2A2,9HNOTHER):_)
9056 FOR_T(2A2,28H CALCINATIONS TO BE DONE AT:,23X,TA2)
9057 FORMAT(2A2,36H ENTER CALCULATION HEIGHT (METERS) (,2A2,F8.2,2A2,
*IOH METERS): )
9058 FOR_T(2A2,37-H CALCULNTIONS TO BE DONE AT (METERS):,20X,E8.2)
9059 FOP_T(19H ENTER CLOUD SHAPE(,2A2,1HE,2A2,9HLLIPTICAL,2A2,1H,,2A2,
*IHS,2A2,11HPHERICAL): )
9060 FOR_T(2A2,13H CLOUD SHAPE:,42X,5A2)
9061FORMAT(57H ENTER ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR GASES ONLY (RNG:0 TO IS0502000
*,,2A2,16HDEF. = NO ABS.=0,2A2,3H):_)
9062 FOP_T(2A2,24H ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT:,37X,F4.2)
9063 FO_MAT(26H ENTER DECAY COEFFICIENT (,2A2,10HNO DECAY=0,2A2,3H):_)
9064 FO_T(2A2,19H DECAY COEFFICIENT:,42X,F4.2)

























































9074 FO_T(38H CONCENTRATIONAVERAGINGTIME (TI_V=,2A2,F5.1,2A2, S0502190
*I5H SEC.) CHANGE(,2A2,1HN,2A2,1HO,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HY,2A2,5HES):_) S0502200
9075 FORMAT(2A2,14HENTERTI_V: ) S0502210
9076 FOR>_T(2A2,36HCONCENTRATIONAVERAGINGTIME (SEC):,21X,FS.2) S0502220









9082 FOP_T(28H ENTER ONE OR MORE SPECIES (,2A2,1HH,2A2,2HCL,2A2,1H,,
*2A2,1HA,2A2,7HL203): )








VPARS( 1-17)=SHUTTLE (18-34)=TITAN (35-51)=DELTA 2914
(55-72)=DELTA 3914 (73-90)=MINUTEMAN

































































DATA MONTHS/2HJA, IHN,2HFE,IHB,2HMA, IHR, 2HAP,IHR,2H_,IHY,2HJU, IHN,
DATA LV/2H S,2HPA, 2HCE,2H S,2HHU,2HTT,2HLE,
2H ,2H ,2H T,2HIT,2HAN,2H 1,2HII,
• 2H ,2H ,2HDE,2HLT,2HA ,2H29,2HI4,
2H ,2H ,2HDE,2HLT,2HA ,2H39,2HI4/
DATA LT/2H ,2H ,2H ,2H ,2HNO,2HRM,2HAL,
• 2H S,2HIN,2HGL,2HE ,2HEN,2HGI,2HNE,
2H C,2HON,2HFL,2HAG,2HRA, 2HTI,2HON/
DATA SP/2H ,2H H,2HCL,
2H ,2H C,2HO2,
. 2H ,2H ,2HCO,
. 2H A,2HL2,2H03/
S0502680












DATA LC/2H39,1HA,2H39,1HB,2H39,1HC,2H40,IH ,2H41,1H ,2HIT,IH /
DATA LMODEL/2H ,2H ,2HCO,2HNC,2HEN,2HTR,2HAT,2HIO,2HN/,
I 2HDO,2HSA,2HGE,

















* IIHLI/2HLI/,IIHTA/2HTA/ IIHPE/2HPE/,IIHDA/2HDA/,IIHBE/2H E/,











































IF (IVERSN .NE. JVERSN) CALL LOADS(-I,0,0,0,0,BATCH)






































30 VS(1) = VSDEF(I)
DEFAULT ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR GASES.
GA_P(21) = 0.0








































































70 INPTI = IBLN_
READ(IIU,9001) INPTI
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUSI.OR.INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO 2420
IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK) INPTI = IHO
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHOP) INPT1= IHO
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHPR) INPTI = IHP
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHRE) INPTI = IHR
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHDI) INPTI = IHD

















IF(INPTI .NE. IBLNK) GOTO130
DO120 1 = 1,3
120 INPT(1) = FILE(l)
130 IF(BATCH)GOTO150
IF(INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO 140
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO60




IF (IPLACE.HE. 0) GOTO 170
CALLOPEN(IDCB,IER,INPT,I)











































































230 INPTI = IHI
240 CALLCODE(80)
READ(IFRMT,*) INPTI
IF (BATCH.AND. INPTI .LT. I) INPTI = I
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINS9)GOTO 20
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINSI) GOTO 250
IF (INPTI .EQ. 0) INPTI = i
IF (INPTI .GT. O) GO TO 260
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,3,0








C.......... MODEL TO BE USED
IF(BATCH) GOTO 290
280 WRITE(ICU,9032) INVNDR,INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF,ULINE,OFF
290 INPTI = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPTI
IDXLV = 12
300 IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK.OR.INPT1 .EQ. IIHCO) INPTI = IHC
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHWA) INPTI = IHW
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHGR) INPTI = IHG
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUSI) GO TO 320
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GO TO 20
IF (INPTI.EQ.IHC.OR. INPTI.EQ.IHW.OR. INPTI.EQ.IHG) GO TO 310
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,4,0



























































IF (IRUN .EQ. i) GOTO200
GOTO I00



















IF (IER .NE. -6) GOTO 370
_fRITE(ICU,9007) NAMF
GOTO390














































































IF (IFRMT(1) .EQ. MINUSI) GOTO430
IF (IFI_IT(1) .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO 20














































520 INPT(I) = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPT
IF(BATCH.OR. INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO530
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO360
530 IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK.OR.INPTI .EQ. IIHSH) INPTI = IHS
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHTI) INPTI = IHT







540 I = I+l
IF (I .GT. I0) GOTO620






























550 IF (IFR_(I) .EQ. IHD) GOTO540
GOTO620
560 IF (IFP_[T(I) .EQ. IHE) GOTO540
GOTO 620
570 IF (IF_T(I) .EQ. IHL) GOTO 540
GOTO620
580 IF (IFP_T(I) .EQ. IHT) GOTO 540
GOTO620
590 IF (IFRMT(I) .EQ. IHA) GOTO 540
GOTO620
600 IF (IFRI_IT(I) .EQ. IH2) GOTO610
IF (IFRMT(I) .NE. IH3) GOTO620
INPTI = IIHD3
GOTO 530




















680 INPTI = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPT1
IF(BATCH.OR. INPT! .NE. MINUSI) GOTO690
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO500
690 IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK.OR.INPTI.EQ. INOJ) INPTI = INJ
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHSI) INPTI = IHS
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHCO) INPTI = IHC















































































IF(BATCH.AND. RNPT.LT. 0.0) RNPT= 0.0
IF (RNPT.EO. MINSI) GOTO 760
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO20


























IF (IFRMT(1) .NE. MINUSI) GOTO840
WRITE(ICU,9003) IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO 730
840 IF (IFRMT(1) .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO20
850 JJ = i
I = 20





























































880 1 = I+I
IF (I .GT. 20) GOTO 1000
IF (IFRMT(39+I) .EQ. IBLNK.OR.IFRMT(39+I) .EQ. IHCMA)GOTO880
IF (IFP@IT(39+I).EQ. IHC) GOTO940
IF (IFP@IT(39+I).EQ. IP_.) GOTO910








910 IPLLNT(JJ) = 4
920 IF (IFRMT(40+I).EQ.IHL.OR.IFP@IT(40+I).EQ.IH2)GOTO 930
IF (IFRMT(40+I).NE.IHO.AND.IFRMT(40+I).NE.IH3)GOTO980
930 1 = I+I
GOTO920
940 IF (IFRMT(40+I) .EQ. IHO) GOTO970
IF (IFRP_(40+I) .EQ. IH2) GOTO960
950 IPLLNT(JJ) = 3
GOTO980
960 1 _- I+i
IPLLNT(JJ) = 2
GOTO980
970 1 = I+I
IF (IFRMT(40+I) .EQ. IH2) GOTO960
GOTO950
980 JJJ = JJ'3-3
III = IPLLNT(JJ)*3-3
DO990 J=l,3




IF (JJ .EQ. I.AND.IPLLNT(JJ) .EQ. 0) GOTO850
IF(BATCH)GOTO1010









































































_<_!_i050 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 20
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 1270
IF (INPTi .EQ. IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 1060
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,9,1
IF (BATCH) GO TO 2420
GO TO 1040





IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO ii00
1090 WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,9,2
_ IF (BATCH) GO TO 2420
.... GO TO 1070
Ii00 CALL CODE(80)
READ (IFRMT,*) RNPT
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO Iii0
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 20
IF (RNPT .GE. 0.0) GO TO 1120








IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 1160
1150 WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,9,3
IF (BATCH) GO TO 2420
• GO TO 1130
1160 CALL CODE(80)
READ (IFRMT,*) RNPT
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 1070
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 20
IF (RNPT .CE. 0.0) GO TO 1170
GO TO 1150
1170 IF(RNPT.GT.O.0) GA_Y=RNPT































































IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 1130
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO 20
IF (RNPT.GE. 0.0) GOTO 1220
GOTO 1200
1220 IF(RNPT.GT.O) GAMMAZ=RNPT
C CHECK PRODUCT OF GAMMA'S







































1260 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 20 S0508050
IF (INPTI.EQ. IBLNK.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 1270 S0508060










1300 IFP_[T(I*2) = ULINE(2)




































I FP_MT(7) = INV_mR(1)




















INPT(1) = IBLNK S0508410
INPT(2) = IBLNK S0508420
READ(IIU,9001) INPT S0508430
IF(BATCH .OR. INPTI .NE. MINUS1) GOTO 1350 S0508440
WRITE(ICU,9003) IESCAJ,IESCAJ S0508450
IF (IRUN .LT. 3) GO TO 790 S0508460
GO TO 1040 S0508470
1350 IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GO TO 20 S0508480
IF(INPTI.NE.IBLNK) GO TO 1360 S0508490
INPT(1) _ NDX(1) S0508500
INPT(2) = NDX(2) S0508510
1360 LSITE = I S0508520
CALL ANSW(5,1NPT,IDX,LSITE,IER) , S0508530
IF (IER .EQ. 05 GO TO 1380 S0508540
1370 IF (BATCH) GO TO 2420 S0508550
_/RITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,IO,O S0508560
GO'TO 1290 S0508570
i 1380 IF (LSITE .GT. I) LSITE = LSITE+2 S0508580
IF (LSITE .GT. 15 GO TO 1390 S0508590
I = 0 S0508600
IF (INPT(2) .EQ. IHA.OR. INPT(2) .EQ. IBLNK) I = I S0508610
IF (INPT(2) .EQ. IHB) I = 2 S0508620
IF (INPT(2) .EQ. IHC) I = 3 S0508630
IF (I .EQ. O) GO TO 1370 S0508640
LSITE = I S0508650
1390 CONTINUE S0508660
IF (BATCH5 GO TO 1430 S0508670












1410 IF(INPTI.EQ.MINUS9) GOTO 20 S0508750
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 1420 S0508760
_ IF (INPTI .EQ. INJ.OR. INPTI .EQ. INOJ) GOTO 1290 S0508770
WRITE (ICU,90025 INV,OFF,0,0 S0508780


























IF(IAGAIN .EQ. i) GOTO2400 S0508970
GOTO1620 S0508980
1440WRITE(ICU,9055)INVNDR,INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF,ULINE,OFF S0508990
INPTI = IBLNK S0509000
READ(IIU,9001) INPTI S0509010
IF(INPTI .RE. MINUS1)GOTO1460 S0509020
1450WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ S0509030
GOTO1290 S0509040
1460 IDXCL=7 • S0509050
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO20 S0509060
IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK.OR.INPTI .EQ. IIHSU) INPTI = IHS S0509070
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHAN) INPTI = IHA S0509080
CALLANSW(6,1NPT,ICALC,IDXCL,IER) S0509090
IF (IER .EQ. O) GOTO 1470 S0509100
WRITE(ICU,9002) INV,OFF,II,O S0509110
GOTO 1440 S0509120
1470 IF (ICALC.RE. 2) GOTO 1520 S0509130
DO1480 I=1,4 S0509140




C DOYOUWISHTOENTERA DIFFERENTCALCULATIONHEIGHT? S0509190
1500 WRITE(ICU,9024) INVNDR,INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF S0509200
INPTI = IBLNK S0509210
READ(IIU,9001) INPT1 S0509220
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR.INPT1.EQ.IYSJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GOTO1430 S0509230
IF (INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.INOJ)GOTO 1510
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUSI) GOTO 1450





















C-- ENTER CALCULATION HEIGHT CALHT
1530 WRITE(ICU,9057) IESA, IESJ,INV,CALHT,OFF
RNPT=CALHT
CALL IFNBR(IFRMT,14,1ER, IIU)
IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 1550




IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 1560
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 20
IF (_NPT .GE. 0.0) GO TO 1570
GO TO 1540






IF (IPLLNT(1) .EQ. 4) GO TO 1590
1580 CONTINUE
GO TO 1610
1590 IF (CALHT .LE. 5.0) GO TO 1610
WRITE (ICU,9023)
C DO YOU WISH TO ENTER A DIFFERENT CALCULATION HEIGHT?
































IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR.INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 1430 S0509630
IF (iNPTI.EQ.INJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 1610
IF (INPT! .EQ. MINUSI) GO TO 1450
IF (INPTI .EQ. MIN_S9) GO TO 20
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,24,0
IF (BATCH) GO TO 2420
GO TO 1600
1610 IF(IAGAIN.EQ.I) GO TO 2400
1620 CONTINUE




1630 iNPTI = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPTI
IF(BATCH .OR. INPTI.NE.MINUSI) GOTO 1640
WRITE(ICU,9003) IESCAJ,IESCAJ
IF (MODEL .NE. 4) GO TO 1290
GOTO 1430
1640 IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GO TO 20
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. INPTI.EQ.IIHEL) INPTI = IHE










































DO1680 I = 1,4


















IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 1730
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO20






































































IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO 20
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 1790
















1820 IF(INPT1 .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO20
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBL_.OR. INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GOTO 1920












IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 1860
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO20













































































IF(INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO1940
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO1810
1940 IF(ID:PTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO20
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLhTK.OR.INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GOTO2040













IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 1980
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO20














IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 1950
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO 20






























































IF(INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO2070
2060 WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO1930
2070 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO20
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR.INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GOTO 2130













IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 2110
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9) GOTO 20
















IF(NVS .Gr. I) WRITE(ICU,9010)(VS(1),I=2,NVS)
WRITE(ICU,9081)GAMMAP(1)
IF(NVS .GT. I) WRITE(ICU,9010)(GAMMAP(1),I=2,NVS)
WRITE(ICU,9018)FS(1)































































NLINES= N + 2
IF(NVS .GT. i) NLiNES= NLINES+ N
IF(NVS .GT. II) NLINES= NLINES+ N



















IF (INPTI .EQ. MINSI) GOTO2220
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINS9)GOTO20
IF (INPTI .GE. O.AND.INPTI.LE. MAXNVS)GOTO2230
GOTO2200
2220 NLINES= NLINES+ I
GOTO2370











READ (IIU,*) (GAMMAP (I), I=i, NVS)
NLINES = NLINES + 2
IF(IFIX(GA_AP(1))+I) 20,2260,2270





NLINES = NLINES + 2
IF(IFIX(FS(1))+I) 20,2280,2290
2280 FS(1) = RNPT
GO TO 2370





























































2310 AI = 0.0
DO2320 1 = I,NVS
2320 AI = AI + FS(1)
IF(ABS(AI-I.0) .LT. 0.01) GOTO2370
DO2330 I=I,NVS
IF (ABS(VS(1)-VSDEF(1)).GT. 0.001) GOTO 2340
IF (ABS(FS(1)-FSDEF(1)).GT. 0.001) GOTO2340
2330 CONTIh_E
GOTO 2370




IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO 20
IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUSI) GOTO 2370
NLINES= NLINES+ 3
IF (INPTI .EQ. IBLNK) GOTO 2370
IF (INPTI .EQ. IHN) GOTO 2350
WRITE(ICU,9002) INV,OFF,O,0
GOTO 2310
2350 DO2360 1 = I,NVS








































































































































































































--MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS



































































































C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)




















C.......... CONVERSION FACTORS S0700800
CO_ION /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S0700810
C S0700820
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION***************_**S0700830
CO_ION /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S0700840
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S0700850









C**** E N D O F C O M M 0 N A R E A
C¢
CF- INPUT FORMAT STATEMENTS
9001 FO_T (40A2)

























9006 FORI_T(17x,r7HLAUNCHTIME: ,I7,2A2,7H DATE: ,I2,1X,2A2,I4)












9019 FOP_T(/IX,9(2H**),IIX, 19H MODELPARAMETERS,10X,9(2H**)/)
9020 FORM_T(IX,36HCONCENTRATIONAVERAGINGTIHE (SEC.),34X,F6.2)
9021FOR_T(IX,18H DECAYCOEFFICIENT,50X,F8.4)





/58X, IIHCROSSWIND ,F8.4/58X, IIHVERTICAL ,F8.4)
9025 FORMAT(IX,37H DOWNWIND EXPANSION DISTANCE (METERS),20X
IIHLATERAL ,F8.2/58X, IIHVERTICAL ,F8.2)
9026 FOR_T(IHI/IHI)
9027 FORMAT(33H RAINFALL RATE (INCHES PER HOUR),39X,F5.2)
9028 FO_MAT(33H RAINFALL SCAVENGING COEFFICIENT,32X,IPEI2.5)
9029 FOI_T(41H TIME RAIN STARTS AFTER LAUNCH (SECONDS),30X,F6.2)
9030 FOP_T(23H RAIN DURATION (HOURS),48X,F6.2)
9031FORMAT(23H WASHOUT DEPOSITION IS,40X,14HTIME-DEPENDENT)
9032 FOR}_T(23H WASHOUT DEPOSITION IS,38X,16HMAXIMUM POSSIBLE)
9033 FORMAT(7X,29HNUMBER OF SETTLING CATEGORIES,38X,I3/
17X,49HTERMINAL FALL VELOCITY VALUES (METERS PER SECOND),I6X,F5.4)
9034 FOR_T(7X,54HREFLECTION COEFFICIENT VALUES (RNG: 0 TO I, NO
1),fIX,F5.4)
9035 FOR_T(7X,3OHFREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE VALUES,35X,F5.4)
9036 FOR>_T(40H GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING CATEGORIES DATA)
9037 FOR_T((22X,9(F5.4,1H,),F5.4))
9038 FORMAT(30H METEOROLOGICAL DATA SOUNDING,41X,3A2)
9039 FORMAT(7X,45HAVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE DIAMETERS (MICROMETERS),
I 20X,F5.2)
CF -QUESTION FOR_T STATEMENTS
9040 FOR_T(33H PRINT DETAIL MODEL PARAMETERS? (,2A2,1HN,2A2,1HO,2A2,
*IH,,2A2,1HY,2A2,5HES): )




























































9046 FOR_T (2A2,30H REEDMHASTERMINATEDNORMALLY)

































































































IF (IPAR(K) .EQ. ICU.OR.IPAR(K) .LE. 0) GOTO 20
J = IFTTY(IPAR(K))
IF (J .LT. 0) GOTO20
DO I0 J=2,K





IF (I .GT. 0) CALLLURQ(I,IFP_IT,i)
PLUS(745)= 0.0





















IF(INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO90
IF(IAGAIN .EQ. I) GOTO730
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
'IF(IRUN LT. 3) GOTO830
80 IF(.NOT. GRVSET)GOTO840
N = 4
IF(NVS .GT. I) N = 5
IF(NVS .GT. 11) N = 6
WRITE(ICU,9003) (IESCAJ,I=I,N)
GOTO850
90 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO860
100 %F(INPTI .EQ. IHT.OR.INPTI .EQ. IIHTI) GOTO 110



































































150 INPTI = IBLNK
CALLIFNBR(INPT,IO,IER,IIU)
IF(BATCH)GOTO170
IF(INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO160
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO70
160 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO860
170 IF (INPT! .EQ. IBLNK.OR.INPTI .EQ. IIHHE) INPTI = IHH
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHMO) INPTI - IHH
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHLI) INPTI = IHL
IF (INPTI .EQ. IIHAN) INPTI - IHA
IF(INPTI .EQ. IHH) GOTO 260
IF(INPT .NE. IHM) GOTO 180
RAINRT = 0.2
GOTO 260
180 IF(INPT .NE. IHL) GOTO 190
RAINRT = 0. I
GOTO 260
190 IF (INPTI .EQ. IHA) GO TO 210
IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 200
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,14,0




IF(RAINRT .LE. 0.0) RAINRT = 0.3





IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 230
220 WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,14,1




IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 240
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 860


































































IF(INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GOTO300
WRITE(ICU,9003)IESCAJ,IESCAJ
GOTO140
300 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9)GOTO860
IF (INPTI EQ.IBLNK.OR.INFTI.EQ.INJ.OR.INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GOTO360













IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO340
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 860

















IF(INPTI .NE. MINUS1) GOTO 390
WRITE(ICU,9003) IESCAJ,IESCAJ






















































IF(IRUN .LT. 3) GOTO 140
GOTO 290
390 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUSg) GOTO 860
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR.INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 450
IF (INPTI .EQ. IYSJ.OR. INPTI .EQ. IYESJ) GO TO 400
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,15,0





IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 420
410 WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF, 15,1




IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 430
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 860
IF (RNPT .GE. 0.0) GO TO 440
GO TO 410
430 WRITE(ICU,9003) IESCAJ
IF(IAGIN .EQ. I) GOTO 70
GOTO 380
440 IF(RNPT .GT. 0.0) TIMI = RNPT
450 _,_ITE(ICU,9056) IESA, IESJ,TIMI
460 CONTINUE
IF(!AGAIN .EQ. I) GOTO 680
C........... ENTER RAIN DURATION, DURAT.
IF(.NOT.BATCH) GOTO 470
READ(IIU,*) DURAT





IF(INPTI .NE. MINUS1) GOTO 480
WRITE(ICU,9003) IESCAJ,IESCAJ
IF(.NOT.MAXDEP) GOTO 380
IF(IRUN .LT. 3) GOTO 140
GOTO 290
480 IF(INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 860
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR.INPTI.EQ-INOJ) GO TO 540
IF (INPTI .EQ. IYSJ.OR. INPTI .EQ. IYESJ) GO TO 490
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,16,0





IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 510




























































IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 520
IF (_NPT .EO. MINS9) GO TO 860




530 IF(RNPT .GT. 0.0) DURAT = RNPT
540 WRITE(ICU,9059) IESA,IESJ,DURAT
550 CONTINUE
IF(IRUN .LT. 3) GOTO 590









IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GO TO 860
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK. OR.INPTI.EQ.INOJ) INPTI = INJ
IF (INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) INPT1 = IYSJ
CALL ANSW(9,1NPT,IPRINT,IDXPO,IER)
IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 580
WRITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF, 16,2




C.......... DO LOOP ON THE RUN NUMBER
600 CONTINUE




























































































IF(NVS .GT. i) WRITE(IOU,9037)
WRITE(IOU,9034) GAMMAP(1)
IF(NVS .GT. i) WRITE(IOU,9037)
_RITE(!OU,9035) FS(1)
IF(NVS .GT. i) WRITE(IOU,9037)
IF(.NOT.MODEL6) GOTO 630
WRITE(IOU,9039) DBAR(1)
IF(NVS .GT. i) WRITE(IOU,9037)
630 CONTINUE
UNLOCK OUTPUT DEVICE.












IF(IFLG.LT.0) GO TO 790
C-= ........ TRANSFER TO THE PROGRAM




670 NNNTRY = 2
CALL REEDM
C
680 NNNTRY = 6
CALL REEDM






















































690 RUNNY4= RUNNUN+ I
IF(RUNNUM.LE. NU%mUN)GOTO600
IF(IRUN .EQ. I) GOTO770




710 INPTI = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPTI
IF(.NOT.BATCH.AND.(INPTI.EQ.MINUSI.OR. INPTI.EQ.MINUS9))
IF(INPTI.EQ.INJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 730
IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR.INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ)









C ANOTHER WASHOUT DEPOSITION CALULATION TYPE.
IAGAIN = 0
IF(BATCH) GOTO 750
740 WRITE(ICU,9063) IESA, IESJ,INVNDR, INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF
750 INPTI = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPT1
IF(.NOT.BATCH.AND.(INPTI.EQ.MINUSI.OR. INPT1.EQ.MINUS9))




IF (INPTI.EQ.IBLNK. OR. INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 760
_ITE (ICU,9002) INV,OFF,25,0
IF (BATCH) GO TO 800
GO TO 740








780 INPTI = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9001) INPTI
IF(.NOT.BATCH.AND.(INPTI.EQ.MINUSI.OR. INPTI.EQ.MINUS9)) GOTO 790
IF(INPTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INPTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 860
GOTO 810
PROGRAM RESTART - REWIND MET TAPE
790 IF(IPLACE.EQ.2) CALL EXEC(3,41OB)
GO TO 860


























































































































































































• .- S0900060C::: "'"
C::: ORGANIZATION:H. E. CRAMERCO., INC. ::: S0900070
C::: ::: 80900080
C::: WORKFOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS(ES84) ::: S0900090
::: S0900100C:::
C::: PROGRAMCODE: RDA_4 " ::: S0900110
C::: ::: S0900120





C::: OUTPUT:PRINTEDLISTINGOFDATAFILE, ANALYSIS,PLOTS ::: S0900180S0900190C::: :::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: S0900200
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: S0900210S0900220




C--- ....... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_ION /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAPE, GAMMAX, GA_4AY, GA>_iAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
XRY, XRZ, XLRY, T IMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NC ISO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM i,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
. ,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM(2), CISO (I0) ,DISO(10),
TISO (I0) ,TITLE (14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29), VS (20),
FS (20), >fDLNAM (12), DBAR (20)
C.... "..... COUNTERS, FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
































































CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)





































C CONVERSION FACTORS S0900860
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S0900870
C S0900880
C**********COMNON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S0900890
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S0900900
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER • S0900910



























CF ....... OUTPUT FORMAT STATEMENTS
9006 FOP_T(IHI,22(IH*),IIX,191_METEOROLOGICAL DATA, IOX,22(IH*)//


















9007 FORMAT(61H ** _LEXIMUM DATA FILE NUMBER IS 99 - PROCESSING TEP@IINATS0901140
.ES **,5X,3A2) S0901150
9008 FORMAT (33H0"** REEDM ERROR 011, OPEN ERROR ,14,18H ON SOUNDING FIS0901160
*LE ,3A2) S0901170
9009 FORMAT (34H0"** REEDM ERROR 012, READF ERROR ,14,18H ON SOUNDING FS0901180
*ILE ,3A2)
9010 FO_T (6X,40A2)
FORMAT (IHI,5X,6HTIME: ,14,2A2,4X,6HDATE: ,12,1X,A2,AI,IX,14)
FOR_T(//IX,22(IH*),I6X,8HSOUNDING, 16X,22(IH*)//)
FOP_T(//IX,22(IH*),I6X,8HFORECAST,16X,22(IH*)//)
FO_T (28HOSURFACE DENSITY (GM/M**3): ,F8.2)
FOP_IAT (5H0 MET/
.48H LEVEL ALTITUDE DIR. SPEED TEMP,
• 32H PTEMP DPTEMP PRESS RH/
• 47H NO. (FT) (M) (DEG) (M/S) (KTS)





.43H BOTTOM OF SURFACE LAYER HEIGHT (METERS):,9X,F8.3/
..43H MIXING LAYER HEIGHT (METERS):,9X,F8.3/
.42H STND. DEV OF WIND AZIMUTH ANGLE (DEGRS):,IOX,FS.5)
9018 FOP_T(/IX,73H ** - INDICATES THAT DATA IS LINEARLY INTERPOLATED FS0901370
.ROM INPUT METEOROLOGY) S0901380
9019 FOR_T(67HO*** REEDM ERROR 013, CALCULATION HEIGHT IS ABOVE INPUT S0901390
*MET. LEVELS) S0901400
9020 FOR_T(37110* PROCESSING CONTINUES WITH NEXT RUN/IHI) S0901410
9021 FO_T (F6.0,1X,F3.0,1X,F3.0,2F6.I,F7.1,1X,F3.0) S0901420
9022 FORMAT(66H0*** REEDM ERROR 014, NO VALID SOUNDING LEVELS WERE FOUNS0901430
*D ON FILE ,3A2/) S0901440
9023 FORMAT (49H0"** REEDM WARNING 024, ZERO WIND SPEED AT LEVEL ,12, S0901450
"27H, PROG. SUBSTITUTES 1.0 M/S/5X,39HDIRECTION NOT MODIFIED MAY BES0901460
* INCORRECT)
9024 FORMAT (41H0"** REEDM WARNING 025, EOF READ IN FILE ,3A2,
*50H, NNNN SHOULD BE LAST IMAGE, DATA MAY BE TRUNCATED)
C



















































C........ INITIALIZE I/0 DEVICES,CO_ON VARIABLES,CONSTANTS
H.E.C ONLY.
ONLY USE IF WANT MATERIAL FROM HIGH ALTITUDES WHEN CALCULATING
DEPOSITION OR CONCENTRATION FROM AL203.
IF (GRVSET .AND. .NOT. MODEL5) MAXHGT = 20000.0









C IF _LAG. TAPE (TAPE##)
IF (IPLACE .EQ. 2) GO TO 10
C DISC FILE
IF (IPLACE .EQ. 3) GO TO 20
C SPECIAL DISC FILE (DATA##) OR TAPE (TAPE##)





IF (IPLACE .EQ. 3.AND.RUNNUM .GT. I) IWANT = 0
WRITE (IOU,9006) RUNNUM,(FILE(J),J=I,3)
IF THE DATA IS ON A DISK FILE, READ FROM DISK --IF IT
IS ON TAPE, READ IT AS KSC 1965 DATA IN SUBROUTINE KSC65
IF(IPLACE .NE. 2)GO TO 30
CALL KSC65 (IWANT, IEOF)
IF(IEOF) 420,240,170
OPEN THE DATA FILE FOR THIS RUN
CALL OPEN (IDCB, IERR, FILE, IB)








































































70 IF(IBUE(1) .ME. IIHTE)GOTO40
80 WRITE(IOU,9010) (IBUE(I),I=I,LEN)
90 CALLREADF(IDCB,IERR,IBUF,40,LEN)
IF(IERR .LT. O)GOTO 50
IF(IBUF(1).NE. IIHRA.AND.IBUF(1).NE.IIHFO)GOTO 90
ISNDFO= .FALSE.
IF(IBUF(1) .EQ.IIHFO) ISNDFO= .TRUE.
WRITE(IOU,9010) (IBUF(1),I=I,LEN)
CALLREADF(IDCB,IERR,IBUF,40,LEN)









IF(IPLACE .EQ. I)ISTIME = ISTIME- 300
IF(LSDT(2) .NE.IIHST)ISTIME = ISTIME+ I00
IF(ISTIME .GT. O)GOTO i00









C FINDTHEFIRSTDATAPOINTWITHANALTITUDEOF i0 FEET




II0 DO 120 K=I,40
120 IBUF(K) = IBLNK
CALLREADF(IDCB,IERR,IBUF,40,LEN)
IF(I .GT. i) GOTO 130































































140 DO 150 K=I,LEN
KK = K




IF (IBUF(KK) .EQ. IIHNN) GOTO 240
DO170 K=I,5
IF (IBUF(KK) .ME. NTEST(K))GOTO 170
IF (K .EQ. 3) JJ = I

















IF (DIRS(1) .GT. 360.0) GOTO Ii0
IF (SPEEDS(l) .GE. 99.0) GOTO ii0
IF (TEMPS(I) .GE. 99.0) GOTO II0
IF (PTEMPS(1).GE. 99.0) GOTO ii0
IF (PRESSS(1).GE. 9999.0) GOTO II0
IF (RHS(1) .GE. 999.0) GOTO200
IF (JJ .ME. 2) GOTO 210
CALCULATERNFORSICNIFICANTLEVELSANDMISSING
200 CALLREeIIH(TEMPS(I), PTEMPS(I), PRESSS(I), RHS(I))
210 CONTINUE
IF(ALTS(1).LT.10.O .OR. ALTS(1).GT.PLEXHGT)GOTO II0
IF(I.EQ.I) SURDEN=DNSTY
IF(I.EQ.I) SAVEH= ALTS(1)































































230 RUM = I
GO TO 240
SORT ALL THE DATA POINTS SO THEY APPEAR IN ASCENDING
ORDER OF ALTITUDE
240 NUMI = RUM - i
IF (NUMI) 250,290,260
250 WRITE (IOU,9022) FILE
GOTO 420
260 DO 280 I=I,NUMI
JJ = NUH - I
DO 270 J=l,JJ
Jl = J+ 1














PTEMPS (J) = PTEMPS(JI)
PTEMPS(JI) = ARC












































CALL ROUTINE INTERP TO SCAN SORTED DATA POINTS AND IF THE DIFFERENCE S0903460
IN ALTITUDE BETWEEN ANY TWO POINTS IS _l I000 FT DO A LINEAR INTERPOL-S0903470
ATION TO CREATE INTERMEDIATE LEVELS BETWEEN THE POINTS
CALL INTRP(LEVELS)
ZERO OUT THE REMAINING ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAYS
290 CONTINUE
NUMI =NUM

































310 PTEMP(1) = 0.0
GO TO 330
320 IF (.NOT. GRVSET.OR.MODEL5) GO TO 330
IF (tlAXHGT .LT. 20000.0) GO TO 330




PRESS (NUMI) = PRESSS (RUM)
RH(NUMI) = RHS(NUM)
PTEMP(NUMI) = PTEMPS (RUM)
330 IF (RUM .GT. MAXLEV) RUM = MAXLEV
NLAYS = NUM-I
C CONVERT TO METRIC UNITS
DO 340 1=1,RUM
ALT(1) = 0.3048 * ALT(1)
TEMP(1) = TEMP(1) + 273.16
SPEED(l) = 0.515 * SPEED(l)
IF (SPEED(l) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 340
WRITE (IOU,9023) I
IF (.NOT.BATCH) WRITE (ICU,9023) I
SPEED(I) = 1.0
340 CONTINUE
IF(ICALC.NE.3) GO TO 350
IF(CALHT.LE. ALT(NUM)) GO TO 350
WRITE(IOU, 9019)
WRITE(IOU, 9020)
IF (.NOT.BATCH) WRITE (ICU,9020)
GO TO 420
C SAVE DEW POINT TEMP AND CALCULATE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE
350 DO 360 I=I,NUM
DPTEMP (I) = PTEMP (I)
PTEMP (I) =0.0
PT EMP (I) = POTMP (TEMP (I),RH (I),PRE SS (I))
360 CONTINUE
C........ WRITE THE HEADER FOR SOUNDING OR FORECAST




C WRITE THE SURFACE DENSITY AND ALL THE DATA POINTS
























































IALTF = 3.281 * ALT(1) + 0.5
ALTM= ALT(I)
SPDKNT=SPEED(I)*I.94175
APTEMP= PTEMP(I) - 273.16
































































• , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
C - THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN DATA FOR THE REED DIFFUSION -




C**** B E G I N C O M M O N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C _TH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS










,IPLLNT (4), GA_mP (30), HM (2), CISO (I0) ,DISO (i0),
TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29) ,VS(20),
FS (20) ,_DLNAM(I 2) ,DBAR(20)

















































































C OMMON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, IST IME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LT IME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), n SDT (2)
C.......... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_ON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30),




C--- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)























C**********COF_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************SI000680
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $I000690
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $I000700






























CF ....... OUTPUT FOP_T STATEMENT $I000850
9004 FOR}_T (IHI,5X,6HTIME: ,I4,1X,AI,A2,4X,6HDATE: ,I2,1X,A2,AI,1X,I4)S1000860
9005 FOR_T(71HO*** REEDM ERROR 015,
I SOUNDING FILE ,3A2)
9006 FOR_IAT(41HO*** REEDM ERROR 016,




































C........ INITIALIZE THE COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA TO 0
C
ISETS = 0
IF (GRVSET .AND..NOT. MODEL5) _LAXHGT = 20000.0
C READ DATA FROM TAPE
I0 READ (8,9001) (IBUF(1),I=I,40)
C IF AN EOF ON TAPE, SET TIIE EOF FLAG AND RETURN
CALL EXEC(13,8,1EQT5)
IEOF = IAED(ISHIF(IEQT5,-7),I)
IF(IEOF .EQ. I) GOTO 160
C KEEP READING UNTIL THE STANDARD LEVEL DATA IS FOUND
IF(IBUF(1).NE.NTEST(1).OR. IBUF(2).NE.NTEST(2)) GO TO i0
ISETS = ISETS+I
IF (IWANT .GT. ISETS) GO TO I0
20 READ (8,9001) (IBUF(1),I=I,40)
CALL EXEC(13,8,1EQT5)
IEOF = IAN_(ISHIF(IEQT5,-7),I)
IF(IEOF .EQ. I) GOTO 160
IF(IBUF(1).NE.NTEST(B).OR. IBUF(2).EQ.NTEST(2))GO TO 20




IF(IEOF .EQ. i) GOTO 160
C........ CHANGE TO EST OR EDT DEPENDING ON LAUNCH TIME
ISTIME = ISTIME - 500
IF(IPLACE .EQ. I)ISTIME = ISTIME - 300
IF(LSDT(2) .NE. NTEST(2))ISTIME _ ISTIME + I00
IF(ISTIME .GT. O)GO TO 30
ISTIME = 2400 + ISTIME
ISDAY = ISDAY - I
C- FIND THE KEY WORD ALTITUDE (AL)
30 READ (8,9001) (IBUF(1),I=I,40)
CALL EXEC(13,8,1EQT5)
IEOF = IAND(ISIIIF(IEQT5,-7),I)
IF(IEOF .EQ. I) GOTO 160
IF(IBUF(2) .EQ. NTEST(2))GO TO 20
IF(IBUF(1) .NE. NTEST(4))GO TO 30





IF(IEOF .EQ. I) GOTO 160
CALL B2Z(IBUF(1),J)
IF (IBUF(10) .EQ. NTEST(5)) GO TO 80
IF (J .GE. NTEST(6).AND.J .LE. NTEST(7)) GO TO 50


























































IF(DIRS(1) .GT. 360.0) GOTO40
IF(DIRS(1) .EQ. 360.0) DIRS(1) = 0.0
IF(SPEEDS(l) .GE. 99.0) GOTO40
IF(TEHPS(1) .GE. 99.0) GOTO40
IF(PTEMPS(1).GE. 99.0) GOTO40
IF(PRESSS(1).GE. 9999.0) GOTO40
IF(RHS(1) .LE. 0.0 .OR. RHS(1) .GT. i00.0) CALLRELHH(TEMPS(1),
i PTEHPS(1),PRESSS(1),RHS(1))
IF(I .EO. I)SURDEN= SURDN
IF(I.GT.I.AND.ALTS(1).LT.ALTS(I-I)) SURDEN=SURDN
IF(ALTS(1) .GT. MAXHGT)GOT 80
C CHECKFORDUPLICATELEVELS.
IF(I .EQ. I) GOTO70
J = I - 1




80 NUM = I
IF(NUM .GT. 100)GO TO 140
C FIND THE KEY WORD MANDATORY




IF(IEOF .EQ. I) GOTO 160
IF(IBUF(1) .EQ. NTEST(1).AND.IBUF(2) .EQ. NTEST(2))GO TO 150
IF(IBUF(10).NE.NTEST(5))GO TO 90
C........ LIMIT DATA TO I00 POINTS -- READ THE MANDATORY LEVEL DATA




IF(IEOF .EQ. I) GOTO 140
CALL B2Z(IBUF(1),J)
IF (IBUF(1).EQ.NTEST(1).OR. IBUF(2).EQ.NTEST(2)) GO TO 140




IF(DIRS(I) .GT. 360.0) GOTO ii0
IF(TEHPS(I) .GE. 99.0) GOTO ii0
IF(PTEHPS(I) .GE. 99.0) GOTO Ii0
IF(PRESSS'_I) .GE. 9999.0) GOTO ii0
IF(R}[S(I)_.LE. 0.0 .OR. RHS(I) .GT. 100.0) CALL RELHH(TEMPS(I),
1PTEHPS(I),PRESSS(I),RHS(I))
IF(DIRS(I) .EQ. 360.0)DIRS(I) = 0.0
IF(ALTS(I) .GT. MAXHGT)GO TO 140






















































J = I - 1





140 Nb_i= I - I












C I_ITE OUTTHESOUNDING/FORECASTTIME SI002170
WRITE(IOU,9004) ISTIHE,LSDT(1),LSDT(2),ISDAY,ISMON(1),ISMON(2),SI002180
. ISYEAR SI002190
C........ THERE_ST BE 5 ORMOREDATAPOINTSFORTHIS TOBE A VALID SETSI002200



























IF (RH .GT. I00.0)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RELHH (T, DP, P, RH)
, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 17 FEB 81 LOCATION: KSC
CALCULATE RELATIVE HUMIDITY
F(A) = 1013.25_EXP(A*(13.3185+A*(-I.976+A*(-.6445 -.1299.A))))
373.16
























, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE:06 FEB81 LOCATION: KSC
C m m




IF(IB .EQ. 020000B)IB = 030000B
IC = IAND(IA,O00377B)


































THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE POTENTIAL T_PERATURE GIVEN









































• , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE:06 FEB81 LOCATION:KSC
w
THIS FUNCTION SHIFTS BITS IN WORD'IWRD BY THE NUMBER OF
POSTIONS IN THE VARIABLE IPOS. IF IPOS _[ 0 BITS ARE
SHIFTED TO THE LEFT AND IF IPOS § 0 BITS ARE SHIFTED TO -
THE RIGHT. BITS SHIFTED OFF EITHER END ARE LOST. ALSO -



































C - THIS ROUTINE CREATES INTERMEDIATE LEVELS OF










C**** B E G I N C 0 M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C.......... _[ATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /MATH/ PI, G, CP, MAXLEV, GA_IAI ,GAMMAC
C .......... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
COMMON /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN ,MODEL ,IVHICL ,NORMAL ,TPROP ,
. ISHAPE, GAMMAX, GAI_MAY, GAMN_Z, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, S IGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTISO, FILE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM I,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GA_iAP (30), HM (2), CISO (i0), DI SO (I0),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
FS (20), MDLNAM (12), DBAR(20)
C.......... COUNTERS,FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
CO_ION /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUM,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT,ZM,H,
• DPD Z,TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISN_DFO,CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU, KEEP
• ,MIXING, MAXD EP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (i0), GASSET, IAGAIN,
• ICIIAR (12 ), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR(5), IFRMT (80),
• MINUS i,MINUS 9,MINS I,MINS 9,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
RT (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
C.......... TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NU}IBERS.
INTEGER ALTS ET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, UL INE, INVNDR,
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
CO_ION /CNTRL / ALTSET (2), OFF (2), BLNKNG (2), INV (2), INVHF (2),










































C.......... VEHICLE PARAMETERS S1500490
CO}_ION /VCLPR/ VPAR(17) S1500500
80
EC.......... TIME PARAMETERS
CO_,_ION /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2),JMON (2), LMON (2),L SDT (2)
C.... "-..... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMI_ON /FRCST/ ALT (30) ,DIR(30), SPEED (30) ,TEMP (30), PRESS (30),




C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_LMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6), SPEEDB (6) ,TEMPB (6)















C CONVERSION FACTORS $1500650
COitiON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S1500660
C S1500670
C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION**********_*******SIS00680
C01_MON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S1500690
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S1500700












END OF COMMON AREA
DIMENSION LEVELS(1),ALTS(100),DIRS(IO0),SPEEDS(100),TEMPS(IO0),
*PRESSS(IOO),RHS(IOO),PTEMPS(IO0)
EQUIVALENCE (ALTS (i), PLUS (i)), (DIRS (i), PLUS (I0 I)),
* (SPEEDS(1),PLUS(201)), (TEMPS(1),PLUS(30i)), (PRESSS(1),PLUS(401)),





NLAY S=NUM - 1
I =0
I = I+i
IF (I .GT. NLAYS) GO TO 50
IPI=I+I
DIFF = ALTS(IPI)-ALTS(1)
IF(DIFF.LT.DMAX) GO TO i0
NWLEVS = INT(DIFF/DMAX)
_LAYS = _LEVS+I























































































































































, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
C_
TIIIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A SIG_ VALUE GIVEN -
ALTITUDE, SPEED, TEMP, AND PRESSURE FOR THE
FIRST LEVEL OF DATA, THE IO00FT LEVEL OF DATA -
AND THE 1000MB LEVEL OF DATA
IF THESE LEVELS DON'T EXIST DATA IS LINEARLY INTERPOLATED
TO THESE LEVELS FOR THE CALCULATION OF SIG_(A)
BEGIN COMMON AREA
04/02/82
MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /MATH/ PI, G, CP, MAXLEV, GAI_I, GA_iAC
INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
COMMON /INPUT / IRUN ,NUMRUN, MODEL ,IVHI CL ,NORMAL ,TPROP ,
• ISHAPE, GA_LEX, GAMMAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ ,XLRY, TI_LAV, ISIG ,ICALC ,CALHT ,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGI_LAR,SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NC ISO, ND ISO, NT ISO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM1, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GAMI_\P (30) ,HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (10),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
• FS (20), MDLNAM (12), DBAR (20)
COUNTERS, FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT,MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM,NUM,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT, ZM,H,
• DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, S IGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU, KEEP
• ,MIXING, MAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (IO), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
• ICHAR(I 2), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR(5), IFRMT (80),
• MINUS i,MINUS9 ,MINS i ,MINS9,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
TERMINAL CONTROL CIIARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,




























































C-- ........ TIME PARAMETERS
COMMON /TIME/ JTIME,JDAY,JYEAR, ISTIME,ISDAY,ISYEAR,LTIME,
• LDAY,LYEAR,ISMON(2),JMON(2),LMON(2),LSDT(2)






C- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)




















C CONVERSION FACTORS S1600700
CO_ON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S1600710
C S1600720
C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COM#ION MODIFICATION******************SI600730
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S1600740
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S1600750













C CALCULATION OF SIGAZ
C NEWTONS METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF F(X,B,D) = 0
F(X,B,D) =(I.-X**4)/(16.*X*X*(D+C4-2.*ALOG(I.+X)
i - ALOG(I.+X*X)+2.*ATAN(X))**2) - B
FP(X,D) =(-X**4-1.)/(8.*X**3*(D+C4-2.*ALOG(I.+X)



















































IF(IRUN. EQ.4) WRITE(IOU,9001) ZI,V1,TI,PZI,Z2,V2,T2,PZ2,Z3,V3,T3
.,PZ3
9001 FORMAT(12H DIAGNOSTICS/23H SURFACE LEVEL Z,V,T,P=,4FI2.5/
• 23H I000 MB LEVEL Z,V,T,P=,4FI2.5/
• 23H i000 FT LEVEL Z,V,T,P=,4FI2.5)
C ** CONVERT TO PROPER UNITS
C Vl = VI*.514791
C V2 = V2".514791
C V3 = V3".514791
C ZI = ZI*.3048
C Z2 = Z2".3048
C Z3 = Z3".3048
C T1 = TI+273.16
C T2 = T2+273.16
C T3 _ T3+273.16
C*** INITIALIZE Z0
ZO = .20
C PZI AND PZ3 IN MILLIBARS
C VI,V2 AND V3 IN METER/SEC
C ZI,Z2 AND Z3 IN METERS
C TI,T2 AND T3 IN DEG K









































































DO 30 1 = 1,50
RI = R - F(R,B,ZOZ0)/FP(R,ZOZO)
IF(RI .LE. -i.0) GOTO 220
U=F(RI,B,ZOZO)
IF(ABS(RI-R).LT.I.E-7) GO TO 80
IF(I.EQ.49) USAV = U
IF(I.NE.50) GO TO 20
IF(USAV.LT.0..AND.U. GT.0..0R. USAV.GT.0..AND.U. LT.0.) GO TO
20 CONTINUE
30 R = RI
RSIG = 30.
GO TO 220




A3 = -SQRT(B)* (AP-I.)





60 REII = -A2/(2.*AI)
SI = I. - 7.*REII**2
GO TO 130
70 REI = (-A2 + SQRT(RAD))/(2.*AI)
RI4 = REI**2
ZOOL4 = ZO*RI4/(Z*(I. -7.*R14))
IF(B,LT,C3) GO TO 170
IF(B.GE. C3) GO TO 190
80 RII = (I.-RI*'4)/16.
ZOOLI = ZO*RII/Z
A = ZOZO +C4-2.*ALOG(I.+RI)-ALOG(I.+RI**2)+2.*ATAN(RI)
IF(B.LT.CI) GO TO 90
IF(B.GE.CI.AND.B.LT.C2) GO TO I00
IF(B.GE. C2) GO TO II0
90 RSIG = E*2.7/A
GO TO 220
i00 FB2 = 2.7 + ll_.*(-Cl + B)
RSIG = E*FB2/A
GO TO 220
II0 FB3 = 3.4 - 725.5"(-C2 +B)
RSIG = E*FB3/A
GO TO 220






























































140 FB3 - 3.4 - 725.5"(-C2 + B)







i60 FB4 - 1.55 + 38.04"(B - .0008)
FB5 = 2.35 + 38.04"(B - .0008)
RSIG = (E*FB4)/(ZOZ0 -7.*RI3/( i. -7.*RI3))






170 FB3 = 3.4 - 725.5"(-C2+B)
RSIG . (E*FB3)/( 7.*RI4/(I. - 7.*RI4) + ZOZ0)
SIGR20=(E*FB3)/(C6+ZOZ0)





190 FB4 - 1.55 + 38.04"(B - .0008)
FB5 - 2.35 + 5.43"(B - C7)
RSIG - (E*FB4)/( 7.*RI4/(I. - 7.*RI4) + ZOZ0)
IF(B.GE.CT)RSIG = (E*FB5)/(ZOZO - 7.*RI4/(I. - 7.*RI4))
SIGR21=(E*FB4)/(C6+ZOZO)
SIGR2_ = (E*FB5)/(C6+ZOZO)
IF(RI4.GE. C5.AND.B.LT. C7) GO TO 200








C*** CHECK FOR VALID SIGAZ VALUE
220 CONTINUE











































































ORGANIZATION: H. E. CRAMER CO., INC. ::: $1700070
::: S1700080
WORK FOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS (ES84) ::: S1700090
::: S1700100
PROGRAM CODE: RCLDM ::: S1700110
::: S1700120
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: ONE OF THE MODULES FOR ROCKET EXHAUST ::: S1700130
EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS (MULTI-LAYER)::: S1700140
::: S1700150
USER SPECIFIED MET SOUNDING AND USER SPECIFIED OPTIONS ::: S!700160
::: S1700170













C**** B E G I N C 0 M M 0 N A R E A
C 04102/82
C.......... MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS




CO_ION /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• ISHAPE, GA_MAX, GAMMAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTISO, FleE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, rim i,DURAT, NV S, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GA_LAP (30), HM (2), CISO (I0), DISO (I0),
• TISO (i0),TITLE(14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL(29),VS (20),
• FS (20) ,MDENAM(I 2) ,DBAR(20)
C-- COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOG ICALI SNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,










































CO_[ON /VCLPR/ VPAR(17) S1700710
C TIME PARAMETERS S 1700720
COITION /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME, S1700730
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), e SDT (2) S 1700740
C.......... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS) $1700750
C05_ON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30), $1700760
• RH(30),PTEMP(30),SIGEP(30),SIGAP(30) S1700770
C LAYER PARAMETERS $1700780
CO_ON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29),Q(29),RISTIM(29),SIGXO(29), $1700790
• SIGYO(29) $1700800
C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS) $1700810
CO_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6) S1700820
C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS S1700830
CO_ION /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S1700840
. SPEEDN(32) S1700850
C CONVERSION FACTORS S1700860
CO_fON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $1700870
C S1700880
C**********COF_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************SI700890
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $1700900
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S1700910
C..... A R R A Y = 2077 + 1 + 1 + 2 * 900 = 3879S1700920
********************************************************************************
C S1700940
C EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS S i700950
IEQUIVALENCE(IIU,IPAR(1)),(IOU,IPAR(2)),(IPUI,IPAR(3)) $1700960
• ,(IPU2,1PAR(4)),(IPU3,1PAR(5)) S1700970
EQUIVALENCE (MAXDEP,GRVSET), (IFRMT(1),IFRMTI) S1700980
C S1700990





















































































































































































C- CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS S1700830
CO_ION /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(B2),DSPEED(B2),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S1700840
• SPEEDN(32) $1700850
C--- CONVERSION FACTORS $1700860
CO_ION /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $1700870
C S1700880
C**********COF_ION BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S1700890
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(9O0) S1700900
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S1700910
C..... A R R A Y _ 2077 + i + i _"+ 2 * 900 = 3879S1700920
********************************************************************************
C $1700940






























• / IX,21HSPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR:,20X,13H(K CAL./GRAM),I4X,FS.4
/ 1X,36HVERTICAL GRADIENT OF POTENTIAL TEMP.
/ 12X,24HTO STABILIZATION HEIGHT:,6X,10H(DEG. K/M),I7X,F5.4)
















































9008 FOR>_T(2X,26HFIRST MIXING LAYER HEIGHT:,I4X,SH(METERS),IIX,SHTOP =$1701350
.,F8.2/61X,5HBASE=,F8.2) S1701360
9009 FORMAT(2X,29HSECOND SELECTED LAYER HEIGHT:,IIX,SH(METERS),IIX, S1701370
.SHTOP =,FS.2/61X,5HBASE=,FS.2) S1701380
9010 FOP_T(/5X,48H * - INDICATES CLOUD STABILIZATION TIME WAS USED/ S1701390
.5X,50H** - RANGE FROM PAD IS AT CLOUD STABILIZATION TIME/) S1701400














FOR_mT(38H0* PROCESSING CONTINUES WITH NEXT RUN./IHI)
IF (IVERSN .NE. JVERSN) CALl, LOADS(-I,0,0,0,0,BATCH)






















IF(NNNTRY .EQ. 3) GOTO 80





C--- COMPUTE BURN PATE FACTOR(RFACT),SOURCE OUTPUT RATE(QC),
C TOTAL OUTPUT STRENGTH(QT),HEAT OUTPUT(HEAT) AND VEHICLE RISE
CC PARAHETERS (AA, BB, CC)
I0 RFACT - .O01*((I.8*(TPROP-273.16)+32.0)-70.0)+1.0
20 QC = RFACT*VPAR(NORMAL)
QT = VPAR(NOIL_LAL+3)
HEAT = VPAR(NORMAL+9)
C.......... CALCULATE PLUME RISE - FOR DELTA LAUNCHES USE AVERAGE OF
C INSTANTANEOUS AND CONTINUOUS PLUME RISE
C INSTANTEOUS PLUME RISE
30 LTYP = i
IF(NORMAL.GT.I) GO TO 40
CALL PLUME (LTYP)
IF(IFLG.GT.0) GO TO 190
IF(IVHICL.LE.2) GO TO 70





C CONTINOUS PLUME RISE
40 LTYP = 2
CALL PLUME (LTYP)
IF(IFLG.GT.O) GO TO 190
IF(IVHICL.LE.2) GO TO 70
IF(NORMAL.GT.I) GO TO 70




DO 50 1 = 2,NUM




C- CALCULATE CLOUD TRAJECTORY AND RISE TIME USING DELXY
70 CALL DELXY
C--. CALCULATE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION
CALL DIST4



































































































•, RH(J), SIGAP(J), SIGEP(J), J=I, NUM)












































































































C - THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES CLOUD (PLUME) RISE
















MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS




COMMON /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN,MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• ISHAPE, GAM>L_X, GA_iAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TI_[AV,ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, S IGMER, LS ITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, ND ISO, NTI SO, F ILK (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GAMI_LEP(30) ,HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (I0),
• TISO(10) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP(29), SIGLL (29) ,VS (20),
FS (20), MDLNAM (12), DBAR (2O)
C COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOG ICAL ISNDFO, CRT, _LEXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, HODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL / IFLG, RUNNUM, NUH, NLAYS, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,
• DPDZ, TAuK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, I SNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU, KEEP
. ,MIXING, I_LAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ;ALT SV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (I0), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRMT (80),
• MINUS I ,MINUS9, MINS i,MINS9,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
RT (24) ,TP ROP C, IDXRT
C.......... TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUHBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRD SP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
CO_ION /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2) ,BLNKNG (2), INV(2), INVHF(2),
• INVNDR (2) ,ULINE(2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,














































END OF COMMON AREA
EQUIVALE_.'CE (AA,VPAR(7)), (BB ,VPAR(8) ), (CC,VPAR(9))
ZSUM = 0.0
UBARS = 0.0






I0 A1 = 6.0*QC*AA*HEAT/(SURDEN,CP*PI*GA_IAX*GAMMAY*GAMMAZ)
BI = I. O/(4.0-BB)
20K= 1
30 K = K+I
40 CALL LEAST(ALT,PTEP[P,DPDZ,K,0,0.0,0.0)
IF(DPDZ.LT.3.322E-4) DPDZ = 3.322E-4
IF(LTYP.EQ.I) GO TO 50
UBARS = UBARS+ (ALT (K) -ALT (K-i) )* (SPEED (K) +SPEED (K-I ))*0.5
ZSI_! -- ZSL_M+ALT (K)-ALT (K-l)
UBARK = UBARS/ZSUM
C CONTINUOUS
ZM = (AI /(UBARK*DPDZ))**BI
GO TO 60
50 ZM = (AI/DPDZ)**BI
C INSTANTANEOUS
ZM = (AI/AA* (AA*ZM**BB+CC)/DPDZ)**0.25
60 IF(ZM.LE.ALT(K)) GO TO 70
K = K+I
IF(K.GT.NUM) GO TO 160
GO TO 40
70 IF(ALT(K)-ZM.LE.IO.0) GO TO 150
IF (DPDZ-3. 322E-4) 80,150,80
80 CONTINUE
IF(LTYP.EQ. i) GO TO 90
U BARK = UBARS- (ALT (K) -ALT (K- 1))* (SPEED (K) +SPEED (K-1 ))* O. 5
ZBARK = ZSUM-(ALT(K)-ALT(K-I))
90 ZP = ALT(K)
I00 ZP = ZP-IO.O
IF(ZP.LT.ALT(1)) GO TO 170
TVP = PTEMP (K)-TPZ (ALT (K), ZP, PTEMP (K), PTEMP (K- i), ALT (K- i) )
CALL LEAST (ALT, PTEMP,DPDZ,K-I, I,ZP, TVP)
IF(DPDZ.GT.3.322E-4) GO TO 120
DPDZ " 3.322E-4
II0 ZM = ZP
GO TO 150
120 IF(LTY'P.EQ.I) GO TO 130
UBARZ = SPEED (K)-TPZ (ALT (K), ZP, SPEED (K), SPEED (K- i), ALT (K- i))
























































130 ZM = (AI/DPDZ)**BI
ZM = (AI/AA*(AA*ZM**BB+CC)/DPDZ)**.25
140 IF(ZM.GT.ZP) GO TO 110
IF(ZM. GT. ZP-10.O) GO TO 150
IF(ZP.GE.ALT(K-I)) GO TO i00
ZM = ALT(K-I)
C..... RETURN ZM AND DPDZ
150 IFLG = 0
GO TO 180
C..... CANNOT CALCULATE ZM AND DPDZ
160 IFLG = 1
GO TO 180




































THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES CLOUD TRAJECTORY (DX,DY) AND









C**** B E G I N C O M M O N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C-- _tATH PARA_[ETERS AND CONSTANTS





• ISHAPE, GA_4AX, GA_iAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
XRY, ERE, XLRY, TI}iAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIG_[AR, SIGMER,LSITE, BOTLAY,
ERE, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDISO, NTI SO, FleE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM i,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
. ,IPLLNT (4), GA_P (30), H}I(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (i0),
TISO(10) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29) ,VS(20),
FS (20) ,MDENAM (12) ,DBAR(20)
Co COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXD EP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MOD EL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUM,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT,ZM,H,
• DPDZ ,TAUK, SURDEN ,ZRL ,IBOT ,ITOP ,SIGXNK ,SIGYNK ,
SIGZ, ISNDFO ,CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU, KEEP
• ,MIXING, _£AXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL(14), CS (i0), GASSET, IAGAIN,
• ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRMT (80),
MINUS i,MINUS9 ,MINS ! ,MINS9,
[ MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
RT (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
C--- TER}IINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTS ET ,OFF ,BLNKNG ,INV, ULINE ,INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE

















































CO>_ON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, !SYEAR, LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2),LMON (2), LSD r (2)
-SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMHON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30),




CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO>_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6) ,SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)




CO_ON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S1900650
C S1900660
1900670
C**********CO_fON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION***********_******_I900680
COMIMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) S1900690
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER
..... A R R A Y = 2077. + 1 + I + 2 * 900 , ,_ _I_$_




















































































ZD=BK*ALT(I+ I )** IP
IF(ZD.GT.2.0) GOTO80























80 RE=(ZM-ALT(I)) / (ALT (I+I)-ALT (I))*. 5* (SPEED (I+I)-SPEED (I))
+SPEED (I)
•IF(NORMAL.EQ. I) GO TO 90
RE=RE* (ZM-ALT (I) )+UF
ZF= ZF+ (ZN-ALT (I) )
RK=RK/ZF
90 RE=RE* (TSTR-TT)
BBB= (DIR (I+ i)-DIR (I) )
IF(BBB.GT.180-0) BBB=BBB-360.0
IF(BBB.LT.-180.0) BBB=BBB+360.O
BBB=AMOD (BBB, 360. O)
THETAM= BBB /(ALT (I+ I)-ALT (I))* (ZM-ALT (I)) +DIR (I)
THETAK=. 5* (THETAM+DIR (I))







































































IF(DX(J).EQ.O.O .AND. DY(J).EQ.O.0) GOTO 140
TT = O.5* (SPEED(J+I)+SPEED(J))*(TSTR_RISTIM(j))
BBB= 0.5*(DIR(J+I)+DIR(J))
























































C - THIS SUBROUTINE CALCb_ATES THE STANDARD
C - AZIMUTH AND WIND ELEVATION ANGLES
C -
DEVIATION OF THE WIND
C
C¢
C**** B E G I N C 0 M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C- MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS









• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM i,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (i0),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
FS(20),_LNAM(12),DBAR(20)

















































































CO_ION /rIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JNON (2), LMON (2), LSDT (2)
-SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMMON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30), SPEED(30), TEMP (30), PRESS (30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), S!GEP (30), SIGAP (30)
....LAYER PARAMETERS
COMMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29) ,DY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIM(29) ,SIGXO(29),
• SIGYO(29)
CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMNON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)
CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS





















C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S2000680
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $2000690
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S2000700
C..... A R R A Y = 2077 + 1 + 1 + 2 * 900 = 3879S2000710
********************************************************************************
C








END OF COMMON AREA
PHIl = G*DPDZ/TEMP(1)
TAUK = FI/SQRT(PHII)
IF(TAUK. GT.600.0 .OR. TAUK.LE.0.0)TAUK = 600.0
K = 0
IF(ISIG.EQ.I) GO TO 40
i0 K = K+I
IF(K.GT.NUM) GO TO 40
IF(ALT(K).EQ.HM(1)) GO TO 20






















































, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL IN EACH




MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS












FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12) ,DBAR (20)






















































































C.......... CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)

























C..... A R R A Y = 2077 + i + 1 + 2 * 900 = 3879S2
**************************************************************************
C $2




ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S2100670












DATA D4/3.80036D-5/, D5/4.88906D-5/, D6/5.383D-6/
IF(NOR_L.GT.I) GO TO i0
QQ = QC*(AA*ZM**BB+CC)
GO TO 20
10 QQ = QT








40 K = I
50 K = K+I















































IF(IFLG.EQ.I) PZ = 1.0-PZ
90 PZP = PZ-PHI
GO TO Ii0
i00 PZP = 0.0
ZT = ALT (K)
ZB = ALT (K-l)
IF(ZB.GT.ZTC .OR. ZT.LT.ZBC) GO TO ii0
IF(ZT.GT.ZTC) ZT = ZTC
IF(ZB.LT.ZBC) ZB = ZBC
PZP = SQ21* ((ZT-ZB)-((ZT-ZM)**3-(ZB-ZM)**3)*PHI)
Ii0 Q(K-I) = PZP*QQ
IF(Q(K-I) .LT. 0.0) Q(K-I) :: 0.0
IF(ISHAPE.EQ.I .AND. Q(K-I).LT.I.0E-20) QQ = 0.0
IF(ISHAPE.EQ.I) PHI -- PZ
IF(K.LT.Nb_M) GO TO 50
IF(NOR}IAL.GT. i) GO TO 140
K=2
ZP=ZM
120 IF(ALT(K).GE.ZM) GO TO 130
K=K+ i
IF(K. LE. NUM) GO TO 120
GO TO 140
130 IF(K.GT.NUM) GO TO 140
Q(K-I) = QC*AA* (ALT(K)**BB-ZP**BB)+Q(K-I)













































THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE
AND THE CLOUD RISE HEIGHT (H)






























• ,IPLLNT (4), GAM_P (30) ,HM (2), CISO (I0) ,DISO (i0),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
• FS(20),_DLNAM(12),DBAR(20)







































































CO,_ON/TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), L SDT (2)
C SOUNDI_:G/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_ION /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(3O),PRESS(30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C-- LAYER PARAMETERS
CO'.._ON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29) ,DY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIM(29), SIGXO(29),
• SIGYO(29)
C- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)
C-. CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS
CO,_ON /NLYER/ DDIR(32) ,DIRN(32) ,DSPEED (32), SIGAPN(32), SIGEPN(32),
SPEEDN(32)



















C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARP_Y FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S2200670
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(I), NTOTAL(I), PLUS(9OO) $2200680
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $2200690
C..... A R R A Y = 2077 + i + l + 2 * 900 - 3879S2200700
********************************************************************************
C $2200720
C-- EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS $2200730
EQUIVALENCE(IIU,IPAR(I)),(IOU,IPAR(2)),(IPUI,IPAR(3)) $2200740
• ,(IPU2,1PAR(4)),(IPU3,1PAR(5)) $2200750
EQUIVALENCE (MAXDEP,GRVSET), (IFRMT(1),IFRMTI) $2200760
C $2200770









DO 50 K=2,NUM S2200870
ZB = ALT(K-I) $2200880
ZT=ALT(K) $2200890
IF(K. EQ.2) ZB=O.O $2200900
ZP = .5*(ZT+ZB) $2200910
SXO=O. O $2200920
SYO=O.O $2200930




























































DO I0 I = I,K
TVB = TVB + PTEMP(1)
I0 ZB = ZB + ALT(1)
IF(ISW.EQ.0) GO TO 20
TVB = TVB + TVP
ZB = ZB + ZP
L = L+ 1




DO 30 1 = I,K
S1 = SI+(ALT(1)-ZB)*(PTEMP(1)-TVB)
30 $2 = S2+(ALT(1)-ZB)**2
IF(ISW.EQ.0) GO TO 40
SI = SI+(Zp-ZB)*(TVP-TVB)
$2 = S2+(ZP-ZB)**2

















































, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 06 FEB 81 LOCATION: KSC


























• , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::


















MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /_iATH / PI, G, CP, MAXLEV, GA_IAI, GAMMAC
C.......... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA o
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_MON /INPUT / IRUN, NUNRUN, MODEL, IVHI CL, NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAPE, GA__X, GA_AY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SI GMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
. ,IPLLNT (4), GA_fl_AP(30) ,HM(2), CISO (i0), DISO (i0),
. TISO(10) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP(29), SIGLL(29) ,VS(20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12) ,DBAR (20)
C COUNTERS, FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNhqJM, RT, CL, C S
CO_ON /CTRFL / IFLG, RUNNUM, NUM, NLAYS ,NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H ,
. DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU ,KEEP
• ,MIXING, _IAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14),CS (IO), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
• ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR(5), IFP_IT (80),
• MINUS i,MINUS9 ,MINS I ,MINS9,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNES T,NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• Rr (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
C .......... TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUNBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
. TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRD SP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
COMNON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2),OFF(2),BLNKNG(2),INV(2),INVHF(2),
• INVNDR (2) ,ULINE (2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
• IESCAJ (3) ,NULL, IBLNK,
• IPAR(5), ICU, IYSJ, IYESJ, IN J, INOJ, NAMEP (3)



















































COMMON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), L SDT (2)
C- SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_ON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30),SPEED(30) ,TEMP (30) ,PRESS (30),
• RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.......... LAYER PARAMETERS
COMMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29),Q(29),RISTIM(29),SIGXO(29)'
• SIGYO (29 )
C-- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)













C-- CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS $2600630
CO_ION /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S2600640 $2600650
SPEEDN(32) $2600660
C-- CONVERSION FACTORS $2600670
CO_ON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $2600680
c
C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION ******************$2600690
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $2600700
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $2600710
...... + i + i + 2 * 900 = 3879S2600720
C..... A R R A Y = zu1_ _ _ , ********










END OF COMMON AREA
REAL MPWR
DIMENSION ANG(30),DIREC(3)


















.9HDIRECTION,3X,9H SHEAR ,4X,7HAZI ANG,5X,7HELE ANG/
•, iIX,7H(M/SEC), 5X, 7H(M/SEC) ,6X,5H(DEG), 19X,5H(DEG), 7X,SH(DEG))
9002 FOR_T (IX, 40 (2H--))
9003 FORfeiT (3X, 12, 3X,4 (2X,FIO" 2) '2 (2X'FIO" 4))
9004 FOR_T(//IX,16(IH*),4X,3SHCALCULATED TRANSITION LAYER PARAMETERS,
.5X,16(IH*))









































FOR_T (IX, 7HLAYER: ,18X,4 (IX,F8.2), 2 (IX, F8.4))
FORMAT(IX, 7HBOTTOM: ,3(IX,F8.2), 10X,F8.2,9X, 2 (IX,F8.4)/40(2H--))



































FOR SUBLAYERS (i TO NLAYS)
C........... COMPUTE SPEED,SIG_IAP,SIGMEP FOR ALL SUBLAYERS










IF(NLAYS.LT.2) GO TO 30









































































































































































9012 FORMAT(3HJ=,I2,3H K=,I2,8H ALT(J)=,FIO.3,
.8H ALT(K)=,FI0.3,10H SIGAP(J)=,FI0.5,10H SIGEP(K)=,FI0.5,

















140 S=S+.5* (SPEED(J) +SPEED(JJ) )* (ALT(JJ) -ALT(J))








IF(ABS(T2-T1).LE.180.0) GO TO 160




160 P=. 5" (T2+TI)
TI=T2
ANG(JJ)=TI
170 S= S+P* (ALT (JJ)-ALT (J))
D INN (NLAY SI)= S/ (ALT (M21 )-ALT (M i))


































































P=P+ (ALT (J) -T 1)* (ANG (J) -T2)
TTT= (ABS (ALT (J) -r I)** 2)
S=S+TTT
190 CONTINUE
DD IP,(NLAY SI)= (ALT (M21 )-ALT (M I))*e/S
IF(DDIR(NLAYSI).LE.180.0) GO TO 200
DDIR(NLAYSI )=360.0-DDIR (NLAYSI)
200 IF(DDIR(NLAYSI).GE.-180.0) GO TO 210
DDIR (NLAYSI) =360.0+DDIR (NLAYS I)













e=e+ (ALT (J) -r2) * (SPEED (J) -T i)
TTT= (ABS (ALT (J) -r2) **2)
S=S+TTT
230 CONTINUE
D SPEED (NLAYS I) = (ALT (M21 )-ALT (Ml) )*e/S
IF(DSPKED(NLAYSI).GE.0.O) GO TO 240
IF ((TEMPB (IBDX2)-TEMPB (IBDXI)). GT. 0.0)
DSPEED (NLAYS I)=ABS (DSPEED (NLAYSI))
240 CONTINUE
250 IF(IPRINT.GT.I) GO TO 290
C OUTPUT LAYER PARAMETERS
260 WRITE(IOU, 9001)
WRITE (IOU, 9002 )
DO 270 I=I,NLAYS
D IRNP=DI RN (I)
IF(DIRNP. LT. O. 0) DIRNP=DIRNP+360.0















































































S IG_ 1=S IGAP (M) *FAC
SIGME I=SIGEP (M) *FAC





































































C**** B E G I N C 0 M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C MATHPARAMETERSANDCONSTANTS


































































































C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)



















C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S2900640
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOH(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $2900650
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $2900660






IF (IVERSN .NE. JVERSN) CALL LOADS_-I,0,0,0,O,BATCH) $2900730
GO TO (10,20),IF_4T(3) $2900740
CALL RMFRH(IFRMT) $2900750






















C::: ORGANIZATION: H. E.
C:::
















PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: ONE OF THE MODULES FOR ROCKET EXHAUST :::
EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS(MULTI-LAYER):::
:::
INPUT: USER SPECIFIED MET SOUNDING AND USER SPECIFIED OPTIONS :::
OUTPUT: PRINTED LISTING OF DATA FILE, ANALYSIS, PLOTS :::
C::: :::
C: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'



















* THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A METEOROLOGICAL PROFILE OF A SOUNDING *




















































































































,2H ,2HTE,2H_IP,2H(D,2HEG,2H C,2H) /
ISURL0/2HDA,2HTE,2H: ,8"2H ,
2H T,2HIM,2HE:,7*2H ,
2H P,2HLO,2HTT,2HED,2H A,2HT:,5*2H ,



















@,2H -,2H S,2HTA,2HB ,2HHT,2H: ,3"2H ,2H M,2*2H



































































DATAYLINQ/ 5.0, 0.0, 0.0
• ,488.0,488.0
• ,473.0,473.0
• , 90.0, 90.0,378.0
• , 70.0, 70.0
• ,378.0, 90.0, 90.0
• ,512.0,512.0,507.0
• , 88.0, 92.0






DATAIALTL/2H A,ZHL,2H T,2H 1,2H T,2H U,2H D,ZH E/
DATAIXNUM/2HI0,2H-5,2H0,2H 5,2HIO,2HI5,2H20,ZH25,2H30,2H35,
• 2H40,2H45,2H50/




DATAXRITEL/2H0,2H 2,2H 4,2H 6,2H 8,2HI0/
DATABKARO,CR/20137B,15B/
DATA IHF/IHF/ , •
IPUI = IPASS(1)
IN1 = IAND(IPASS(2),I77400B) + 40B
IF (IPAR(1) .EQ. 98) CALL LURQ(I,IPUI,I)





9005 FOR>LET (i0X, 2A2 ,15HFORH GENERATION, 3A2)
C
C* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C






















































































































































































XL(1) = XL(1) + 15.0
XL(2) = XL(1)
IF(I .NE. 13)CALL LINQ(XL,YLINQJ,2,0)
COORD = COORD + 30.0
IF(I .EQ. 1)CALL CHARQ(84.0,80.0,O,IMINUS,I,2,1)
CALL CHARQ(COORD,80.0,0,1XNUM(1),2,2,1)
DRAW WIND DIRECTION AXIS
CALL LINQ(XLINQJ,YLINQB,2,0)
DRAW WIND DIRECTION AXIS LABEL
CALL CHARQ(336.0,50.0,0,1WD,14,2,1)












TIC ,. TIC + 24.0
YL(1) = TIC
YL(2) = TIC
CALL CHARQ (64.0,YL-2.5,0, IYNUM(N), 4,2, i)
N"N+ 2
CALL LINQ (XLINQT, YL, 2, O)
DRAW Y AXIS LABEL
COORD = 344.0
DO 70 I=I,8



























































































LABEL RIGHT HAND X AXIS
CALL CODE
WRITE(IALPHA,9006)
FORMAT(3OHRANGE ALONG MEAN WIND DIR (KM))
CALL CHARQ(513.0,70.0,0,1ALPHA, 30,2,1)







CALL CHARQ(734.0,YL-2.5,0,1YNUM(N) ,4,2, i)
CALL LINQ(XLINQV,YL,2,0)
N = N + 2
CONTINUE





























































IF(INI.EQ. IHF) GO TO 110
100 WRITE(ICU,9008) BLNKNG,OFF,INVh_R, INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF,BKARO
9008 FORMAT(57H DO YOU WANT TO PLOT ANOTHER METEOROLOGICAL PROFILE
.?/5X,2A2,30HCHANGE PLOT PAPER BEFORE A YES,2A2
• ,14X,IH(,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,4H OR ,2A2,1HN,2A2,2HO),A2)
READ (ICU,9007) INI
WRITE(ICU,9007) CURSUP,CURSUP,CR,CLRDSP,BKAKO
IF (INI.EQ. IBLNK. OR. INI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 20
IF (INI.EQ. INJ.OR. INI .EQ. INOJ) GO TO 110
WRITE (ICU,9009) INV,OFF,O,O
GO TO i00














































































E. CRAMER CO., INC. ::: S3200070
::: $3200080




PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: ONE OF THE MODULES FOR ROCKET EXHAUST ::: $3200130
EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS (MULTI-LAYER)::: $3200140
::: $3200150
INPUT: USER SPECIFIED MET SOUNDING AND USER SPECIFIED OPTIONS ::: S3200160
::: $3200170
OUTPUT: PRINTED LISTING OF DATA FILE, ANALYSIS, PLOTS ::: $3200180
::: S3200190




C * * $3200240
C * THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A METEOROLOGICAL PROFILE OF A SOUNDING * $3200250
C * ON THE PLOTTER * $3200260
C * * S3200270
C ******************************************************************** S3200280
C¢
C**** B E G I N C 0 M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C. ,MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /MATH/ PI ,G, CP ,MAXLEV ,GA}_[AI ,GAMMAC
C.......... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_ION /INPUT / IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• ISHAP E, GAMMAX, GA_4AY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, T IMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, S IGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM1 ,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GA_4AP (30) ,HM(2), CISO(10) ,DISO(10),
• TISO (10), TITLE (14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL(29) ,VS (20),
FS (20), MDLNAM(12), DBAR (20)
C COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6























COMMON/CTRFL / IFLG, RUNNUM, NUH, NLAY S, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,
DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU, KEEP
,MIXING, blAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (i0), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
• ICHAR(I 2), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR(5), IFRMT (80),
• MINUS 1,MINUS 9,MINS 1,MINS 9,
MOD EL4, MODEL5, MOD EL6, NNNE ST, NNNTRY, LLNE ST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
C ---TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
COMMON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2), BLNKNG(2), INV(2), INVHF(2),
• INVNDR(2), ULINE (2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
• IESCAJ (3), NULL, IBLNK,




COMMON  TIME  JTIME,JDAY,JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), LSDT (2)
C SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_ION /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30) ,SPEED(30) ,TEHP(30) ,PRESS(30),
• RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.......... LAYER PARAMETERS
COMMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29) ,DY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIH(29), SIGXO(29),
• SIGYO(29)
C --CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ D IRB (6), SP EEDB (6), TEMP B (6)
C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS







































COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $3200860
C S3200870
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S3200880
COb_fON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $3200890
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $3200900

































































































ISURT /2HSU,2HRF,2HAC,2HE ,16"2H /




















































































IF(GOOD.NE.0) GO TO 20
WRITE (ICU, 9005 ) DELINE, CLRDSP, SETTAB, CR, BKAKO
FOR>LET (2A2,32X3A2)
FORMAT (50A2)
FORMAT (iOX, 2A2,8HPLOTTING, 3A2)
DETERMINE SOME X AND Y COORDINATES AND TOTAL NU_ER OF
FOR THE CURVES
IF(GOOD .GT. 0) WRITE(ICU,9006) (CURSUP,I=-I,LOOP),DELINE,
1 (CURSDN,I=I,LOOP)
IKND = IBLNK





IF(GOOD.NE.0) GO TO II0
DO 40 I=I,NUM
IF(ALT(1) .GE. 3600.0)G0 TO 50
CU_VEY(1) = ALT(1) * 0.08 + 90.0
AWDIR(1) = DIN(l)
I = NUM + 1
ILP = I - 1








CALCULATE PLOTTER COORDINATES FOR WIND SPEED





WDX(1) = ABS(AWDIR(1)) * 0.333333 + 310.0









































































IF(IPLACE .EQ. O)GO TO 80
I = IPLACE - IPLACE/3
CALL CHARQ(412.0,490.0,0,LOCATN,4,2,1)
CALL CHARQ(552.0,490.0,0,FILE,6,2,1)















DRAW THE WIND SPEED LINE
CALL PLOTQ(WSX,CURVEY,ILP,I)
COORD = CURVEY(ILP) + 3.0
CALL CHARQ(WSX(ILP),COORD,0,1CRVT(1),2,2,1)
DRAW THE DRY TEMPERATURE LINE
CALL PLOTQ(DTX,CURVEY,ILP,0)
COORD = CURVEY(ILP) - 8.0
CALL CHARQ(DTX(ILP)+4.0,COORD,O,ICRVT(2),2,2,1)
DRAW THE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE LINE
CALL PLOTQ(PTX,CURVEY,ILP,I)
COORD = CURVEY(ILP) + 3.0
CALL CHARQ(PTX(ILP),COORD,0,ICRVT(3),2,2,1)
DRAW THE WIND DIRECTION LINE
II m 1
DO 90 I=2,1LP
IF(AWDIR(1) .GE. O.O)GO TO 90




























































































IF(LAYBOT(1).EQ.I) GO TO 120






























































































LALAB(LXWRD)=LALABi ( i )









9008 FOP,>_T(5A2,12H* * * * *







































































































































CALCULATE LAYER DIRECTIONAL SHEAR
DWD I=WD 2-WD I
IF (DWDI. LT.-180. O) DWDI=DWI)I+360.0
IF(DWDI.GT. 180.0) DWDI=DW-DI-360.0
DWD (I) =DWD I
WD I=WD (I- i)+D_D I
FIND MINIMUM WIND DIRECTION WITH RESPECT TO WD(1)





IF (WDN. LT. 0) WDN=WDN+360.0
CALCULATE START INDEX FOR WIND DIRECTION LABEL
IST=2+IFIX(WDN)/90
IF(IST.GT.4) IST=I
CALCULATE RELATIVE POSITION WITH RESPECT TO STWD(IST)
WD ( I )=WD ( i )-WDNP+WDN- STWD (IST)
DO 20 I=2,NE4D
WD (I) =WD (I- i)+DWD (I)
IF(WD(1). er. 0.0) WD (1)=WD (I) +360.0









































































, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS THE CLOUD FOR THE MET
PROFILE, AT A SPECIFIED X AND Y POSITION. w
BEGIN COMMON AR E A
04/02/82
MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /MATII/ PI, G, CP, MAXLEV, G_IMAI, GAte,MAC
--INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_ION /INPUT/ IRUN,NI_IRUN,MODEL, IVHICL,NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAPE, GAMMAX, GAMMAY, GA_iAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LS IrE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM(2) ,CISO(10) ,DISO(10),
• TISO (i0), TITLE (14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL(29) ,VS (20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM(I 2), DBAR (20)
COUNTERS, FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT,MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSEr, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNU}I, RT, CL, CS
CO_ON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUM, NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT, ZM,H,
DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU,KEEP
,MIX ING, MAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (10), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRMT (80),
MINUS I ,MINUS 9, MINS i,MINS 9,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
RT (24) ,TPROPC, IDXRT
--TER}IINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
COMMON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2), BLNKNG(2), INV(2), INVHF(2),
INVNDR (2) ,ULINE(2),



























































COMMON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY,JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2),e SDT (2)
C---- ...... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_[MON /FRCST/ ALT (30), DIR(30), SPEED (30), TEMP (30), PRESS (30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.... "' .... LAYER PARAMETERS
COMMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29),Q(29),RISTIM(29),SIGXO(29),
SIGYO(29)
C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6) ,TEMPB (6)
C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS



























C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S3400730
CO_ION /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL (i), PLUS (900) $3400740
C.... 2READ/WRITE BUFFER $3400750










END OF COMMON AREA
DIMENSION RANGE (30,6), BEARNG (30,6), SIGYBR(30,6), CORSG (30,6)















































THETAR=ATAN(BOVRAI*STP*COS(THETAP*D2RAD)/ (I.-BOVRAI* STP* STP) )
CTMTP=COS ( (DIRN (I) -THETAP)*D2RAD)
DX=SIGPP (I) *COS (THETAR)/SQRT (I.-BOVRA I*CTMTP*CTMTP)
TOP=AMIN 1 (90.0+0.08*ALT (I+ 1), 378. O)
LEFT=ANINI (A_iAX1 (XCENTR-O. 022*DX, 506.0), 726. O)
RIGHT=AMAX 1(AMINI (XCENTR+0. 022*DX, 726. O), 506.0)








































..... w m _ m
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SUBROUTINE MOVEM (JND, XPR, NL, NLINE)

















C**** B E G I N C 0 M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82










































































CIESCAJ (3) ,NULL, IBLNK,




COM}_ON /TIME/ JTIME,JDAY,JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, I SMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), L SDT (2)
---SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_LMON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30),




CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)
CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS

























C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S3500720
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $3500730
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $3500740






































































IF(JND.EQ.I) GO TO 30
Y(1) = ALT(JND) * 0.08 + 90.0













X (2) =SURX (ISU_X (IST+ND 2) )
CALL PLOTQ(X,Y,2,0)
CONTINUE














































































m w w _ ........
SUBROUTINE CHARQ (XA, YA, IHT, IARRAY, LEN, ITH, IPRAM)
, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 FEB 79 LOCATION:
DIMENSION IARRAY(1),JARRAY(129),HT(4),THETA(4)
EQUIVALENCE (JARRAY, JRRAYI)









JARRAY (I+ 1)=IARRAY (I)
10 CONTINUE





































IF (JSW.EQ. 0) GOTO 10




















50 DLST = 0.0
60 XN = XLST+DINC*CSS
YN = YLST+DINC*SSS
LTSW = 2





IF (DLST .GT. 0.0) GO TO 70
LST = LST+I
IF (LST .GT. L) LST = I
IF (DR .GT. 0.0) GO TO 30






















































REEDM SOURCE MODLrLE &RDHI_I
FTN4 $3800000
PROGRAM RDH_RI(5) $3800010





C::: ORGANIZATION: H. E. CRAMER CO., INC. ::: $3800070
C::: ::: $3800080
C::: WORK FOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS (ES84) ::: $3800090
C::: ::: $3800100
C::: PROGRAM CODE: RDHMM ::: $3800110
C::: ::: $3800120
C::: PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: ONE OF THE MODULES FOR ROCKET EXHAUST ::: $3800130
C::: EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS (MULTI-LAYER)::: $3800140
C::: ::: $3800150
C::: INPUT: USER SPECIFIED MET SOUNDING AND USER SPECIFIED OPTIONS ::: $3800160
C::: ::: $3800170













* PROGRAM RDHMM - READS BOTTOM AND MIXING LAYER HEIGHT *
BEGIN COMMON AREA
04/02/82
MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
CO_lON /MATH/ el, G, CP,MAXLEV, GA_LMAI, GAMMAC
C INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LA_[BDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_hXlON / INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN,MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• ISHAP E, GA_LAX, GA_LAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, B ETA,
XRY, XRZ, XLRY, T IMAV, ISIG, ICAL C, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GA_LAP (30), HM (2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (I0),
TISO (I0), TITLE(14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29) ,VS (20),
• FS (20) ,MI)LNAM (i2) ,DBAR(20)
C.......... COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT ,MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4 ,MODEL5 ,MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM,RT, CL, CS
CO_[MON /CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, RUM, NLAYS, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,



















































COMMON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON(2), JMON (2),LMON (2),L SDT (2)






C- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)









































C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S3800860
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $3800870
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $3800880












END OF COMMON AREA
INPUT FOP_T STATEMENTS
FO_T (73H *** REEDM WARNING 019,
IF -i TYPED AGAIN/)















9004 FO_T (2A2,38H *** REEDMERROR001, DATAINPUTERROR,2A2,6HREF. $3801040
*,I2,1H.,II/) $3801050
9005 FO_T(50H DOYOUWISHTOPLOTTHEMETEOROLOGICALPROFILE?(,2A2, $3801060
*IHY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,4HO):) $3801070
9006 FO_T(3A2) $3801080






9010 FO_T(25H ENTERTHEHEIGHTAT THE,2A2,8H OFTHE,3A2,17H LAYER
*METERS): )
9011 FOR>_T(69H*** REEDMWARNING020, INVALIDLAYERING- SPACERETUKN
*TO CONTINUE:)
9012 FOR_T(2A2,18HENTERSIG_ AZ, (,2A2,1HE,2A2,9HSTIMATED=,2A2,
*F5.2,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HA,2A2,9HNOTHER):_)
9013 FOR_T(2A2,23HENTERSIGS_AZ (DEG):)
9014 FOP_T(2A2,20HSIG_ AZ (DEGREES):,45X,F5.2)
9015 FOR_T(57HDOYOUWISHTOINPUTSIGMAA & SIG_ E FOREACHLEVEL?
*(,2A2,1HN,2A2,1HO,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HY,2A2,5HES):)
9016 FORMAT(18HENTERSIG_ EL, (,2A2,1HE,2A2,9HSTIMATED=,2A2,F5.2
*,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HA,2A2,9HNOTHER):
9017 FOR_T(2A2,23HENTERSIG_ E_(DEG):_)
9018 FORMAT(2A2,20HSIG_ EL (DEGREES):,45X,F5.2)


















































_[TIITI /2H(8,_H(2,2HH ,2H+),2H,",2H C,2HAL,2HCU,2HLA, 2HTI,
2HON,2H H,2HEI,2HGH,2HT",2H,7,2H(2,2HH ,2H+),2H,8,
2HX,,2HF8,2H.2,2H) ,2H /























































DEFAULT MIXING HEIGHT TO TWICE












IF(INDX+I .EQ. RUM) GOTO 40
FOR HM(1) § ALT(NUM) SET
BOUNDARY LAYER TO TOP
HM(2) = ALT(NUM)
LAYTOP(2) = RUM - 1
IF(MODEL .RE. 6) GOTO 30
LAYBOT(2) = i
COTO 40














































































IF(INPT .EQ. INJ .OR. INPT .EQ. INOJ) GOTO 130
IPLOT = i
N = 2
IF(INPT .EQ. !HF) N = i
GOTO 120




IF(INPT.EQ.INJ .OR. INPT.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 90
IF(INPT .EQ. MINUS9) GO TO 900
IF(INPT .NE. MINUSI) GO TO 80
JER = JER+I
IF (JER .GT. i) GO TO 890
WRITE (ICU,9001)
GO TO 70
80 IF (INPT .EQ.IBLNK.OR. INPT.EQ. IYSJ.OR. INPT.EQ. IYESJ) GO TO I00
WRITE (ICU,9004) INV,OFF, 17,0
GO TO 70
90 IPLOT = 2
I00 JER = 0
WRITE(ICU,9006) IESA,IESD,IESJ
























































MUCH OF THE LOGIC DETERMINES $3802520
WHEN TO DISPLAY THE CALCULATION & STABILIZATION HEIGHTS. $3802530
$3802540
130 CONTINUE $3802550
IF(.NOT.BATCH .OR. IBATCH) GOTO 150 $3802560
READ(IIU,9002) I $3802570
152





























IF((MODEL .NE. 6 .AND. BOTLAY .EQ. 0.0) .OR.
i (MODEL .EQ. 6 .AND. _I(2) .EQ. 0.0)) GOTO 190
WRITE(ICU,9007) BASE,UPPER,BOTLAY
LOOP=LOOP+I
190 DO 200 1 = 1,2
II = IP_T(1)








DO 2i0 I = 1,2
Ii _ IPFMT(1)









































































IF (INPT.EQ.IBL_.OR. INPT.EQ.INJ.OR.INPT.EQ.IIHNE) GOTO460
IF (INPT .EQ. IHU.OR.INPT .E0. UPPER(1))GOTO240


















260 I = 2
GOTO280
270 I=l








310 A1 = 0.0
CALLCODE(80)
READ(IFRMT,*) AI
IF(BATCII .AND. A1 .LT. -i.0) A1 = -1.0
IF (AI .EQ. MINSI) GOTO410
IF (AI .EQ. MINS9)GOTO900







































































350 AI = 0.0
CALn CODE(80)
READ (IFP_T,*) AI
IF(BATCH .AND. A1 .LT. -i.0) A¿ = -1.0
IF (AI .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 410
IF (AI .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 900










IF (BATCH .OR. IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 390
380 _ITE (ICU,9004) INV,OFF, 18,4
LOOP = LOOP-I
CO TO 280
390 AI = 0.0
CALL CODE(80)
READ (IFRMT,*) A1
IF(BATCH .AND. AI .LT. -i.0) A1 - -I.0
IF (AI .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 410
IF (AI .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 900







410 INPT = MINSI
420 DO 430 I=I,LOOP
_WRITE(ICU,9006) IESA, IESD,IESJ
430 CONTINUE
IF(BATCH .AND. INPT .LT. -I) INPT = -I
IF(INPT+I) 40,130,440































































IF(HM(2) .EQ. 0.0 .AND. HM(1) .GT. 0.0) I = I






IF(.NOT.BATCH .AND. INPT .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 900
WRITE(ICU,9023) IESCAJ
IF(INPT .EQ. IYSJ.OR. INPT .EQ.IYESJ) GOTO 570




IF(HM(2). EQ. 0.0. AND. BOTLAY. EQ. 0.0. AND.HM(1). GT. 0.0) I=l
IF (H_i(2). GT. BOTLAY. AND. BOTLAY. EQ. HM(1) .AND. HM(I ).GT. 0.0) I=2
IF (HM (2). GT. BOTLAY. AND. BOTLAY. GT. HM(1). AND. HM(1). GT. O. 0) I=3
IF(MODEL .EQ. 5) GOTO 540
IF(I.EQ.I.AND.CALHT.LT.HM(1)) GO TO 560
IF(I.EQ.2.AND.CALHT.LT.I_(2)) GO TO 560
IF(I-3) 550,500,550
500 IF(CALHT.LT.HM(2).AND.CALHT.GE.BOTLAY) GO TO 510
IF(CALHT.LT.HM(1)) GO TO 510
GOTO 550




530 WRITE(ICU,9022) INVNDR, INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF
INPT = IBLNK
READ(IIU,9002) INPT
IF(.NOT.BATCH .AND. INPT .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 900
WRITE(ICU,9023) IESCAJ,IESCAJ
IF(INPT .EQ. IYSJ.OR. INPT .EQ.IYESJ) GOTO 560






IF(I .EQ. 1 .OR. I .EQ. 2) COTO 560































































IF(CALHT.LT. HM(1)) NBK= 2
IF(I.NE.I .AND. CALHT.GE.HM(1).AND. LAYTOP(2).NE.NUM)NBK= 3
LAYBOT(NBK)= LAYBOT(NBK-I)







IF(IPLOT .EQ. i) GOOD= 1
















IF(INPT .EQ. MINUSI) GOTO410














IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO640
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9)GOTO900













































































IF(INPT .NE. MINUSI) GOTO690
WRITE(ICU,9023)IESCAJ
GOTO580














IF (RNPT.EQ. MINSI) GOTO 730
IF (RNPT.EQ. MINS9) GOTO 900






IF(IBATCH) IIU = IIUTMP
IF(IRUN .LT. 3) GOTO880














































































IF(INPT .NE. MINUSI) GOTO 770
WRITE (ICU, 9023) IESCAJ, IESCAJ
GOTO 670
770 WRITE(ICU,9006) IESA,IESD,IESJ
IF (INPT. EQ. IBLNK. OR. INPT.EQ. INJ.OR.INPT.EQ. INOJ) GO TO 880
IF (INPT.EQ. IYSJ.OR.INPT.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 780
WRITE (ICU,9004) INV,OFF, 20,2
GO TO 760
C SET USER-ENTERED SIGAP & SIGEP FLAG FOR ROUTINE TURB4 IN RCLDM.
780 ISIG = 1
I= 2
790 CONTINUE
IF (ALT(I) .EQ. HM(1)) GO TO 800




800 SIGAP(I) = SIGMAR*.74074074
SIGEP(1) = SIGMER*.74074074
GO TO 820
810 SIGAP(I) = 1.0
SIGEP(I) = 1.0
820 _RITE (ICU,9019) I,SIGAP(I),SIGEP(I)
CALL IFNBR(IFR_Ff, 20, IER, IIU)
IF (BATCH .OR. IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 840
830 WRITE (ICU,9004) INV,OFF,20,3
GO TO 790




IF (RNPT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 850
IF (RNPT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 900






870 IF (RNPT .GT. 0.0) SIGAP(I) -, RNPT





SIGAP (I) =S IOMAR
GOTO 910
C ERROR EXIT.
890 IERROR(1) = MINSI
GOTO 910
900 IERROR(1) = 1





































































IF(VAR.LT. Z (i)) VAR=Z (I)
IF(VAR. GT. Z (N)) VAR=Z (N)
DO I0 I=I,N-I




IF (II. EQ. I.AND. ABS (VAR-Z (I)). LT. ABS (Z (I+ I)-VAR) )




























C::: ORGANIZATION:H. E. CRAMERCO., INC. :::$4000070
C::: :::$4000080
C::: WORKFOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS(ES84) :::$4000090
C::: :::S400OI00
C::: PROGRAMCODE: RCON_TM :::SS00011O
C::: :::$4000120
C::: PROGRA}[DESCRIPTION: :::$4000130
C::: THIS PROGRAMCALCULATESTHEDOSAGE,CONCENTRATION,TIMEMEAN :::$4000140
C::: CONCENTRATION,A _MAXI_Ft_ICENTERLINECONCENTRATIONFORTHE :::$4000150


















COMMON /INPUT / IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHI CL, NOP@IAL, TPROP,
• I SHAPE ,GA_NIAX, GA_LAY ,GAMMAZ ,ALPHA ,BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LS ITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTISO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM1, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GA_iAP (30) ,HM(2) ,CISO(1O) ,DIS:(10),
• TISO (i0) ,TITLE (14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29) ,VS(20),
FS (20),MDLNAM(I2),DBAR(20)
COUNTERS ,FLAGS ,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUM,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT,ZM,H,
• DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU, KEEP
• ,MIXING, _LEXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (iO), GASSET, IAGAIN,





















































































C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARA_IETERS $4000760
CO_ON /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S4000770
• SPEEDN(32) $4000780
C.......... CONVERSION FACTORS $4000790
CO_ION /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH S4OO080O
C $4000810
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S4000820
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $4000830
C-'---READ/WRITE BUFFER $4000840












END OF COMMON AREA
DIMENSION IPL(12)
DIHENSION WTMOL (3), CDHOLD (8,3), IER(2)
DIHENSION RANGE(30, i) ,BEARNG(30, i), CDAMXS (I),
1 VALUES (3O, 1), PEAKS (2,1 ), CLDTIM (2,2,30), CLDDTM (2,3,60)



















1 (PLUS (541),CDA_S), (PLUS(547),VALUES),
2 (PLUS(727),PEAKS), (ERR,IER), (CLDTIM,CLDDTM)
•--DATA STATEMENTS.
DATA IPL/2H H,2HCL,2H ,2H C,2HO2,2H ,2H C,2HO
.2H3 /






CF ........ FORM_T STATEMENTS





I IX,8(2H**),3X,13HREEDM UPDATE,15,11H LOCATION ,2A2,8X,8(2H**)/
2 IX,8(2H**),5X,12A2,6H MODEL,9X,8(2H**)/
3 1X,8(2H**),44X,8(2H**)/IX,38(2H**)/)
9003 FO_\_T(IX,8(2H**),7X,31HMAXIML_I CENTERLINE CALCULATIONS,6X,
8(2H**)//20X,5H FOR ,3A2,16H AT A HEIGHT OF ,F8.2,7H METERS/
.15X,17H DOWNWIND FROM A ,14A2,7H LAUNCH/,4X,
.41H CALCULATIONS APPLY TO THE LAYER BETWEEN ,F7.2,5H AND ,
.F7.2,7H METERS//9X,33H THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA IS FROM ,I5,2A2,I4
•,IX,2A2,I4/20X,16H LAUNCH TIME IS,I11,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,I4/






128H IS THE MAXIMUM TOTAL DOSAGE,17X,2F10.1)
9007 FORMAT(28X,8H(MILLI G/4X,33H(METERS) (DEGREES) SEC/M**3),
1 5X,2(5H(MIN),7X)/3X,29(2H--))




2 4X,32HFROM PAD FROM PAD TRATION,7X,2(4HTIME,8X))
9010 FOR_T(4X,31H(METERS) (DEGREES) (PPM),2(7X,5H(MIN))/
1 3X,29(2H--))
9011 FOR_T(28X,9H(MILLI G//4X,31H(METERS) (DEGREES) M**3),
1 2(7X,5H(MIN))/3X,29(2H--))
9012 FOR_T(//60X,5HRANGE,5X,7HBEARING/59X,9(2H__)/FII.3,
134H IS THE MAXIMUM PEAK CONCENTRATION, 11X,2FI0.1)
9013 FOR_T(43HIDIAGNOSTICS FOR DOSAGE/CONCENTRATION MODEL/)
9014 FORMAT(2A2,AI)
9015 FOI_T(//28X,E4.1,5H MIN./30X,5HMEAN ,2(7X,5HCLOUD)/5X,
1 5HRANGE,7X,7HBEARING,5X,32HCONCEN_ ARRIVAL DEPARTURE/



































































9023 FORMAT(73H *** REEDMWARNING019,






















C CLEAR WORK SPACE.
DO 40 1 = 1,900
40 PLUS(l) = 0.0
C COMPUTE CONVERSION FACTORS FOR ALL POLLUTANTS





IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9013)






































































IF(YT .GT. 360.0) YT = YT - 360.0
ZBSL=O.O
IF(!BOT.GT.I) ZBSL = ALT(IBOT)
ZTPL = ALT(ITOP+I)
ZTPAL = ZTPL
IF(LAYTOP(ILK+I) .GT. 0) ZTPAL = ALT(LAYTOP(ILK+[)+I)
IF(GRVSET) CALL SHEAR(UBARNK,PHIS,SIGAPK,SIGEPK,I)
CHECK SEGmeNT ENTRY POINT.
IF(IRUN .NE. 4) GOTO ii0
60 WRITE(ICU,9022)
CALL IFNBR(IFRMT,20,IER,IIU)
IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 80
70 WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,0,0




IF (ISXS .NE. MINSI) GO TO 90
JER = JER+I
IF (JER .GT. i) GO TO 320
WRITE (ICU,9023)
GO TO 60
90 IF (ISXS .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 330





LOOP THROUGH EACH RANGE (I - ISXS,NXS,INCXS)





DO 120 J = 1,6
IF(CDAMXS(J) .GT. VALUES(I,J)) GOTO 120






---CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF POLLUTANTS
NPOL=O
DO 140 1=1,4




























































C.......... WRITE OUT CON,DOS,AVCON,PASSTM,AND X,Y LOCATION
CDAMXS(I-6) = CONC.GAS, DOS.GAS, TIME-MEAN CONC.GAS,
CONC.AL203, DOS.AL203, TIME-MEAN CONC. AL203
C
C



















190 ISS = IS
IF(IP .NE. 4) GOTO 220








220 II - 2






BEGIN LOOP OVER RANGES.
250 DO 260 IXS = ISXS,NXS,INCXS
VALUE = VALUES(IXS,ISS)
IF(IP .NE. 4) VALUE = VALUE*QCONV(IP)

























































































































C::: ORGANIZATION:H. E. CRAMERCO., INC. :::$4100070
C::: :::$4100080
C::: WORKFOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS(ES84) :::$4100090
C::: :::$4100100
C::: PROGRAMCODE: RCNOM :::$4100110
C::: :::$4100120
C::: PROGRAMDESCRIPTION: :::$4100130
C::: THIS PROGRAMCALCULATESTHEDOSAGE,CONCENTRATION,TIMEMEAN :::$4100140
C::: CONCENTRATION,A DMAXIMUMCENTERLINECONCENTRATIONFORTHE :::$4100150























,IPLLNT(4), GA_4.AP (30) ,HM(2) ,CISO (i0) ,DISO(IO),
TISO(10) ,TITLE (14),SIGPP(29), SIGLL(29) ,VS (20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12) ,DBAR(20)
































































C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)






























C CONVERSION FACTORS $4100790
CO_ON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $4100800
C $4100810
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S4100820
CO_[ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(I), PLUS(900) $41C0830
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $4100840



























































DATA IPL/2H H,2HCL,2H ,2H C,2HO2,2H ,2H C,2HO ,2H ,2HAL,2H20,
•2H3 /























9005 FO_T(/49X,F5.2,5H MIN./21X,15HCALCU- PEAK,14X,25H MEAN
ILOUD CLOUD/BX,74HRANGE BEARING nATION CONCEN-
2 CONCEN- ARRIVAL DEPARTURE/IX,2(SHFROM PAD,2X),44HHEIGHT
3ION DOSAGE TRATION TIME,6X,4HTIME)
9006 FORMAT(75H (METERS) (DEGREES) (METERS) (PPM) (PPM/SEC)
I (MIN) (MIN),6X,10HIDENTIFIER/IX,49(2H--))
9007 FOR_T(29X,3(10H(MILLI G/ )/75H (METERS) (DEGREES) (METERS)
1"3) M**3/SEC) METER**3) (MIN) (MIN),6X,IOHIDENTIFIER/
2 IX,49(2H--))
9008 FOR}_T(F8.I,F9.I,FIO. I,F9.2,FI0.2,FI0.3,F9. I,FI0.1,2X, IOA2)
DATA INPUT ERROR,2A2,6H REC.
,2A2,8X,8(2H**)/
IX,8(2H**),7X,30HDISCRETE RECEPTOR CALCULATIONS,7X,8(2H**)//
35X,4HFOR ,3A2/15X,17H DOW_¢IN_ FROM A ,14A2,7H LAUNCH/4X,
40HCALCULATIONS APPLY TO THE LAYER BETWEEN ,F7.2,5H AND ,
F7.2,7H METERS//5X,32HTHE METEOROLOGICAL DATA IS FROM ,I5,2A2,
I4,1X,2A2,I4/15X,16H LAUNCH TIME IS,III,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,14/









































9009 FOR_T (IX,37(2H**)/IX,52H* PEAK CONCENTRATION * TOTAL DOS4101420
• SAGE * ,F3.0,19HMIN. AVERAGE CONC.*/2H *,3(25H-I0 DEG. POINT $4101430
•+10 DEG.* )/IX,37(2H**)) $4101440
9010 FOR_T(//60X,16HRANGE BEARING/58X,9(2H--)/ $4101450
i FI0.2,34H IS TIIE _LAXIMUM PEAK CONCENTRATION,11X,2FI0.1/ $4101460
i FI0.2,2811 IS THE MAXIMUM TOTAL DOSAGE,17X,2FIO.I/ $4101470
1FI0.2,15H IS THE MAXIMUM,F6.2,24H MIN. MEAN CONCENTRATION,2FIO. I)S4101480
9011 FOR_T(43HIDIAGNOSTICS FOR DOSAGE/CONCENTRATION MODEL/) $4101490
9012 FORMAT(2A2,AI) $4101500
9013 FOR}_T(3A2) $4101510
9014 FOR_T(46H DO YOU WISH DISCRETE RECEPTOR CALCULATIONS? (,2A2,1HY, $4101520




1 PAD. A 20 CHAR./52HCOndiMENT_Y BE ENTEREDSTARTINGUNDERTHEASTS4101560
2ERISK.,IIX,IH*/34H RANGE(M),BEARING(DEG),HEIGHT(M):) $4101570
9016 FOR_T(22HCALCULATIONHEIGHTOF,F8.2,20HMETERSIS TOOHIGH., $4101580
II9H PLEASERE-ENTER:) $4101590
9017 FOR_T(22HCALCULATIONHEIGHTOF,F8.2,42HMETERSIS GREATERTHAN5S4101600
I METERS(MAXIMUM)/39HANDWILL CAUSERRONEOUSA1203RESULTS/ $4101610
2 IIX,26HDOYOUWISHTOCONTINUE?(,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2, $4101620
3 IHN,2A2,1HO,2A2,3H):_) $4101630
9018 FOP_T (/26H DISCRETERECEPTORRANGE=,FS.I,IIH, BEARING=,F6.1, $4101640
*I3H, CALC.HT. =,F7.2/21H CLOUDARRIVALTIME=,F5.1,29H MIN., CLOUS4101650
*D DEPARTURETIME=,F5.1,5H MIN./2H *,4X,13HCONCENTRATION,6X,IH*,$4101660
*9X,6HDOSAGE,9X,IH*,IX,21HTINE-AV CONCENTRATION) $4101670
9019 FOP@_T(32X,3H** ,4A2,AI,2A2,3H **/2H *,2(F6.2,2X),F6.2,2H *,3(F7.$4101680
*2,1X),IH*,3(F7.3,1X)) $4101690
9020 FORMAT(63HA MAxII,FUMOF60 DISCRETERECEPTORLOCATIONSHAVEBEENES4101700
INTERED./29HTHIS SECTIONIS TERMINATED.) $4101710
9021 FOP_T(59HDOYOUWISHTOENTERANOTHERDISCRETERECEPTORLOCATIONS4101720
I? (,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,4HO):
9022 FOP_T (73H *** REEDMWARNING019, -I NOTAPPLICABLE,








DOi0 I = 1,900



























































CHECK SEGMENT ENTRY POINT.










IF (ID_ .NE. MINUSI) GO TO 50
JER = JER+I
IF (JER .GT. i) GO TO 510
WRITE (ICU,9022)
GO TO 40
50 IF(IDS_.EQ.INJ.OR. ID_.EQ.INOJ) GOTO 500
IF(IDMY.EQ.IBLNK.OR.ID_.EQ.IYSJ.OR. ID_.EQ.IYESJ)
IF(IER .EQ. O) GO TO 60
WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,23,0
IF (BATCH) GO TO 510
GO TO 40
60 CONTINUE

























DO I00 1 = I,I0
IFRHT(15+I) = IBLNK
IF(.NOT.BATCH .AND..NOT.IBATCH)
IF(NXS .GT. 59) GOTO 400
ERR = EXEC(I,IIU,IFRMT,-80)































































IF(XT .LT. 0.0) GOTO 400
GOTO 240
120 WRITE(ICU,9015) CURSUP,CLP_Sp
130 CALL IFNBR(IFI_IT,26,1ER, IIU)






IF (XT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 150




C CHECK FOR VALID CALCULATION HEIGHT.
160 IF(ALT(LAYTOP(2)).GT.0.O .AND. CALHT.GT.ALT(LAYTOP(2)))
IF(ALT(LAYTOP(2)).EQ.O.0 .AND. CALHT.GT.ALT(LAYTOP(1)))




IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 190




IF (CALHT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 210
IF (CALHT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 520










C WRITE BLANK LINE.
WRITE(ICU,9002) IBLNK
IF(ID_ .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 520
IF(ID_.EQ.IYSJ.OR. IDMY. EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 230




























































C230 WRITE(ICU,9013) (CURSUP, CURLFT,CLRDSP'I=I'2)
GET MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYER.
240 JF = NLAYS + I
IF(CALHT .GE. ALT(LAYTOP(1))) JF - JF + I
_KE 3 CALCULATIONS PER DISCRETE RECEPTOR.
YTI = YT - I0.0
IF(YTI .LE. 0.0) YTI = YTI + 360.0




DO 250 J = I,I0
250 IDDISR(J,NXS) = IFP@IT(15+J)
DO 260 J = 1,3
CALL BREAK(JF,XT,YTI,NXS,.TRUE.,CDHOLD(I,J),PHIS,UBARNK,
1 CLDDTM(I,J,NXS),SIGAPK,SIGEPK)
YTI = YTI + I0.0
IF(YTI .GT. 360.0) YTI = YTI - 360.0
260 CONTINUE
SAVE RESULTS IN BUFFER.
L = 3
DO 280 J = 1,3
DO 270 K - 1,4
270 DISBUF(L+K,NXS) = CDHOLD(K,J)
280 L = L + 4
IF(BATCH) GOTO 320
DISPLAY DISCRETE RECEPTOR RESULTS.




LINED - LINED + 3
WRITE(ICU,9018) XT,YT,CALHT,CDHOLD(4,2),CLDDTM(I,2,NXS)
DO 310 JJ = 1,4
IP = IPLLNT(JJ)
IF(IP .EQ. O) GOTO 310
L=0
IF(IP .EQ. 4) L = 4
KDX = IP*3 - 3
K = 0
DO 300 1 = 1,3
DO 300 J = 1,3
K = K + I
300 CDOUT(K) = CDHOLD(I+L,J)*QCONV(IP)
LINED = LINED + 2
WRITE(ICU,9019) INV,(IPL(KDX+J),J=I,3),OFF,CDOUT
310 CONTINUE
C PRINT DISCRETE RECEPTOR RESULTS FOR AL203.
320 CONTINUE
DO 360 JJ _ 1,4
IF(IPLLNT(JJ) .NE. 47 GOTO 360























































































DO 360 J = 1,3
DO 340 1 = 1,3
CDOUT(1) = CDHOLD(I+4,J)*QCONV(4)





IF(CDOUT(1).LT.O.O005 .AND. CDOUT(2).LT.0.005 .AND.
1 CDOUT(3).LT.0.0005) GOTO 350
LINEP = LINEP + 1
IF (J.NE.2) WRITE(IOU,9008) XT,YTI,CALHT,(CDOUT(1),I=I,3),
i CDHOLD(8,J),CLDDTM(2,J,NXS),(IBLNK,I=I,10)
IF (J. EQ.2) WRITE(IOU, 9008) XT,YTI,CALHT,(CDOUT(I),I=I,3), $4103840
1 CDHOLD(8,J),CLDDTM(2,J,NXS) (IDDISR(i,NXS) I=I,I0)$4103850350 YTI = YTI + 10.0 ' ,
IF(YTI .GT. 360.0) YT1 = YTI - 360.0
360 CONTINUE
IF(BATCH) GOTO 90
IF(NXS .LT. 60) GOTO 370
WRITE(ICU, 9020)
GOTO 400




IF(IDMY .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 520
IF(IDS_ .NE. MINUS1) GOTO 380
WRITE(ICU,9012) IESCAJ
GOTO 30
380 IF(IDMY. EQ. IBLNK. OR. IDMY.EQ. IYSJ.OR. ID_.EQ.IYESj) GO TO 90






PRINT DISCRETE RECEPTOR RESULTS (AL203 EXCEPT MAX. HAS BEEN
PRINTED).
400 CONTINUE
































4I0 DO420 JJ = 1,4




DO490 JJ = 4,1,-i
IP = IPLLNT(JJ)
IF(IP .EQ. 0 .OR. IP .EQ. 4) GOTO490
KDX= IP*3 - 3





















DO470 J = 1,3
DO450 1 = 1,3
CDOUT(1)= DISBUF(I+L,KK)*QCONV(IP)
IF (CDOUT(1) .LT. CDA_S(1)) GOTO450
CDA_S(I) = CDOUT(1)
YYMAX(I) = YTI
KKMAX (I) = KK
CONTINUE
DON'T PRINT .IF VALUES ARE LESS THAN FORMAT ALLOWS.
IF(CDOUT(1).LT.0.O05 .AND. CDOUT(2).LT.0.005 .AND.
i CDOUT(3).LT.0.0005) GOTO 460
LINEP = LINEP + 1
IF(J.NE.2) WRITE(IOU,9008) XT, YTI,CALHT'(CDOUT(1)'I=I'3)'
1 DISBUF(L+4'KK)'CLDDTM(I'J'KK)'(IBLNK'I=I'I0)
IF(J.EQ.2) WRITE(IOU,9008) XT,YTI, CALHT'(CDOUT(1)'I=I'3)'
I DISBUF(L+4, KK),CLDDTM(I'J'KK)'(IDDISR(I'KK)'I=I'I0)
460 YTI = YTI + i0.0
IF(YTI .GT. 360.0) YTI = YTI - 360.0





















































































REEDM SOURCE MODULE &RCONN
BREAK(JF,XO,YO,IXS,DISCRT,BUFDIS,PHIS,UBARNK,CLDTIH,
SIGAPK,SIGEPK)












THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES CONCmNTRATION,DOSAGE,TIL,E MEAN CONCEN-








C**** B E G I N C O M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C-- MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
CO_ION /MATH / PI, G, CP, I_tAXLEV,GAMMAI, GAMMAC
C.......... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAHBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_ION /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHI CL, NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAPE, GAI_X, GA>_IAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SI GMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZP_$,DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM1, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM(2), CISO (I0) ,DISO (i0),
TISO(IO) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP(29), SIGLL(29),VS(20),
FS (20) ,_mLNAM (12) ,DBAR(20)
C-- COUNTERS, FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, HODEL 6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUH,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT, ZM,H,
• DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
. SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU, KEEP
,MIXING, MAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14), CS (i0), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
ICHAR(12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRHT (80),
MINUS 1,MINUS 9 ,MINS I ,MINS9,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24) ,TPROPC ,IDXRT
C.......... TEP@IINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
COMMON /CNTRL / ALTSET (2), OFF (2), BLNKNG (2), INV (2), INVHF (2),
INVNDR (2), ULINE (2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
IESCAJ (3) ,NULL, IBLNK,
























































CALCULATED BOUN_RY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)
CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS




C**********CO_ON BUFFER AR_Y FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S4200690
CO_ION /EXT,/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $4200700































END OF COMMON AREA
LOGICAL DISCRT
REAL LAT
CD AR_Y = CONC.GAS, DOS.GAS, TIME-_ CONC.GAS,
CONC.AL203, DOS.AL203, TIME-MEAN CONC.AL203
DIMENSION CD (50,6), YMCDL (3), LMCDL (3), CDM_ (3), YPI (50,2), BUFDIS (I),









































IF (XOP .EQ. 0.0) XOP = 5.0
LOOP = 0
I0 CONTINUE
AVGSY (I) = 0.0










DO 30 M = 1,50
DO 20 J = I,NCAT
20 CD(M,J) = 0.0
DO 30 J = 1,2
SIGYI (M, J) = 0.0




BEGIN LOOP OVER MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYERS.
NILE = 0
DO 330 ILK = 1,2
IF(leE .EQ. I) GOTO 40
IF(.NOT.GRVSET) GOTO 330
IF(LAYTOP(NLK+I) .EQ. 0) GOTO 330
IBOT = LAYTOP(NLK) + i
ITOP = LAYTOP (NLK+ I)




IF(CALHT .GT. ALT(EAYTOP(1))) NLE= 2
JF = NLAYS + NLK
IBOT = LAYBOT (NLK)
ITOP = LAYTOP (NEE)
ZBL - ALT(IBOT)
IF(DISCRT .OR. LOOP.GT.O) GOTO 50
YO = DIRN(JF) + 180.0
IF(YO .GT. 360.0) YO = YO - 360.0
50 CONTINUE
NILE = NILE + i
SPEEDI = I./SPEEDN(JF)
ZTLZBL = ALT(ITOP+I) - ZBL
IF(IRUN.EQ.4) WRITE(IOU,9001) XO,YO ,ILK,CALHT,ZBL,ZTLZBL
9001 FOP@IAT(/35H DIAGNOSTICS FOR D0_NWIND LOCATION ,2FI0.2/16,-3E13.6)
C
C*** BEGIN LOOP OVER METEOROLOGICAL LAYERS.
C























































































IF (IFLG .GE. O) GOTO80
IFAL = 0
GOTO80
70 PHISH= (DIRN(M)+I80.0)*RAD+ PHIS(M)
IF(PHISM.GT. _#OPI) PHISM= PHISM- TWOPI
IF(PHISM .LE. 0.0) PHISM= PHISM+ TWOPI
THETC= DY(H)*RAD
SR = ABS(PHISM - THETC)
IF (SR .GT. PI) SR = TWOPI-SR
SR = ABS(PI-SR)
AI = DE(M)
SS = PI - (SR + ARSIN(AI*SIN(SR)/XOP))
XAL = AIeAI + XO*XO - 2.0*AI*XO*COS(SS)
IF(XAL .LE. 0.0) IFAL = 0
XAL = ABS (XAL)
XAL = SQRT(XAL)
SK = 1.0
IF(ABS(PHISH - THETC) .GT. PI) SK = -1.0
IF(PHISH .LT. THETC) SK = -I.0*SK
YAL = THETC + SK*SS
IF(YAL .LE. 0.0) YAL = YAL + TWOPI





































































IF(DECAY.GT. 0.0) SIAL z SIAL,EXP(-DECAY*XAL*UBRIAL)
IF(SIGXAL .GT. 0.0) S2AL= SIAL,UBARNK(M)/(SQR2P*SIGXAL)









IF (IFL .EQ. 0.AND.IFAL .EQ. O) GOTO 280





IF(DECAY.GT. 0.0) SIGS= SIGS*EXP(-DECAY*X/SPEEDN(JF))
IF(SIGXNK.GT. 0.0) S2GS= SIGS*SPEEDN(JF)/(SQR2P*SIGXNK)
IF(DISCRT) ALATGS= Y/SIGYNK











IF(SIGZ.LE.O.O .OR. LOOP.GT.0.OR.IFL .EQ. 0) J0 = I
IF(.NOT.GRVSET.OR.SIGZAL-LE-0.0"OR'XAL'LE'0"0"OR'IFAL'EQ'0)JI=0
IF(J0 .GT. Jl) GOTO260
DO170 J _ J0,Jl



























































CC 1./SQRT(2) = .70710678
SIGZI = .70710678/SIGZ
AI = (-ALT(M) + CALHT+ VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A2 = -(ALT(M+I) - CALHT- VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A3 = ERFXS(AI,A2)
A4 = (-ZBL - ZBL + ALT(M+I) + CALHT- VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A5 = -(ZBL + ZBL- ALT(M) - CALHT+ VSXSUI)*SIGZIA6 = ERFXS(A4,A5)
A6 = GAMMA*A6






C* BEGIN SUMMATION LOOP FOR VERTICAL TERM.
130 AI = AI + 2.0
IF(AIO .GT. 3.0 .AND. All .GT. 3.0) GOTO 150
140 CONTINUE
AI = (AI*ZTLZBL - ALT(M) + CALHT + VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A2 = -(-AI*ZTLZBL + ALT(M+I) - CALHT - VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A3 = ERFXS(AI,A2)
A3 = G_I2*A3
A4 = (AI*ZTLZBL - ZBL - ZBL + ALT(M+I) + CALHT - VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A5 = -(-AI*ZTLZBL + ZBL + ZBL - ALT(M) - CALHT + VSXSUI)*SIGZI
A6 = ERFXS(A4,A5)
A6 = GAM3*A6
A7 = (AI*ZTLZBL + ALT(M+I) - CALHT - VSXSUI)*SIGZI



















AIO = (AI*ZTLZBL + ZBL + ZBL - ALT(M) - CALHT + VSXSUI)*SIGZI $4202750
All _ -(-AI*ZTLZBL - ZBL - ZBL + ALT(M+I) + CALHT - VSXSUI)*SIGZI $4202760











IF(J .CT. 0) GOTO 160
VERTGS = SUM
GOTO 170




C** COMPUTE DOSAGE (SIAL & SIGS), CONCENTRATION (S2AL & S2GS) AND



































IF (IFAL .EQ. 0) GOTO 180
SIAL = SIAL*VERTAL
S2AL= S2AL*VERTAL
180 IF (IFL .EQ. 0) GOTO 190
SIGS= SIGS*VERTGS
S2GS= S2GS*VERTGS











260 IF (IFL .EQ. 0.OR.ILK .GT. I) GOTO 270
• TI_tAKG = (X-2.15*SIGXNK)*UBRIGS+RISTIM(M)
TIF[DKG = (X+2.15*SIGXNK)*UBRIGS+RISTIM(M)
TIMALG = AMIN I(TIMALG, TIMAKG)
TIMDLG = AMpeXi(TIMDLG, TIMDKG)
270 IF (IFAL .EQ. 0) GO TO 280
TIMAKA = (XAL-2.15*SIGXAL)*UBRIAL+RISTIM(M)
TIMDKA = (XAL+2.15* SIGXAL) *UBRIAL+RI STIM (M)
TI_[ALA = AMINI (TIMALA,TI_tAKA)
TIMDLA = AMAXI (TI_FDLA, TIMDKA)
210 IF(.NOT.(DISCRT .OR. LOOP.GT.O)) GOTO 230
ALATAL = -.5*ALATAL*ALATAL





220 IF(LOOP .GT. 0) GOTO 230
ALATGS = -.5*ALATGS*ALATGS






IF(SIGYAL .LE. 0.O.OR. IFAL .EQ. O) GOTO 240
AVGSY(2) = AVGSY(2) + SIGYAL
NSGYAL = NSGYAL + 1
240 !F(SIGYNK.LE.0.0 .OR. LOOP.GT.O.OR. IFL .EQ. 0) GOTO 250
AVGSY(1) = AVGSY(1) + SIGYNK
NSGYGS = NSGYGS + 1
250 CONTINUE
COMPUTE CLOUD ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE TIMES FOR THIS MET. LAYER.


















































































711H CONC.GAS=,EI2.6,9H DOS.GAS=,EI2.6,20H TIME-HEAN CONC.GAS=, $4203750
8EI2.6/13H CONC.AL203=,EI2.6,11H DOS.AL203=,E12 6,21HTIME-MEAN CONS4203760
9C.AL203=,EI2.6)
LOAD GOOD RESULTS IN ARRAYS.
IF(ILK .GT. i) GOTO 300
IF(SIGS.LE.0.O .OR. LOOP.GT.O) GOTO 300
NSOGS = NSOGS+I
DO 290 J = 1,3
290 CD(NSOGS,J) = CDOUT(J)
SIGYI(NSOGS,I) = SIGYNK
YPI(NSOGS,I) = y
300 IF(SIAL .LE. 0.0) GOTO 320
IF (ILK .EQ. I) NSOI = NSOI+I
NSO2 = NSO2 + 1
DO 310 J = 4,6




END MET. LAYER LOOP.







END OF MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYERS.
IF(NILK .NE. I) GOTO 340
AVGSY(2) = AVGSY(1)
NSGYAL = NSGYGS
340 IF(.NOT.DISCRT) GOTO 390
C* DISCRETE RECEPTOR. STORE RESULTS INTO BUFDIS ARRAY.
C* LOCATION i = CONC.GAS, 2 = DOS.GAS, 3 = TIME-MEAN CONC.GAS,
C* 4 = CLOUD ARRIVAL TIME.GAS, 5 = CONC.AL203, 6 = DOS.AL203,
C* 7 = TIME-MEAN CONC.AL203, 8 = CLOUD ARRIVAL TIME.AL203
C
























































350 BUFDIS(III) = 0.0
BUFDIS(4) = PASTIM(1)
BUFDIS (8) = A}[AXI (TIMALA*TIMI, 0.0)
CLDTIM(1) = PASTIM(2)
CLDTIM(2) = TIMDLA*TIMI
IF(NSOGS.EQ. 0) GOTO 370
STORE GAS RESULTS.
DO 360 Iii = I,NSOGS
DO 360 J = 1,3
360 BUFDIS(J) = BUFDIS(J) + CD(III,J)
370 IF(NS02 .EQ. 0) GOTO 490
STORE AL203 RESULTS.
DO 380 III = I,NSO2
DO 380 J = 5,7
380 BUFDIS(J) = BUFDIS(J) + CD(III,J-I)
GOTO 490
390 CONTINUE
IF(LOOP .NE. 0) GOTO 410
MAXIMUM CENTERLINE. CALL CHIR TO FIND LOCATION & VALUE OF
MAXIMUM GAS RESULTS.
CALL CHIR(CD,YPI,SIGYI,NSOGS,CDMAX,YMCDL)
SAVE _[AXIMUM VALUE & LOCATION IN ARRAYS.
DO 400 J = 1,3
IF(CDMAX(J) .LE. 0.0) GOTO 400
AI = YMCDL(J)
RANGE(IXS,J) = SQRT(XO*XO+AI*AI)
RADI CONVERTS RADIANS TO DEGREES.
AI = YO + ATAN2(AI,XOP)*RADI
IF(AI .GT. 360.0) A1 = AI - 360.0







410 IF(.NOT.GRVSET) GOTO 490
IF(LOOP .NE. 0) GOTO 430
C* COMPUTE _£AXIMUM VALUE OVER BOUNDARY LAYER AND "HIDDEN" BOUNDARY
C FOR AL203 VALUES.
CALL CROSS(YPI(I,2),NS02)
DO 420 1 = I,NSO2
420 YPI(I,2) = ypI(I,2)*XO
CALL CHIR(CD(I,4),YPI(I,2),SIGYI(I,2),NSO2,CDS[AX'YMCDL)
C* LOOP-BACK LOGIC. GO BACK AND CALCULATE EXACT AL203 RESULTS




430 J = LOOP + 3
C* SAVE MAXIMUM VALUE & LOCATION IN ARRAYS.























































DO450 I = I,NSO2
450 A1 = A1 + CD(I,J)
IF(AI .LE. 0.0) GOTO460
RANGE(IXS,J)= XO
IF(YO .GT. 360.0) YO = YO - 360.0







460 IF(LOOP.NE. I) GOTO470
LOOP= 2
J= 5




470 IF(LOOP .NE. 2) GOTO 480
LOOP = 3
J= 6
IF(ABS(YMCDL(3)-YMCDL(2)) .LT. I.E-3) GOTO 440








IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU, 9004) NSGYAL,NSGYGS,NSOURC,NSOGS, IXS,
I AVGSY,CLDTIM, (RANGE(IXS,J) ,J=1,6),
2 (BEARNG(IXS,J),J=I,6), (VALUES(IXS,J),J=I,6)
9004 FORMAT(39H NSGYAL,NSGYGS,NSOURC(I_2),NSOGS,IXS = ,615/
I 26H AVGSY(I-2),CLDTIM(I-4) = ,6EI2.6/12H RANGE(I-6)=,6E14.7/





















































SUBROUTI_E CHIR (CD, YPI, SIGYI, NSOURC, CD_tAX, YMCDL)






THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMI_I CENTERLINE







DO I0 1 = I,NCAT
I0 CDMAX(1) = 0.0
IF(NSOURC.EQ.1) GO TO 40
DO 30 I=I,NSOU RC-I
, DO 30 j=I+I,NSOURC
IF(YPI(1).GT.YPI(J)) GO TO 30
TMPI=YPI(1)
yPl (1)=YPI (J)
YPI (J) =TMP 1
TMP I=S IGYI (I)
SIGYI(1)=SIGYI(J)
SIGYI(J)=TMPI
DO 20 K = I,NCAT
TMPI = CD(I,K)
CD(I,K) = CD(J,K)




C.......... CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF SOURCES IN A GROUP
50 SMIN=SIGYI(ISTR)
I=ISTR
60 IF(I.GT.NSOURC) GO TO 160
IF(I.EQ.NSOURC) GO TO 70
J=l+l
TMP I=YPI (1)-YPI (J)
TMP2=I.18*(SIGYI(1)+SIGYI(J))





IF(ISTR. EQ.NSOURC) GO TO 90
IF(ISTR. EQ.I) GO TO 90

















































ii0 YCHI(J) = 0.0
IF(YY. LT.YPI(I)) GOTO 150
DO 13O _--I,NSOURC
EX= (YY-YPI (M))/SIGYI (M)
EX = TEXP(EX)
IF(EX .LE. 0.0) GOTO 130
DO 120 J = I,NCAT
120 YCHI(J) = YCHI(J) + CD(M,J)*EX
130 CONTINUE
DO 140 J = I,NCAT









160 DO 170 J = I,NCAT





























REEDM SOURCE MODULE &RPDPM
FTN4
PROGRAM RPDPM(5) $4400010





C::: ORGANIZATION: H. E. CRAMER CO., INC. :::$4400070
C::: :::$4400080
C::: WORK FOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS (ES84) :::$4400090
C::: :::$4400100
C::: PROGRAM CODE: RPDPM :::$4400110
C::: :::$4400120
C::: PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: :::$4400130
C::: THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE GROUND-LEVEL DEPOSITION DUE TO :::$4400140
C::: PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING FOR THE MEAN WIND DIRECTION RADIAL AT :::$4400150
C::: EVERY KILOMETER DOWNWIND FROM THE LAUNCH SITE. FOR THE HCL :::$4400160






C**** B E G I N C O M M O N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C.... MATH PARA_[ETERS AND CONSTANTS










. ,IPLLNT (4), GA_P (30) ,HM (2), CISO (I0), DISO (i0),
• TISO(IO) ,TITLE(14),SIGPP(29) ,SIGLL(29) ,VS(20),
• FS(20),MDLNAM(12),DBAR(20)















































CO_!ON/CNTRL/ ALTSET(2), OFF(2) ,BLNKNG(2), INV(2), INVHF(2),
• INVNDR (2), ULINE (2),
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
• IESCAJ (3) ,NULL, IBLNK,




CO_iON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY,JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), e SDT (2)
C -SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMMON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30) ,SPEED(30) ,TEMP(30) ,PRESS(30),




C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ION /BLAYR/_ D IRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)
C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS



































C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S4400810
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $4400820
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $4400830































































.NE. JVERSN) CALL LOADS(-I,0,0,0,0,BATCH)
IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) _mITE(IOU,9014)
PH CONVERSION FACTOR.
QPDEPH = I.O/(RAINRT*25.4*WTHOL*DURAT)
IF(MAXDEP) QPDEPH = QPDEPH*DURAT
CLEAR WORK SPACE.
DO i0 I = 1,900
PLUS(I) = 0.0
DO 20 1 = 1,4
QCONV(I) = 1.0
INITIALIZE BOUNDARY LAYERS PARAMETERS.
NLK = i
IF(HH(2) .GT. 0.0) NLK = 3
_XS = NXS - i
DO 30 1 = 1,2





IF(MAXDEP) MAXLAB = 2
CHECK SECMENT ENTRY POINT.
IF(NNNTRY .EQ. I0) GOTO 180
II.E.C COPY ONLY.
IF (BATCH) GO TO 60
40 WRITE (ICU,9031) INVNDR,INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF
READ (IIU,9032) IFRMTI
IF (IFRMTI.EQ.INJ.OR. IFRMTI.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 170
IF (IFP_ITI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. IFRMTI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. IFP_ITI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO
WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,O,0
GO TO 40












































































BEGIN LOOP OVER RANGES.
DO 90 IXS = 2,30
XT : (IXS-I)*I000.0
IF(.NOT.BATCH) WRITE(ICU,9016) CURSUP,MDLN_M,INV,XT,OFF
CALL SUBROUTINE WHICH COMPUTES WASHOUT DEPOSITION.
CALL WASHT(NLK,XT,YT,IXS,IfDHOLD,.FALSE.)
FIND MAXI_f VALUES AND LOCATIONS OVER ALL RANGES.
DO 80 ILK = I,NLK
PH.





II = ILK + 3







LOOP OVER MAJOR BOUNDARIES.
DO 160 ILK = I,NLK
NILK= ILK
IF(NEE .GT. 2) NILK
JILK = NILE + 3










DO 150 J = 1,4
IF(IPLLNT(J) .NE. I .AND. IPLLNT(J) .NE. 4) GOTO 150

















































































PRINT HEADING DEPENDING ON WASHOUT DEPOSITION AND SPECIES OPTION.
WRITE(IOU,9006) (MPTDLB(K,MAXLAB),K=I,4),(MPTDLB(K,MAXLAB),K=4,8)
IF(IPLLNT(J) .EQ. i) WRITE(IOU,9009)
IF(IPLLNT(J) .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9008)
WRITE(IOU,9007)
BEGIN LOOP OVER RANGES.
DO 130 IXS = 2,30
IF(IPLLNT(J) .EQ. I) GOTO 120
PRINT AL203.
AI = VALUES(IXS,JILK)
IF (AI .LE. 0.0) GO TO 130
WRITE(IOU,9010) RANGE(IXS,JILK),BEARNG(IXS,JILK),AI
GOTO 130
COMPUTE & PRINT PH FOR HCL.
CONTINUE
AI = VALUES(IXS,NILK)





PRINT MAXIMUM VALUES FOUND OVER ALL RANGES.
WRITE(IOU,9011)
IF(IPLLNT(J) .NE. I) GOTO 140
PH.
















































































IF(ID_ .EQ. INJ .OR. IDMY.EQ. INOJ) GOTO630
IF(IDMY.EQ.IBLNK.OR. ID_fY.EQ.IYSJ.OR.IDMY.EQ.IYESJ)GOTO220













BEGIN DISCRETE RECEPTOR CALCULATIONS.
220 NXS _ 0
LINE = I00
230 CONTINUE
DO 240 1 = I,I0
240 IFRMT(15+I) = IBLNK
IF(.NOT.BATCH .AND..NOT.IBATCH) GOTO 260
IF(NXS .GT. 59) GOTO 460
ERR = EXEC(I,IIU,IFRMT,-80)
IF(IER(2) .LE. O) GOTO 460
CALL IFNBR(IFRMT,-26,1ER,IIU)









IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 290





IF (XT .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 300
IF (XT .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 620

























































310 WRITE(ICU,9018) (CURSUP,CURLFT,CLRDSP,I=I, 2)
C
C** _KE 3 CALCULATIONS PER DISCRETE RECEPTOR.
C
320 YTI = YT - I0.0
IF(YT[ .LE. 0.0) YTI = YTI + 360.0
NXS = NXS + I
DISBUF(I,NXS) = XT
DISBUF(2,NXS) = YTI
DO 330 J = i,i0
330 IDDISR(J,NXS) = IFRMT(15+J)
DO 340 J = 1,3
CALL WASHT(NLK,XT,YTI,NXS,WDHOLD(I,J),.TRUE.)
YTI = YTI + i0.0




SAVE RESULTS IN BUFFER.
L - 2
DO 360 J = 1,3
DO 350 K = 1,4
350 DISBUF(L+K,NXS) = WDHOLD(K,J)





DISPLAY DISCRETE RECEPTOR RESULTS.






LINE = LINE + 3
WRITE(ICU,9022) XT,YT
DO 420 JJ = 1,4
IP = IPLLNT(JJ)
IF(IP .NE. I .AND. IP .NE. 4) GOTO 420
KDX _ IP*3 - 3
K = 0
IF(IP .EQ. 4) K = 2
L = 0
DO 380 1 = 1,2
DO 380 J = 1,3
L = L + 1
380 WDOUT(L) = WDHOLD(I+K,J)
DO 390 1 = 1,3
L = L + l






















































CIF(IP .NE. I) GOTO410




LINE = LINE + 2
WRITE(ICU,9023)INV,(IPL(KDX+J),J=I,3),OFF,(WDOUT(J),j=I,3,NLK)420 CONTINUE







IF(ID_ .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 620




IF(ID_.EQ.IBLNK. OR. IDMY. EQ. IYSJ.OR.MY.EQ.IYESJ)" GO TO 230
IF (ID_.EQ. INJ.OR. IDMY. EQ.INOJ) GO TO 450










IF(.NOT. IBATCH) GOTO 470
IIU = IIUTHP
WRITE(ICU,9013) IBLNK
470 DO 600 ILK = I,NLK
DO 590 JJ = 1,4
IP = IPLLNT(JJ)
IF(IP ,NE. i .AND. IP .NE. 4) GOTO 590
KDX = IP*3 - 3
_MAX = O. 0
YTMAX = O. 0
KKkLAX = i
LINE = I00
DO 570 KK = I,NXS


































































DO560 J = 1,3
IF(ILK .EQ. 3) GOTO510
AI = DISBUF(L+K+ILK,KK)
GOTO520
510 A1 = DISBUF(L+K+I,KK)+ DISBUF(L+K+2,KK)
520 IF(IP .NE. I) GOTO530
A1 = AMINI(I.O,AMAXI(AI,I.E-14))
A1 = -ALOGT(AI)
530 IF(A1 .LT. 0.0005) GOTO550




540 LINE = LINE + i
iF(J.NE.2) WRITE(IOU,9029) (IBLNK,I=I,10),XT,YTI,AI
IF(J.EQ.2) WRITE(IOU,9029) (IDDISR(I,KK),I=I,10),XT,YTI,AI
550 YTI = YTI + i0.0
IF(YTI .GT. 360.0) YTI ffiYTI - 360.0
560 L = L + 4
570 CONTINUE













610 IERROR(1) = MINSI
GOTO 630
620 IERROR(1) - 1















































































9005 FOR_T(/27X,4HFOR ,3A2,15HAT GROUND-LEVEL/15X,16HDO!_E_IND FROM A ,$4404750
I 14A2,7H LAUNCH/4X,40HCALCULATIONS APPLY TO THE LAYER BETWEEN , $4404760
2 F6.1,5H AND ,F6.1,7H METERS//9X,31HTHE METEOROLOGICAL DATA IS FROS4404770
3M,I5,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,I4/19X,16H LAUNCH TIME IS,II0,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,I4S4404780
4/15X,20HTIME OF EXECUTION IS,II0,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,I4//) $4404790
9006 FO_MAT(46X,3A2,AI/45X,RI,4A2/46X,7HWASHOUT/ $4404800
I 15X,5HRANGE,9X,7HBEARING,8X,10HDEPOSITION) $4404810
9007 FOP_T(38 (2H--)) $4404820
9008 FORfeiT (13X, 8H (METERS), 7X, 9H (DEGREES), 7X, IOH (MG./SQ. M) ) $4404830
9009 FORMAT (13X, 8H (METERS), 7X, 9H (DEGREES), i0X, 4H (PH)) $4404840
9010 FORMAT(F21.3,FI5.3,FI7.3) $4404850
9011FOR_T(//53X,16HRANGE BEARING/51X,9(2H--)) $4404860
9012 FOP@_T(FI5.3,31H IS THE PEAK WASHOUT DEPOSITION,FI3.3,F10.3) $4404870
9013 FOR_T(A2) $4404880
9014 FOR_T(50HIDIAGNOSTICS FOR WASHOUT DEPOSITION PROGRAM, RPDPM) $4404890
9015 FORMAT(2A2,AI) $4404900




9019 FORMAT(46H DO YOU WISH DISCRETE RECEPTOR CALCULATIONS? (,2A2,1HY, $4404950
1 2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,2HO,,2A2,3HLU#,2A2,16H OF DATA FILE)S4404960
2: ) $4404970
9020 FORMAT(2A2,68H ENTER DISCRETE RECEPTOR LOCATION RELATIVE TO LAUNCHS4404980
I PAD. A 20 CHAR./52H COMMENT MAY BE ENTERED STARTING UNDER THE ASTS4404990
2ERISK.,IOX,IH*/33H RANGE(METERS),BEARING(DEGREES): ) $4405000
9021 FORMAT (IX,37(2H**)/2H *,19X,8A2,19H WASHOUT DEPOSITION, 18X,IH*/ $4405010
*7H LAYERS,F7.1,3H TO,F7.1,2H *,FI0.1,3H TO,F8.1,4H *,FI0.1,3H TOS4405020
*,F8.1,3H *) $4405030
9022 FORMAT(/27H DISCRETE RECEPTOR RANGE =,F8.1,11H, BEARING =,F6.1) $4405040
9023 FORMAT (32X,3H** ,4A2,AI,2A2,3H **/2H *,2F7.I,F8.1,2(2H *,F8.I,F7.S4405050
*I,F8.1)) $4405060
9024 FORMAT(63H A MAXIMUM OF 60 DISCRETE RECEPTOR LOCATIONS HAVE BEEN ES4405070
1NTERED./29H THIS SECTION IS TERMINATED. ) $4405080








9030 FOR_T (73H *** REEDM WARNING 019, -i NOT APPLICABLE, PROG. ABORTSS4405170
200
* IF -i TYPEDAGAIN) $4405180
C $4405190















REEDM SOURCE MODULE &RPDPN
FTN4
SUBROUTINE WASHT(NLK,XO,YO,IXS,BUFDIS,DISCRT)










THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION DEPOSITION







C**** B E G I N C O M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C.... MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
CO_ION /MATH/ P I,G, CP, MAXL EV, GAMMAI ,GAMMAC
C.... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
COMMON /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHI CL, NOP@iAL, TPROP,
• ISHAP E,GAMMAX, GA_LAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LS ITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK,DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTISO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30), HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO(10),
• TISO(10) ,TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM (I2) ,DBAR(20)
C COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXD EP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL 6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, NUM, NLAYS, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,
• DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, S IGYNK,
• S IGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU, KEEP
• ,MIX ING, _LAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14 ),CS (i0), GAS SET, IAGAIN,
• ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFRMT (80),
• MINUS I,MINUS 9 ,MINS I,MINS9,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24 ),TP ROPC, IDXRT
C.......... TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDS P,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
COMMON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2), BLNKNG(2), INV(2), INVHF(2),
• INVNDR (2),UL INK (2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
IESCAJ (3), NULL, IBLNK,













































C---- ...... TIME PARAHETERS
•COMMON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIHE, I SDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, iSHON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), LSDr (2)
C--- SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_LMON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30), SPEED (30), TEMP (30), PRESS (30),




C--- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMHON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)



















C.... CONVERSION FACTORS S4500660
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $4500670
C $4500680
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S4500690
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $4500700
C..... READ/_RITE BUFFER $4500710























DATA RAD /.01745329/, RADI/57.29578/
INITIALIZE•
X0P = XO







































DO170 ILK = I,NLK
NILE = ILK
IF(NeE .GT. I) NILE = MILK(leE)
IF(ILK .GT. 2) GOTO20
JF = NLAYS+ ILK
IBOT= LAYBOT(ILE)
ITOP= LAYTOP(ILK)































BEGIN LOOP OVER METEOROLOGICAL LAYERS WITHIN _JOR BOUNDARY.
DO II0 M = IBOT,ITOP
PDEPMX = 0.0
PDEPPH = 0.0








































IF(IFLG .LT. O) GOTO I00
CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE SIG_S FOR THIS MET LAYER.
CALL SIG_IA(X,M,JF,0,SIGAPN(M),SIGEPN(M),DDIR(M))
BAD SIGMA Y?
IF(SIGYNK .LE. 0.0) GOTO i00
COMPUTE PRI_[ARY TERMS.
AI = (X - 2.15*SIGXNK)*SPEEDI
IF(TIMI .LT. AI) GOTO 40





























ALAT IS LATERAL TERM FOR NON-CENTERLINE CALCULATIONS.
ALAT = Y/SIGYNK
ALAT = -.5*ALAT*ALAT
IF(ALAT .LT. -60.0) GOTO I00
ALAT = EXP(ALAT)
50 IF(SIGXNK .LE. 0.0) GOTO i00











IF(PDEPMX .LT. -60.0) GOTO i00
PDEPMX = EXP(PDEPMX)*A2











90 CI(INDM) = PDEPMX
DI(INDM) = PDEPPH
SIGYI(INDM) = SIGYNK
AVGSY = AVGSY + SIGYNK
YPI(INDM) = Y
NSOURC = NSOURC + i
INDM = INDM + i
I00 CONTINUE



















































SUMSY = SUNSY + AVGSY $4502040
AVGSY = AVGSY/NSOURC $4502050
205
120 IF(NSOURC.EQ. O) GOTO170
I = ISTART+ NSOURC- i
IF(.NOT.DISCRT)GOTO140







DO130 J = ISTART,I
PDEPPH= DI(J) + PDEPPH








LOCATION1 & 2 = PHWASHOUTDEPOSITION,



























A2 = AI + DIRN(NLAYS+ILKPH)+ 180.0
IF(A2 .GT. 360.0) A2 = A2 - 360.0
IF(A2 .LE. 0.0) A2 = A2 + 360.0
BEARNG(IXS,NILK)= A2
IF(YMPH.NE. YMMX)AI = ATAN2(Y_X,XOP)*RADI
















































































9001 FO_T(62H0 *** REEDM WARNING 023, PRECIPITATION DEPOSITION CALCULS4502690
ITED AT/8H RANGE =,FI0.3,11H, AZIMUTH =,FIO.3,12H, MET. LAYER, 13/ $4502700
222H MAY BE OVER ESTIMATED) $4502710
9002 FORMAT(20H ILK,M,IBOT,ITOP,JF=,516/17H XO,YO,XS,YS,X,Y=, 6E12"6/ $4502720
1 33H SIGXNK,SIGYNK,AI,A2,PDEP,LAMBDA=,6EI2,6/ S4502730
2 29H SPEEDN,TIMI,Q,PDEPMX,PDEPPH=,5 E12.6) $4502740
9003 FOP@_T(/34H DIAGNOSTICS FOR DOWNWIND LOCATION,16,2FI0.2) $4502750
9004 FORMAT(31H ILK,ILKMX,ILKPH,ISTART,NSOURC=,516/ $4502760





















































































































i00 IF(YCHI.LT.RCHI) GOTO ii0
RCHI=YCHI
RYC= YY








150 IF(RCHI.LE.0.O) RYC= 0.0











































THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE MAXIMUM DEPOSITION VALUE THAT OCCURS
OVER TWO _JOR BOUNDARY LAYERS. FOR A GIVEN DOWNWIND DISTA_ICE,
THIS ROUTINE INCREMENTS ALONG THE YBAR AXES OF BOTH BOUNDARY
CENTERLINES AND SAVES THE MAXIMUM VALUES FOUND. THIS SUBROUTINE
ASSb_ES THAT ALL YBAR VALUES HAVE BEEN ORDERED IN DESCENDING
ORDER WITH RESPECT TO EACH BOUNDARY LAYER CENTERLINE. AT EACH
INCREMENTAL POINT ON THE YBAR AXES, YBAR VALUES ARE CALCULATED






















RAD CONVERTS FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS.
DTHETR = DTHET*RAD
BEGIN LOOP OVER MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYERS.
DO 140 ILK = 1,2
GET BOUNDARY INDICES.
IF(ILK .EQ. 2) GOTO 10
ISTILK = 1
IENILK = INDEX(l)
ISTOLK = IENILK + 1
IENOLK = INDEX(2)
GOTO 20
10 ISTOLK = ISTILK
IENOLK = IENILK
ISTILK = INDEX(1) + 1
IENILK = INDEX(2)
DARCY = -DARCY
BEGIN LOOP OVER INTERVAL WITHIN WHICH TO INCREMENT.
20 ISTR = ISTILK
30 IF(ISTR .GT. IENILK) GOTO 140




















































40 IF(I .EQ. IENILK) GOTO 50
II = I + 1
AI = YPI(1) - YPI(II)
A2 = (SIGYI(1) + SIGYI(II))*I.18
IF(A1 .GT. A2) GOTO 50
I = I + I
GOTO 40
50 1END- I








i C' YILK i YPI(ISTR)
C
C* COMPUTE VALUES FOR THIS INCREMENTAL POINT & SAVE MAXIMUMS.
i 70 YCHI = 0.0
YDHI 0.0
i IF(ISTILK .GT. IENILK) GOTO 90
C SUM ALON_ YBARAXIS OF ILK CENTERLINE.
DO 80 M ISTILK,IENILK
AI = (YILK-YPI(M))/SIGYI(M)
Ai = TEXP(AI)
• YCHI = YCHI + CI(M)*AI
i YDHI = YDHI + DI(M)*AI
80 CONTINUE ......
90 IF(ISTOLK .GT. IENOLK) GOTO 110
C SUM ALONG YBAR AXIS OF OTHER(OLK) CENTERLINE,
DO I00 M - ISTOLK,IENOLK
AI = (YILK+DARCY-YPI(M))/SIGYI(M)
A1 = TEXP (AI)
YCHI - YCHI + CI(M)*AI
YDHI = YDHI + DI(M)*AI
I00 CONTINUE
C SAVE MAXIMUMS.






































































YILK = YILK - DYILK
IF(YILK .GT. YPI(IEND)) GOTO 70
GO GET NEXT INTERVAL.
ISTR =IEND + 1
GOTO 30
END OF MAJOR BOUNDARY LOOP.
140 CONTINUE
IF(RCHI .LE. 0.0) YMCL = 0.0

























• , UPDATE:8213 SOURCE:02 APR82 LOCATION:KSC $4800020::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.................... :$4800040
C .......................... :::::::::::::::: .................... :::S4800050
C::: :::$4800060
C::: :::S4800070
C::: ORGANIZATION: H. E. CRAMER CO., INC. :::S4800080
C:::
C::: WORK FOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS (ES84) :::$4800090
:::S:80OlO0
C::: :::$4800110
C::: PROGRAM CODE: RGDPM :::$4800120
C::: :::$4800130
C::: PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
C::: THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES GROUND-LEVEL DEPOSITION DUE TO GRAVITA-:::S4800140
C::: TIONAL SETTLING FOR A _OURCE THAT EXTENDS VERTICALLY THROUGH AN:::S4800150
C::: ENTIRE BOUNDARY LAYER. THE AL203 SPECIES IS THE ONLY ONE TO :::84800160
C::: HAVE GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION. CALCULATIONS ARE MADE EVERY :::$4800170
C::: KILOMETER DOWNWIND FROM THE LAUNCH SITE AND, UPON REQUEST, :::$4800180
C::: CALCULATIONS MAY ALSO BE MADE AT USER-DEFINED DISCRETE :::$4800190









C**** B E G I N C 0 M M O N A R E A
c 04/02/82
C......... "MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
CO_ION /MATH/ PI, G, CP,MAXLEV, GAI_IAI, GAMMAC
C.......... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_ON /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAPE, GA_i_X, GAMMAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
" XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK,DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTISO, FILE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM I,DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GA_fl_AP(30) ,HM(2), CISO (1O) ,DISO (i0),
" " TISO(1O) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29) ,VS (20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12) ,DBAR(2O)
C- COUNTERS, FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
MOD EL4, MODEL 5,MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
CO_NION /CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, NUM, NLAY S,NBK, QC, QT, H EAT, ZM, H,
DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,



















































-SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COM/MON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
LAYER PARAMETERS
CO_ON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29),Q(29),RISTIM(29) SIGXO(29)
SIGYO(29) ' '
CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COb_ION /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)








































C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S4800850
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $4800860
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $4800870









E N D O F C O M M O N A R E A
INTEGER UNITS(3,2)
DIMENSION ZTOP (2) ,MILK (2), GDHOLD (4,3), CDAMXS (i)








































NOTE: THESE DIMENSIONS (I0) LIMIT THE _LAXIMUM NUMBER OF
SETTLING CATS TO i0 (SEE MAXNVS IN READM). OTHERWISE,





2 (PLUS(727),PEAKS), (ERR, IER), (GDEPP2,GDPP22)
DATA MILK /5,4/
DATA UNITS /2h%IG,2HRA,2HM.,2H P,2HAR,2HT./
DATA ISXS,NXS,INCXS /2,30,1/
DATA JVERSN/8213/
IF (IVERSN .HE. JVERSN) CALL LOADS(-I,0,0,0,0,BATCH)
INITIALIZE.
H.E.C COPY ONLY.
IF (BATCH) GO TO 30
WRITE (ICU,9017) INVNDR, INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF
READ (IIU,9018) IFRMTI
IF (IFRMTI.EQ.INJ.OR.IFRMTI.EQ.INOJ) GO TO 220
IF (IFIR.MTI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. IFP@ITI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. IFRMTI.EQ.IYESJ) GO
WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,0,0
GO TO I0




DO 40 1 = 1,900
PLUS(l) = 0.0
DO 50 I = 1,4
QCONV(1) = 1.0








NILK= 6 - NLK
ITOP = LAYTOP(2)
ZTOP(2) = ALT(ITOP+I)
PARTICLES CONVERSION. DENSITY OF AL203
G/M**3 (ACTUAL DENSITY = 3.42E6 G/M**3)
1.9098593E-6 = 6/(PI*I.00E6)






























































DO 80 1 = I,NVS
DBARI3(I) = 1.9098593E-6/(I.0E-6*DBAR(I))**3
IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9007)
CALL SHEAR(UBARNK,PHIS,SIGAPK,SIGEPK,O)
CHECK SEGMENT ENTRY POINT.
IF(IRUN .NE. 4) GOTO 140
90 WRITE(ICU, 9015)
CALL IFNBR(IFI_T,20,1ER, IIU)
IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 110
100 WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,0,O




IF (ISXS .NE. MINSI) GO TO 120
JER = JER+I
IF (JER .GT. I) GO TO 230
WRITE (ICU,9016)
GO TO 90
120 JER = 0
IF (ISXS .EQ. MINS9) GO TO 240














NXS) GO TO 130
BEGIN LOOP OVER RANGES.
DO 170 IXS = ISXS,NXS,INCXS
XO = (IXS-1)*1000.O
YO = DIRN(NLAYS+NLK)+I80.0
IF (YO .GT. 360.0) YO = YO-360.0
IF(.NOT.BATCH) WRITE(ICU,9012) CURSUP,MDLNAM,INV,XO,OFF
CALL GRDEP TO COMPUTE GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION.
CALL GRDEP(XO,YO,IXS,.FALSE.,NLK,GDHOLD,PHIS,UBARNK,
1 GDEPNM,GDEPPI,GDEPP2(I,IXS),DBARI3,SIGAPK,SIGEPK)
FINDMAXIMUM VALUES OVER ALL MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYERS.
















































































FOR RESEARCH MODE, PRINT PARTICLE VALUES FOR ALL
SETTLING CATEGORIES OF THE FIRST BOUNDARY LAYER.
IF(IRUN .LT. 3) GOTO 170







160 AI = VALUES(IXS,NLK+3)
A2 = VALUES(IXS,NLK)
IF(AI .LT. 0.0005 .AND. A2 .LT. 0.05) GOTO 170
WRITE(IOU,9010) RANGE(IXS,NLK),BEARNG(IXS,NLK),AI,A2,
1 (N,GDEPPI (N) ,N=I,NVS)









BEGIN OUTPUT -- LOOP OVER MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYERS.
DO 210 ILK = I,NLK
II = ILK + 3
IF(NEE .EQ. 2) Ii = MILK(lEE)
IF(IRUN .GT. 2 .AND. ILK .EQ. I) GOTO 210
BEGIN LOOP OVER RANGES.
LINE = i00
DO 200 IXS = ISXS,NXS,INCXS







IF(IRUN .GT. 2) WRITE(IOU,9009)
IF(IRUN .LT. 3) WRITE(IOU,9011)
C* PRINT RESULTS.
180 AI = VALUES(IXS,II)
A2 = VALUES(IXS,II-3)
IF (IRUN .LT. 3.AND.AI .LT..0005) GO TO 200
IF(A! .LT. 0.0005 .AND. A2 .LT. 0.05) GOTO 200


























































LINE = LINE +
200 CONTINUE
C






















240 IERROR(1) = !











FORMAT (2A2,38H *** REEDM ERROR 001, DATA INPUT ERROR,2A2,6H REG.
*,I2,1H.,II/)
9002 FOR_T(IHI,38(2H**)/IX,8(2H**),44X,8(2H**)/












































9004 FOR}MT(/27X,25HFOR AL203 AT GROUND-LEVEL/15X,16HDOWNWIND FROM A , S4802970
1 14A2,TH LAUNCH/4X,56HCALCULATIONS APPLY TO THE LAYER BE_4EEN THE S4802980
2SURFACE AND ,F7.2,7H METERS//9X,31HTHE METEOROLOGICAL DATA IS FROMS4802990
3 ,15,2A2,14,1X,2A2,I4/19X,16H LAUNCH TIME IS,IIO,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,I4S4803000
4/15X,20HTIME oF EXECUTION IS,IIO,2A2,I4,1X,2A2,14//) $4803010
9005 FORh_T(IIX,2FI2.3,FI4.3,1PEIS.5)
9006 FOR_MT(II56X,16HRANGE BEARINGI53X,!O(2H--)IFIS.3,
1 37H IS THE PEAK GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION,2FIO.3)
9007 FORMAT(47HIDIAGNOSTICS FOR GRAVITATIONALDEPOSITION MODEL/)
9008 FO_T(2A2,AI)
9009 FOR_T(30X,28H- GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION -/
1 7X,5OHRANGE BEARING (MILLIGRAMS/ (PART!CLES/,16X,










3 5X,25H(METERS) (DEGREES) ,2(IIH(S0. METER),5X), $4803100
4 3(12HCAT. DEP.,7X)/5X,57(2H'-)) $4803110
9010 FORMAT(IX,2FI2.3,FI4.3,1PEIS.5,2X,3(16,EI3.5)/(59X'3(16,EI3"5))) $4803120
9011 FO_IAT(40X,28H- GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION -/ $4803130
I 17X,50HRANGE BEARING (MILLIGRAMS/ (PARTICLES// $4803140
2 15X,25H(METERS) (DEGREES) ,2(IIH(SQ. METER),5X)/IDX,27(2H--S4803150
3)) $4803160
9012 FORMAT(A2,1X,12A2,30H MODEL IS PROCESSING RANGE AT ,2A2,F7.1,2A2, $4803170
1 7H METERS) $4803180
9013 FOR_T(2A2,10X,2A2,8HPRINTING,2A2) $4803190
9014 FOP_T(3A2) $4803200
9015 FOR_T(41H DIAGNOSITIC RUN. ENTER ISXS,NXS,INCXS:_) $4803210
9016 FOR_T (73H *** REEDM WARNING 019, -i NOT APPLICABLE, PROG. ABORTSS4803220
* IF -i TYPED AGAIN) $4803230
$4803240
C $4803250
C!!!! H.E.C COPY ONLY.
9017 FOP_T (57HDO YOU WISH MAXI_fUM CENTERLINE GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITIONS4803260
,_(,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,4HO): ) $4803270
• -- $4803280










C:: : WORKFOR: DR. J.
C:::















, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE:02 APR82 LOCATION:KSC $4900020
 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiii::ii:iiiiC $4900030
C::: ' ' $4900040
:::$4900050
:::$4900060









THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES GROUND-LEVEL DEPOSITION DUE TO GRAVITA':::S4900140
TIONAL SETTLING FOR A SOURCE THAT EXTENDS VERTICALLY THROUGH AN:::$4900150
ENTIRE BOUNDARY LAYER. THE AL203 SPECIES IS THE ONLY ONE TO :::$4900160
HAVE GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION. CALCULATIONS ARE MADE EVERY :::$4900170
KILOMETER DO_NWIND FROM THE LAUNCH SITE AND, UPON REQUEST, :::$4900180
CALCULATIONS MAY ALSO BE MADE AT USER-DEFINED DISCRETE :::$4900190















COMMON /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IV}IICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
ISHAP E, GAMMAX, GAMMAY, GAMMA Z,ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, S IGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTISO, FILE (3)
,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM1, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO (i0),
• TISO (10) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29) ,VS (20),
FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12), DBAR(20)
COUNTERS, FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COati'ION/CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, NUM, NLAYS, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,
DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,








































COMMON/CNTRL/ ALTSET(2), OFF (2), BLNKNG(2), INV(2), IN%_F (2),








COMMON /TIME/ JTIME,JDAY,JYEAR, ISTIME,ISDAY,ISYEAR,LTIME,
LDAY,LYEAR,ISMON(2),JMON(2),LMON(2),LSDT(2)






C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)








































C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S*900850
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL (i), PLUS (900) $4900860
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $4900870












END OF COMMON AREA
INTEGER UNITS(3,2)
LOGICAL IBATCH























NOTE: THESEDIbIENSIONS(i0) LIMIT THEMAXIMUMN_4BEROF
SETTLINGCATSTO i0 (SEEMAXNVSIN READM). OTHERWISE,






































NILE = 6 - NLK
ITOP = LAYTOP(2)
ZTOP (2) = ALT (ITOP+I)
PARTICLES CONVERSION. DENSITY OF AL203 PARTICLE USED HERE = IE6
G/M**3 (ACTUAL DENSITY = 3.42E6 G/M**3)
1. 9098593E-6 = 6/(PI*I.0OE6)
DO 50 I = I,NVS
DBARI3(1) = 1.9098593E-6/(I.0E-6*DBAR(1))**3
IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9007)
CALL SHEAR(UBARNK,PHIS,SIGAPK,SIGEPK,O)




































































IF(IDMY .EQ. INJ .OR. IDMY .EQ. INOJ)GOTO 430
IF (IDMY. EQ. IBLNK. OR. IDMY. EQ. IYSJ. OR. IDMY. EQ. IYESJ) GOTO I00
IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 90
W'RITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,23,0
IF (BATCH) GO TO 410
GO TO 70
90 IBATCH = .TRUE.
IIUTMP = IIU
CALL CODE (2)















DO 120 J -- I,i0
120 IFP@IT(15+J) = IBLNK
IF(.NOT. BATCH .AND..NOT. IBATCH) GOTO 140
IF(NXS .GT. 59) GOTO 320
ERR = EXEC(I,IIU, IFRMT,-80)
IF(IER(2) .eL. 0) GOTO 320
CALL IFNBR (IFRMT, -26, IER, llg)




READ (IFRMT, *) XT,YT
IF(XT .LT. 0.0) GOTO 320
GOTO 200
140 WRITE(ICU, 9009) CURSUP,CLRDSP
150 CALL IFNBR(IFRMT, 26, IER, IIU)
IF (IER .EQ. O) GO TO 170
160 WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,23,1

























































IF (XT .EQ. MINSI) GOTO 180
IF (XT .EQ. MINS9) GOTO 420








200 YTI = YT - I0.0




DO210 J = 1,10
210 IDDISR(J,NXS)_ IFRMT(15+J)












IF(IRUN .LT. 3) GOTO240







230 AI = GDHOLD(1,J)
A2 = GDHOLD(3,J)









240 YTI = YTI + 10.0










































































DO 270 J = 1,3
DO 260 K = 1,4
260 DISBUF(L+K,NXS) = GDHOLD(K,J)






DISPLAY DISCRETE RECEPTOR RESULTS.
DISPLAY HEADING.





LINED = LINED + 5
C DISPLAY LOCATION AND RESULTS.
WRITE(ICU,9012) XT,YT,((UNITS(I,K),I=I,3), ((GDHOLD(J+K-I'i)'
I I=1,3), J=K,K+I)'K=I'2)
IF(NXS .LT. 60) GOTO 290
C MAX. NO. OF RECEPTORS HAVE BEEN ENTERED.
WRITE(ICU,9013)
GOTO 320
C QUERY ANOTHER RECEPTOR.




IF(ID_ .EQ. MINUS9) GOTO 420
IF(IDMY .NE. MINUSI) GOTO 300
WRITE(ICU,9008) IESCAJ
GOTO 60
IFflD_.EO.IBLNK.OR. ID_.EQ.IYSJ.OR.I MY.EQ.IYESJ),_ GO TO ii0300
IF (ID_ .EQ. INJ.OR.IDMY .EQ.INOJ) GO TO 310
WRITE (ICU,9001) INV,OFF,23,2
GO TO 290
C CURSOR UP AND WRITE BLANK LINE.
310 WRITE(ICU,9010) CURSUP,CURLFT,CLRDSP
WRITE(ICU,9005)
C** PRINT MAXIMUM FOR LAYER ONE, RESEARCH MODE.









C* BEGIN LOOP OVER MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYERS.
330 DO 400 ILK = I,NLK



























































DO390 IXS = I,NXS







IF(IRUN .GT. 2) WRITE(IOU,9019)
IF(IRUN .LT. 3) WRITE(IOU,9021)
340 XT = DISBUF(I,IXS)
YTI = DISBUF(2,IXS)
L = 2

















LINEP= LINEP+ NVS/4+ 1
370 YTI = YTI + I0.0
IF(YTI .GT. 360.0) YTI = YTI - 360.0














































































9001FOP_T (2A2,38H *** REEDM ERROR 001, DATA INPUT
*,I2,1H.,II/)
9002 FOR_T(IHI,38(2H**)/IX,8(2H**),44X,8(2H**)/



















9003 FORMAT(/27X,25HFOR AL203 AT GROUND-LEVEL/15X,16HDOWNWIND FROM A , $4903760
I 14A2,7H LAUNCH/4X,56HCALCULATIONS APPLY TO THE LAYER BETWEEN THE $4903770
2SURFACE AND ,FT.2,6H METERS//9X,31HTHE METEOROLOGICAL DATA IS FROMS4903780
3 ,15,2A2,14,1X,2A2,14/19X,16H LAUNCH TIME IS,II0,2A2,14,1X,2A2,14S4903790
4/15X,2OHTIME OF EXECUTION IS,II0,2A2,14,1X,2A2,14//) $4903800
9004 FOR_T(//56X,16HRANGE BEARING/53X,10(2H--)/FI5.3, $4903810
1 37H IS THE PEAK GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION,2FIO.3) $4903820
9005 FORMAT(A2) $4903830
9006 FOR_T(IX,8(2H**),7X,3OHDISCRETE RECEPTOR CALCULATIONS,7X, $4903840
1 8(2H**)) $4903850
9007 FOP_T(47HIDIAGNOSTICS FOR GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION MODEL/) $4903860
9008 FORMAT(2A2,AI) $4903870
9009 FORMAT(2A2,68H ENTER DISCRETE RECEPTOR LOCATION RELATIVE TO LAUNCHS4903880
i PAD. A 20 CHAR./52H COMMENT _Y BE ENTERED STARTING UNDER THE ASTS4903890
2ERISK.,IOX,IH*/33H RANGE(METERS),BEARING(DEGREES):_) $4903900
9010 FOP_T(3A2) S4903910
9011FORMAT(IX,37(2H**)/23X,34HGRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION FOR A1203/ $4903920
i 10H LAYERS = ,2(IH*,7X,IIHSURFACE TO ,F7.2,7X)) $4903930
9012 FORMAT(/IIX,26HDISCRETE RECEPTOR RANGE _ ,FT.I,IIH, BEARING =,F6.1S4903940
I/IX,3A2,1X,2(3H *,3(IX,F9.3))/IX,3A2,1X,2(3H *,IP3EIO.3)) S4903950
9013 FORMAT(63H A MAXIMUM OF 60 DISCRETE RECEPTOR LOCATIONS HAVE BEEN ES4903960
INTERED./29H THIS SECTION IS TEP_INATED. ) S4903970
9014 FOR_T(58H DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ANOTHER--DISCRETE RECEPTOR LOCATIONS4903980
I?(,2A2,1HY,2A2,2HES,2A2,1H,,2A2,1HN,2A2,4HO): ) $4903990
9015 FOP@_T(46H DO YOU WISH DISCRETE RECEPTOR CALCULATIONS? (,2A2,1HY, $4904000






9019 FOR_T(49X,28H- GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION -/ $4904070
1 28X,48HRANGE BEARING (MILLIGRAMS/ (PARTICLES/,14X, $4904080
2 34H- PARTICLES BY SETTLING CATEGORY -/6X,10HIDENTIFIER,10X, S4904090
3 34H(METERS) (DEGREES) (SQ. METER),5X, IIH(SQ. METER),4X, $4904100
4 3(12HCAT. DEP.,6X)/IX,65(2H--)) $4904110
9020 FORMAT(22X,2FII.3,FI3.3,1PEI8.5,2X,3(15,EI3-5)/(73X,3(15,EI3"5))) $4904120
9021FOP,>_T(50X,28H- GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION -/ $4904130
227
1 27X,50HRANGE BEARING (MILLIGRAMS/ (PARTICLES//6X, S4904140
2 10HIDENTIFIER,gX,25H(NETERS) (DEGREES) ,2(IIH(SQ. METER),5XS4904150
3)/IX,38(2H--)) $4904160
9022 FOR_T (73H *** REEDMWARNING019, -i NOTAPPLICABLE,PROG.ABORTSS4904170
* IF -I TYPEDAGAIN) $4904180




















8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION FOR A GIVEN













MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /MATH/ PI, G, CP,_L_XLEV, GA_iAI, GAMMAC
C.......... INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD ,TITLE
COI_MON /INPUT / IRUN ,NUMRUN ,MODEL ,IVHICL ,NORMAL ,TPROP ,
• ISHAPE, GAb_LAX, GAte'lAY,GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
XRY ,XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIG_LAR,SIGMER, LS ITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDISO, NTISO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GAte'LAP(30), HM (2), CISO (i0), DISO (I0),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14), SIGPP(29) ,SIGLL(29),VS(20),
FS (20) ,MDLNAM (i2) ,DBAR(20)
C.... "..... COUNTERS,FLAGS,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4 ,MODEL5 ,MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
COMMON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUbI,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT,ZM,H,
• DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU,KEEP
• ,MIXING, MAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV,BATCH,CL(14) ,CS (i0) ,GASSET, IAGAIN,
ICHAR(12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR(5), IFRMT(80),
MINUS I,MINUS9 ,MINS 1 ,MINS9,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24) ,TPROPC ,IDXRT
C-- TERMINAl, CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
. CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE

















































CO}fl_ON /TIME/ JTIbIE, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), LSDT (2)
--SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO}_ON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30),
• RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
LAYER PARAMETERS
COMNON /LAYER/ DXX, DYY,DX(29) ,mY (29), Q (29), RISTIM(29), SIGXO (29),
SIGYO(29)
CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMNON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6), SPEEDB(6) ,TEMPB (6)
CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARA}fETERS























C**********CO}_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S5000690
CO}_iON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $5000700
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $5000710

























DATA MILK /5,4/, SQR2PI /0.3989423/














































DO210 ILK = I,NLK
NSOURC= 0
ILKP3 = ILK + 3
IF(NLK .EQ. 2) ILKP3 = MILK(ILK)













IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9001) ILK,XO,YO,IBOT,ITOP,DIRN(JF),
I SIGEPN(JF)






DO 200 M = IBOT,ITOP
GDEP = 0.0
DO 40 J=I,NVS
40 GDEPRT(J) = 0.0
IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9006) M
IF(Q(M) .LE. 0.0) GOTO 190
IF (.NOT.(DISCRT .OR. LOOP .GT. 0)) GO TO 50
CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE CLOUD-RECEPTOR POSITION (XS,YS)




IF(IFLG .LT. 0) GOTO 190
GO TO 60
C* ADJUST DO_WIND & CROSSWIND DISTANCES DUE TO CLOUD INCLINATION.
C RAD CONVERTS DEGREES TO RADIANS.
50 PHISM = (DIRN(M)+I80.O)*RAD + PHIS(M)
IF(PHISM .GT. TWOPI) PHISM = PHISM - TWOPI
IF(PHISM .LE. 0.0) PHISM = PHISM + TWOPI
: THETC = DY(M)*RAD
SR = ABS(PHISM - THETC)





































































SS = PI - (SR + ARSIN(AI*SIN(SR)/XOP))
X = AI*AI + XO*XO - 2.0*AI*XO*COS(SS)
IF(X .eE. 0.0) GOTO 190
X = SQRT(X)
SK = 1.0
iF(ABS(PHISM- THETC) .GT. PI) SK =-I.0
IF(PHISM .LT. THETC) SK =-I.0*SK
Y = THETC + SK*SS
IF(Y .LE. 0.0) Y = Y + TWOPI
IF(Y .GT. TWOPI) Y = Y - TWOPI
60 CONTINUE
CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE SIGMAS.
CALL SIGMA(X,M, JF, I, SIGAPK(M), SIGEPK(M) ,PHIS (M)*RADI)
IF(SIGYNK .LE. 0.0) GOTO 190
COMPUTE LATERAL TERM FOR DISCRETE RECEPTORS.
IF(.NOT.(DISCRT .OR. LOOP.GT.0)) GOTO 70
AI = Y/SIGYNK
IF(ABS(AI) .GT. 10.0) COTO 190
ALAT = EXP(-.5*AI*AI)
70 CONTINUE




AI = BETA - 1.0
IF(A1) 80,90,80
80 SGEXS = I./(SIGEPK(M)*X**BETA)
BSEXS2 = BETA*SIGEPK(M)*X**AI*SQR2PI
GOTO I00
90 SGEXS = I./(SIGEPK(M)*X)
BSEXS2 = SIGEPK(M)*SQR2PI





BEGIN SU_fl_IATIONOVER SETTLING VELOCITY CATEGORIES.




























































































IF(IRUN.EQ.4) WRITE(IOU,9002) J,M,XS,YS,X,Y,DIRN(M),SIGYNK,ALAT, $5002210
i UBARI,VJXSUL,SGEXS,BSEXS2,SGEXS2,ALTM,ALTMI,AI,A2,A3,A4,A5,BMPBN $5002220
$5002230








AI = SAALT - ALTMI + VJXSUL








..... A6 = SAALT + ALTMI - VJXSUL
A7 = SAALT + ALTM - VJXSUL







SUM = SUM + GAM*(VSI*.5*UBARI*A3 + BSEXS2*(A4-A5)
I + GA_*(VSI*.5*UBARI*A8 - BSEXS2*(A9-AIO)))
IF(FIRST) GOTO 120
IF(ABS(S_-SUML) .LT. I.E-6) GOTO 130
















































130 A1 = BMPBN + SUM
IF(At .EL. 0.0) GOTO 140
A2 = (I.O-GAMMAP(J))*FS(J)*AI
VSSUM = VSSUM + A2
GDEPRT(J) = A2*DBARI3(J)*QAS
IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9005) J,M, SUM,VSSUM,AI,A2,DBARI3(J),
1 GDEPRT(J)
140 CONTINUE
COMPUTE FINAL TERMS FOR MK + NK AND GRAV. DEP.
GDEP = QAS*VSSUM
IF(.NOT.(DISCRT .OR. LOOP.GT.0)) GOTO 160
GDEP = GDEP*ALAT
DO 150 J = I,NVS
150 GDEPRT(J) = GDEPRT(J)*ALAT
160 IF(GDEP .LE. 0.0) GOTO 180
CI(INDM) = GDEP
DO 170 J = I,NVS
170 GDEPNM(J,INDM) = GDEPRT(J)
SIGYI(INDM) = SIGYNK
SUMSY = SUMSY + SIGYNK
YPI(INDM) = Y
NSOURC = NSOURC + 1
INDM = INDM + I
180 CONTINUE
190 iF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9003) LOOP,VSSUM,Q(M),QAS,SIGYNK,GDEP
1 ,(GDEPRT(J),J=I,NVS)
END OF MET. & MAJOR BOUNDARY LAYER LOOPS.
200 CONTINUE
iF(ILK .EQ. i) AVGSY(1) = SUMSY/NSOURC
210 CONTINUE
AVGSY(2) = SUMSY/(INDM-1)









GET GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION OVER ALL MET. LAYERS.
FOR MAX. CENTERLINE, CO_UTE MAXIMUM VALUE AND LOCATION.
FOR DISCRETE, SUM GRAV. DEP. OVER ALL MET. LAYERS.
IF(INDM .LT. 2) GOTO 430
IF(DISCRT) GOTO 340


































































N = IND_ - 1
CALL CROSS(YPI,N)
DO 220 I = I,N
220 YPI(1) = Yel(1)*XO
ILK = 1
IF (NLK .EQ. I) NSOURC = 0
N = INDM - NSOURC - I
230 CALL REODR(CI,YPI,SIGYI,GDEPNM, I,N,NVS)
C
CALL GDEPR(CI,YPI,SIGYI,N,GDEP,YMCL(ILK))




C** LOOP-BACK LOGIC. GO BACK AND CALCULATE EXACT RESULTS AT
C** MAXI_fUM LOCATION.
240 LOOP = 1
YO = YMCL(1)/XOP*RADI
GOTO i0
250 IF(LOOP .NE. I) GOTO 290
C** SUM RESULTS FOR LAYER I.
IF (NLK .EQ. I) NSOURC = 0
N = INDM - NSOURC - i
ILKP3 = 4
IF(NLK .EQ. 2) ILKP3 = 5
GDEP = 0.0
DO 260 M = I,N
260 GDEP = GDEP + CI(M)
GDEPP = 0.0
DO 280 J = I,NVS
GDEPPI(J) = 0.0
DO 270 M = I,N
270 GDEPPI(J) = GDEPPI(J) + GDEPNM(J,M)*SQR2PI*AL203
280 GDEPP = GDEPP + GDEPPI(J)
GOTO 330
290 CONTINUE
C** SUM RESULTS FOR LAYER 2.
N = INDM - I
ILKP3 - 5
IF(NLK .EQ. 2) ILKP3 = 4
GDEP = 0.0
DO 300 M = I,N
300 GDEP = GDEP + CI(M)
GDEPP = 0.0
DO 320 J = I,NVS
GDEPP2(J) = 0.0
DO 310 M = I,N
310 GDEPP2(J) = GDEPP2(J) + GDEPNM(J,M)*SQR2PI*AL203
320 GDEPP = GDEPP + GDEPP2(J)
C






















































C* LAYER1 IS IN INDEX5. FORONELAYER,LAYER1 IS IN INDEX4.
C* SUBTRACT3 FROMTHIS INDEXFORPARTICLERESULTS.C
330 VALUES(IXS,ILKP3)= GDEP*IO00.0*SQR2PI*AL203







IF(YO .GT. 360.0) YO= YO- 360.0
IF(YO .LE. 0.0) YO= YO+ 360.0
BEARNG(IXS,ILKP3)= YO
BEARNG(IXS,ILKPM3)= YO
IF(IRUN .EQ. 4) WRITE(IOU,9007)LOOP,ILKP3,GDEP,GDEPP,XO,YO,
1 AVGSY(LOOP)
IF(LOOP .EQ. 2.OR.NLK. EQ.I) GOTO 420
LOOP = 2




C* DISCRETE RECEPTOR LOGIC.
C* SUN GRAV. DEP. OVER ALL MET LAYERS AND STORE RESULTS.
C* INDEX I _ LAYER ONE, 2 = LAYER TWO,
C* INDEX 3 = PARTICLES LAYER ONE, 4 = PARTICLES LAYER TWO.
C
340 N = INDM - NSOURC - 1
IF (NLK .EQ. I) N = INDM-I
GDEP = 0.0
DO 350 1 = I,N
350 GDEP - GDEP + CI(1)
GDEPP = 0.0
DO 370 J = I,NVS
GDEPPI(J) = 0.0
DO 360 M = I,N
360 GDEPPI(J) = CDEPPI(J) + GDEPNM(J,M)*SQR2PI*AL203
370 GDEPP = GDEPP + GDEPPI(J)
BUFDIS(1) = GDEP*IO00.0*SQR2PI*AL203
BUFDIS(3) = GDEPP
IF (NLK .EQ. 1) GO TO 420
N = INDM - I
GDEP = 0.0
DO 380 I = I,N
380 GDEP = GDEP + CI(I)
GDEPP = 0.0
390 DO 410 J = I,NVS
CDEPP2(J) = 0.0
DO 400 M = I,N




























































































9002 FORMAT(47HFIRSTTERMSFORMK+ NK FORSETTLINGCATEGORY,13, $5004310
1 12H, MET.LAYER,IB/B3H XS,YS,X,Y,DIRN(M),SIGYNK,ALAT=,IP7EI2.5/S5004320






2 15H VALUES(I-6) =,6EI3.5/15H BEARNG(I-6)=,6E13.5)
9005 FORMAT(45HFINAL St_ATION TERMSFORSETTLINGCATEGORY,13,






































C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF SOURCES
i0 SMIN=SIGYI(ISTR)
I=ISTR
20 IF(I.GT.NSOURC) GO TO 120









IF(ISTR. EQ.NSOURC) GO TO 50






IF(YY.LT.YPI(1)) GO TO I00
DO 70 M=I,NSOURC
EX= (YY-YPI (M))/S IGYI (M)
YCHI=YCHI+CI(M)*TEXP(EX)
70 CONTINUE
























































• UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: i6 DEC 81 LOCATION: KSC $5200010






IF(ITO-IFR .LT. I) RETURN $5200080
DO 20 I = IFR,ITO-I $5200090
DO 20 J = I+I,ITO $5200100
_ iF(YBAR(1) .GT. YBAR(J)) GOTO 20 $5200110
.....A1 = YBAR(1) $5200120
: YBAR(1) = YBAR(J) $5200130
YBAR(J) = AI $5200140
A! = SIGYI(1) $5200150
SIGYI(1) = SIGYI(J) $5200160
SIGYI(J) = AI $5200170
AI = CI(1) $5200180
CI(1) = CI(J) $5200190
CI(J) = AI $5200200
DO I0 N = I,NVS $5200210
AI = GDEP(N,I) $5200220
GDEP(N,I) = GDEP(N,J) $5200230




















C**** B E G I N C O M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C........... _LATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS










• ,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30),HM(2), CISO (i0) ,DISO(10),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
• FS(20),_mLNAM(12),DBAR(20)





















































































COM_ON /TIME/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), L SDT (2)
C- SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_ON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.......... LAYER PARAMETERS
CO:.IMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29) ,DY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIM(29), SIGXO(29),
• SIGYO(29)
C-- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)













C.......... CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS $5300620
CO_ON /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIP_(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S5300630
• SPEEDN(32) $5300640
C CONVERSION FACTORS $5300650
CO_ON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4) QPDEPH $5300660
' $5300670
C
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S5300680
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $5300690
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $5300700
..... + " + 1 + 2 * 900 = 3879S5300710












END OF COMMON AREA
IFLG=O
RAD = PI/180.0
B=AMOD (YR, 360. O) *RAD














































































, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
BEGIN COMMON AREA
04/02/82













FS (20) ,FmLNAM(I 2), DBAR(20)




















































































C .......... CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS) $5400520
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6) $5400530
C.......... CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS $5400540
$5400550
COMMON /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32) SIGEPN(32) $5400560
• SPEEDN(32) ' '
C.......... CONVERSION FACTORS $5400570
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $5400580
C $5400590
$5400600
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COM/_ON MODIFICATION******************S5400610
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $5400620
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER
$5400630













EQUIVALENCE (_tAXDEP,GRVSET), (IFRNT(1),IFR_I) $5400700
DATA RAD/.01745329/ $5400710
$5400720
E N D O F C O M M O N A R E A ****$5400730
X - 0.0 $5400740
MMM = I S5400750
SIGZ=O.O $5400760
SIGY - 0.0 $5400770
SIGX = 0.0 S5400780
AI - I.O $5400790
A2 - SIGYO(M) $5400800
A3 = SICAPP $5400810
B3 = SIGEPP $5400820
A4 = ALPHA $5400830
B4 " BETA $5400840
A5 " DDIRP $5400850
A6 = SIGXO(M) $5400860
RL = 0.0 $5400870
$5400880
IF(DSPEED(M).GT.0.0) RL _ .28*X*DSPEED(M)/SPEEDN(M)
N = 1 $5400890
IF((A4-1.0).EQ.0.0) GO TO 20 $5400900
A1 _ 1.0/A4 $5400910
IF(_M. EQ.2) GO TO 30 $5400920
IF((A2-A3*XRY).GT.0.0) GO TO 30 $5400930
XY _ A2/A3 $5400940
GO TO 40 $5400950
$5400960
XY - A4*XRY*(A2/(A3*XRY))**AI+XRY*(I.O_A4) $5400970
IF(_.EQ.I) XY - XY-XLRY
IF(XY.LT.O.0) XY = 0.0 $5400980
IF((A4-1.O).EQ.O.O) GO TO 50 $5400990
T1 = (X+XY-XRY*(I.O-A4))/(XRY*A4) $5401000





50 TI = A3*(X+XY)






IF (TI .LT. 0.0) GOTO90
SIGZ= B3*XRZ*TI**B4
GOTO 90
80 XZ = X
SIGZ= B3*XZ
90 CONTINUE































































• , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE:02 OCT79 LOCATION:KSC $5500000$5500010
-$5500020


















30 IF(C .GT. HPL) GOT0 40
F= i,
GOTO 60
40 IF(C .LT. HPU) GOTO 50
F=0.O
GOTO 70
50 F = ERF(C)
F = (I./F)**I6
60 IF(I .EQ. i) F = -F






ERFXS = F - G
ONE'S WILL NOT CANCEL IF A & B ARE OPPOSITE IN SIGN
IF(A .LT. 0.0 .AND. B .GE. 0.0) ERFXS--ERFXS-2









































• , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE:27 FEB80






















, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: i0 NOV 81 LOCATION:
ROUTINE TO ELIMINATE CROSSOVER PROBLEMS
DIMENSION A(1)
1 I I
I0 1 = I+i
IF (I .GT. N) GO TO 30
IF (ABS(A(1)-A(I-I)) .LE. 3.141593) GO TO 10
IF (A(1) .GT. A(I-I)) GO TO 20
A(1) = A(I)+6.283185
GO TO i0


























IF (X .GT. 1.0) X - 1.0
































C**** B E G I N C O M M 0 N A R E A ****$5900160
C 04/02/82












































































• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DEL INE,
• IESCAJ (3), NULL, IBLNK,




CO_ION /rlblE/ JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISbION(2), JMON (2), LMON (2), eSDT (2)
C SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COb_4ON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30) ,SPEED(3O) ,TEMP(3O) ,PRESS(30),
• RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.......... LAYER PARAMETERS
COYiMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29) ,DY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIM(29) ,SIGXO(29),
• SIGYO(29)
C. CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6) ,SPEEDB(6) ,TEMPB(6)





















C CONVERSION FACTORS $5900710
COb_ON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $5900720
C $5900730
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S5900740
COb_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(9OO) S5900750
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $5900760










EQUIVALENCE (MAXDEP, GRVSET), (IFRMT (I), IFRMT i)
END OF COMMON AREA













































20 IF (A0 .LT. 0.0) BI = 1.0


















30 UBARN_(M) = XNK/(ALT(M)+DZ*.5)
COTO 50
40 PHIS(M) = ATAN2(YNK,XNK)
UBARNK(M) = SQRT(XNK*XNK + YNK*YNK)/(ALT(M)+DZ*.5)






























































REEDM SOURCE MODULE &RCIFLM





C**** B E G I N C O M M 0 N
C 04/02/82
_C--L....... _TH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COI_MON /I_TH/ PI,G,CP,MAXLEV,G_MMAI,GAM}_C












• ,IPLLNT(4), GAMMAP (30) ,HM(2) ,CISO(IO) ,DISO(IO),
. Tiso(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM(I 2) ,DBAR(20)





















































































CO_ON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIM(29),SIGXO(29),
SIGYO(29)
C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6)












C.......... CONVERSION FACTORS $6000610
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $6000620
C $6000630
C**********CO_ON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S6000640
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $6000650
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $6000660




IF (IVERSN .NE. JVERSN) CALL LOADS(-I,0,0,0,0,BATCH)
IF (IPAR(1) .EQ. 99) GO TO 30
JER = 0
GO TO (10,50),IFRMT(3)




IF (INPTI .NE. MINUSI) GO TO 20
JER = JER+I
IF (JER .GT. i) GO TO 60
WRITE (ICU,9003)
GO TO I0
20 IF (INPTI .EQ. MINUS9) GO TO 70
JER = 0
IF (INPT! .EQ. IHF) GO TO 30




IF (IPAR(1) .EQ. 99) GO TO 90
40 CALL P_CLM




60 IERROR(1) = -i
GO TO 80

















































9002 FOR_T (3A2) S6001090
9003 FORMAT(73H *** REEDMWARNING019, -I NOTAPPLICABLE,PROG.ABORTSS6001100
* IF -I TYPEDAGAIN/) $6001110













SUBROUTINE RCFRM (IPASS, CRT)
• , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, ULINE, TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP,
I CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP, CLRLNE, DELINE
CO:'_ON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2), OFF(2), BLNKNG (2), INV(2), INVHF (2),
• INVNDR(2) ,ULINE(2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DEL INE,
IESCAJ (3), NULL, IBLNK,
IPAR(5), ICU, IYSJ, IYESJ, IN J, INOJ, NAMEP (3)
LOGICAL CRT
INTEGER SECND S (3) ,EQUAL S (2) ,BKARO ,BKAKO ,CR
COMPLEX XLGND(5), CH(2), TOR(2), TOL (2), BOL (2) ,HOC(2), SF (3)
• ,PRDT(3),LAUNCH(2),RL(2),DFN(2)
DIMENSION NUML(3) ,NUM(2) ,LGNDX(21), IBUFR(33), IPASS (2)
• ,LEGEND (98) ,METERS (2),IREG(2), IN(2)
EQ UIVALENC E (NUML, NUML I), (NUML (2), NUM), (LGNDX (2), XL GND)
• ,(IREG,REG,IA), (IREG(2),IB), (IN,INI), (IPAR(1),IIU)
• ,(LEGEND(2),CH), (LEGEND(II),TOR), (LEGEND (20) ,TOL)
. ,(LEGEND (29), mon), (LEGEND (38), HOC), (LEGEND (60), PRDT)
• ,(LEGEND (73) ,LAUNCH), (LEGEND (46), LGNDI), (LEGEND (59), LGND2)
• ,(LEGEND (72 ),LGND3 ), (LEGEND (82 ),RL), (LEGEND (91 ), DFN)







• ,TOL/8HTOP OF L,SHAYER
















DATA XLGND/8H DISTANC,SHE FROM C,8HLOUD STA,8HBILIZATI
• ,8HON (KM) /,INI/IH@/
DATA CR,BKARO,BKAKO/15B,20137B, IB7B/
FIRST EXECUTABLE STATEMENT






IF (IIU .EQ. 99) CALL LURQ(I,IPU2,1)
CALL PLTLU(IPU2)















































































































































































































IF(INI.EQ. IHF) GO TO 90
80 WRITE(ICU,9004) BLNKNG,OFF,INVNDR,INV,OFF,ULINE,OFF,BKARO
9004 FOR}_T(53H DO YOU WANT TO PLOT ANOTHER CENTERLINE PROFILE
• /5X,2A2,30HCHANGE PLOT PAPER BEFORE A YES,2A2




IF(INI.EQ.IYSJ.OR. INI.EQ.IBLNK.OR. INI.EQ.IYESJ) GO TO 30



































































C::: ORGANIZATION:H. E. CRAI.IERCO., INC. ::: $6200070
C::: ::: S6200080
C::: WORKFOR: DR. J. B. STEPHEN*(ES84) ::: S6200090
C::: ::: $6200100
C::: PROGRAMCODE: RISOM ::: $6200110
C::: ::: $6200120





C::: OUTPUT:PRINTEDLISTINGOFDATAFILE, ANALYSIS,PLOTS ::: $6200180














CO_[MON /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• I SIIAPE, GAMMAX, GA_IAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
• IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDISO, NTISO, FILE (3)
, ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIM i,DURAT, NVS, iVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), GAI_[AP (30), HM(2), CISO (iO), DISO(1O),
• TISO(10),TITLE(14),SIGPP(29),SIGLL(29),VS(20),
• FS (20), MDLNAM (12), DBAR (20)
C COUNTERS,FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6










































C -VEHICLE PARAMETERS $6200690
COMMON /VCLPR/ VPAR(17) $6200700
C.......... TIME PARAMETERS $6200710
COMMON /TIME/ JTiME,JDAY,JYEAR,ISTIME,ISDAY,ISYEAR,LTIME , $6200720
• LDAY,LYEAR, ISMON(2),JMON(2),LMON(2),LSDT(2) $6200730
C.......... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS) $6200740
CO_ON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(30),PRESS(30), $6200750
RH(30),PTEMP(30),SIGEP(30),SIGAP(30) $6200760
C -LAYER PARAMETERS $6200770
CO_ON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29),Q(29),RISTIM(29),SIGXO(29), $6200780
• SIGYO(29) $6200790
C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS) $6200800
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6),SPEEDB(6),TEMPB(6) $6200810
C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS $6200820
COMMON /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S6200830
. SPEEDN(32) $6200840
C.......... CONVERSION FACTORS $6200850
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $6200860
C $6200870
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S6200880
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $6200890
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $6200900
C..... A R R A Y = 2077 + 1 + i + 2 * 900 = 3879S6200910
********************************************************************************
C _ $6200930







































TYPE AND DIMENSION STATEMENTS
VARIABLE NAME "PLUS" WAS CHANGED NOV 9, 1979 BECAUSE OF CONFLICT




















































































































• ,2H F,2HIF, 2HTH,2H
• ,2H S,2HIX, 2HTH,2H
• ,2HSE,2HVE,2HNT,2HH
• ,2H E,2HIG,2HHT,2HH




















































































. ,3"2H ,2HWA,2HSH,2HOU,2HT ,2HDE,2HPO,2HSI,2HTI,2HON
. ,2HGR,2HAV,2HIT,2HAT,2HIO,2HNA, 2HL ,2HDE,2HPO,2HSI,2HTI,2HON/
DATA KCDT
• /2H C,2HON,2HCE,2HNT,2HRA,2HTI,2HON,4OB,5*OB
• ,2H D,2HOS,2HAG,2HE ,9*0B
• ,2H T,2HIM,2HE ,2HME,2HAN,2H C,2HON,2HCE,2HNT,2HRA,2HTI,2HON,40B
• ,2H A,2HCI,2HDI,2HTY,40B,8*0B
• ,2H W,2HAS,2HHO,2HUT,2H D,2HEP,2HOS,2HIT,2HIO,2HN ,3*OB












• ,2H ,2H C,2HO2

























• ,2H ,2H S,2HUM
• ,2H L,2HAY,2HER,2H 1
. ,2H L,2HAY,2HER,2H 2/
DATA PSORL/16,2HLO,2HWE,2HR ,2HLA,2HYE,2HR ,2HON,2HLY













































































,12,2HLA,2HYE,2HR ,2HI ,2HON,2HLY,2H ,2H
















IF(CRT) GO TO 50
K=0
DO 40 I=1,6




IF(J.GT.3) GO TO 20











ASSIGN 80 TO IGO
FIRSTP=. FALSE.
FIRSTV=-I
SET TABS AND DEFINE ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET.

















































































I00 IF (CRT) GO TO 140
IF (IPLTHP .EQ. 2) GO TO 120































































































































FORMAT(20H PLOT ISOPLETHS OF: ,21X,12A2)
IF(MODEL.GT.5) GO TO 410
MODELS 4 AND 5
IF(FIRSTP.AND.IVARP.EQ.FIRSTV) GO TO 80




IF (IPLLNT (J). LE. 0) CO TO 250




















































































DON'T DISPLAY PROMPT IF THERE ARE NO CHOICES
IF(NSPECI.EQ.I) GO TO 280




270 WRITE(ICU,9007) CR,LPAREN(1),(IALPHA(I),I=I,NWDS), LPAREN(2),BKARO

























































































































IF(L2.NE. II7B) GO TO 320
IF(L3.EQ.IBLNK.AND.FLGSPC(3)) GO TO 360
IF(L3.EQ.IH2.AND.FLGSPC(2)) GO TO 340
GO TO 320
PICK UP CONVERSION FACTOR AND WRITE SPECIES SELECTED
380 FIRSTP=.FALSE.
SET UP NEXT DEFAULT
390 DO 400 1=1,4
IF(IDO.NE. IPLLNT(1)) GO TO 400
IVARP=MOD(I,NSPECI)


























































































430 IBUF(I) = IBLNK
READ(ICU,9009) IBUF
IF (IBUF(1) .EQ. MINUS1)GOTO80
• r IF (IBUF(1) .NE. MINUS9)GOTO440
, IERROR(1) = 1
_ NNNEST = 1
GO TO 1280
9011 FORMAT(20H PLOT ISOPLETHS FOR ,2A2,1HS,2A2,2HUM,2A2,14H OF LAYERS $6205280















:_ii_440 IF (IBUE(1).EQ.IBLNK. OR. IBUF(1).EQ.IHS.OR. IBUF(1).EQ. IIHSU) GO TO $6205440
*490
IF (IBUF(1).EQ. IIHLI.OR. IBUF(1).EQ.IHI) GO TO 460
_ ....: IF (IBUF(1).EQ.IIHL2.0R.IBUF(1).EO. IH2) GO TO 470
IF (IBUF(1).NE. IIHLA.OR. IBUF(2).NE. IYESJ) GO TO 450
IF (IBUF(3).EQ.IIHRI.OR. IBUF(4).EQ.IHI) GO TO 460
IF (IBUF(3).EQ.IIHR2.0R. IBUF(4).EQ.IH2) GO TO 470
-450 WRITE (ICU,9010) INV,OFF,22,3
GO TO 420





) 1470 IF (LAYTOP(2) .GT. 0) GO TO 480
IF (CRT) WRITE (ICU,9009) CURSUP,DELINE,BKAKO
>_ WRITE (ICU,9012)
9012 FORMAT (29H THERE IS NOT A SECOND LAYER )
GO TO 420































































IF(K. EQ.IBLNK. OR.K.EQ.IHM) GO TO 520





FORI_T(20H PLOT ISOPLETHS FOR ,2A2,1HS,2A2,2HUM,2A2,




IF(K.EQ.IHL.OR. K. EQ. IHS.OR. K. EQ. IBLNK) GO TO 530
WRITE (ICU,9010) INV,OFF, 22,5
GO TO 520
KS=4
IF(K. EQ. IHL) KS=I
WRITE(ICU,9015) TAB2,(SMORLW(I),I_KS,KS+2)
FOP_T(21H ISOPLETNS DRAWN FOR:,A2,11X,4A2)
IF(K.NE.IHL) GO TO 540
LNDX=I




RESET YORNO DEFAULT BACK TO Y





































































WRITE(ICU, 9016) (KCDT(I,JLAB) ,I=I ,13), (KSPECI (I ,IDO) ,I=I ,3) ,QMAX
• , (UNITS (NI, JUNIT) ,NI=I ,7)










DEFAULT ISOPLETHS OF pH.
570
580
IF(.NOT.FLGPH) GO TO 570







9017 FORMAT(23H DEFAULT ISOPLETHS ARE:,3A2,GII.4,9A2/
• ,4(21X,3A2,GII.4,9A2/))
600 J = 0
610 J = J+l
IF (J .GT. I0) GO TO 720
620 IF (J .GT. I) GO TO 640
630 WRITE (ICU,9018) CURSUP,CLRLNE,INV,OFF,INV,OFF
9018 FORMAT (2A2,7H ENTER ,2A2,SHFIRST,2A2,17H ISOPLETH VALUE (,2A2,
*I4HSPACE - RETURN,2A2,14H FOR DEFAULTS))
GO TO 650
640 NI = IBLNK
IF (J .EQ. 7) NI = NFSLS(3,5)
WRITE (ICU,9019) CURSUP,CLRLNE,CURSUP,CLRLNE,INV,(NFSLS(N2'J-I)'
,N2=I,3),NI,OFF,INV,OFF
9019 FORMAT (4A2,7H ENTER ,5A2,AI,2A2,17H ISOPLETH VALUE (,2A2,
*I4HSPACE - RETURN,2A2,28HTO TERMINATE ISOPLETH INPUT))
650 CALL IFNBR(LALPHI,20,1ER,ICU)
IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 660
WRITE (ICU,9010) INV,OFF,22,6
GO TO 620
660 IF (LALPHI .EQ. IBLNK) GO TO 700
IF (LALPHI .NE. MINUSI) GO TO 670





































































IF (FLGPH) GO TO 680
IF (PLETH(J) .GT. CQMAX.OR. PLETH(J) .LE. 0.0) GO TO 690
GO TO 610
680 IF (PLETH(J) .GE. CQMAX.AND.PLETH(J) .LE. 14) GO TO 610
690 WRITE (ICU,9020) INV,OFF
9020 FORMAT (2A2,31H ISOPLETH VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE,2A2//)
GO TO 620
700 IF (J .GT. I) GO TO 720
USE DEFAULT VALUES
DO 710 J=I,NPLETH
710 PLETH(J) _ DPLETH(J)
GO TO 730
720 NPLETH = J-1



































DETERMINE THE INDEX OF THE LAYER THAT HAS
THAT ALTITUDE JUST LOWER THAN THE EFFECTIVE CLOUD HEIGHT, H
DO 750 I=2,NUM
IF(H .GT. ALT(1))GO TO 750
IH = I - 2
GO TO 760
750 CONTINUE
IN " }LAX0 (LAYTOP (I), LAYTOP (2))
CALCULATE THE CLOUD MOVEMENT ALONG THE GROUND
AS FAR AS THE CLOUD STABILIZATION POINT
760 X = 0.0
Y=O.O
















































IX = INT(0.2631 * X) + IX0









IF(IX.LT.75.OR. IX.GT.9925.0R. IX.LT.75.0R. IT.GT.9925) GO TO 790
LABEL STABILIZATION POINT WITH A "+"
CALL SYMB(0.01*FLOAT(IX)-0.45,0.01*FLOAT(IY)-0.8,1.6,ADD,0-0,1)
CONTINUE
PLOT LINE OF MAXIMUM VALUES
NRNG = 1
PEN= i
800 IF(RANGE(NRNG,LNDX) •LE. 0.0. OR. SIGYBR(NRNG,LNDX). LE. 0.0) GO TO 820
XMAX=XRP (RANGE (NRNG, LNDX), BEARNG (NRNG, LNDX) )
YMAX=YRP (RANGE (NRNG, LNDX), BEARNG (NRNG, LNDX) )
IX= IFIX (X SCALE* XMAX) +IX0
IY=IFIX (YSCALE*YMAX) +IY0
IF(IX.LT.0.OR. IX. GT.9999.0R. IY.LT.0.OR-IY-GT'9999) GO TO 820
810 CALL PLOT(0.01*FLOAT(IX) ,0.01*FLOAT(IY) ,PEN+2)
PEN = I-PEN
820 NRNG=NRNG+ i




















ir (i .GT. 5)


































































860 NRNG = NRNG+I
IF (NRNG .GT. 30) GO TO 910
IF (RANGE(NRNG,LNDX) .LE. 0.0) GO TO 860
XLST = XRP(RANGE(NRNG,LNDX),BEARNG(NRNG,LNDX))
YLST = YRP(RANGE(NRNG,LNDX),BEARNG(NRNG,LNDX))
870 NRNG = I




IF (XBREAK .LT. 2000.0) GO TO 890
NBREAK B NBREAK+I
IF (NBREAK.LE.5.AND. IBREAK(NBREAK).EQ.0)IBREAK(NBREAK)=NRNG
890 XLST = XMAX
YLST = YMAX
900 NRNG = NRNG+I
IF (NRNG .LT. 31) GO TO 880
910 CONTINUE
PLOT THE NPLETH ISOPLETHS








































920 IF(RANGE(IABS(NRNG),LNDX).LE.O.0.AND..NOT.FLGEND) GO TO 1140
IF(RANGE(IABS(NRNG),LNDX).LE.O.O.AND.FLGEND) GO TO 930
QFOC=QF/CPLETH
V=CORSG(IABS(NRNG),LNDX)
IF(FLGEND) GO TO 940















































LOCATION OF MAXIMUMAT DISTANCE =RANGE
SIGYBR(IABS (NRNG), LNDX)=S0
V=0.0
BEARNG (IAB S (NRNG), LNDX) =B0
RPd_GE (lAB S (NRNG), LNDX) =R0- iO00. 0
NRNG =- 1
GO TO 950
IF(FLGDAT) GO TO 950
VO=0.O
SO= SIGYBR (IAB S (NRNG), LNDX)
BO=BEARNG (lABS (NRNG), LNDX)
R0=RANGE (IABS (NRNG), LNDX) - i000.0
FLGDAT = .TRUE.
DR=0. I* (RANGE (IABS (NRNG), LNDX) -R0)













IF (NBREAK .EQ. O) GO TO i000



































































































IF (NJPLOT.EQ. 0) NKPLOT= 1
NJPLOT= 0
GO TO 1040





IF(IX.LT.0.OR. IX.GT.9999.OR. IY.LT.0.OR. IY.GT.9999)
LABEL ISOPLETHS WITH LETTER: A - J
GO TO IIi0
IF(.NOT.FLGOUT) GO TO 1050
FLGOUT=.FALSE.
GO TO 1120






IF (NOPLOT .NE. O.OR.NKPLOT .NE. 0) PEN = 3
CALL PLOT(0.01*FLOAT(IX),O.01*FLOAT(IY),PEN)
IF (PEN .EQ. 2) IFISOS(N) = I




IF(PEN.LT.3.OR.NOPLOT .NE. O.OR.NKPLOT .EQ. i) GO TO 1090
PEN=2 '
GO TO 1070







































































































ON THE PLOT, CROSS OUT EITHER THE WORD FORECAST OR SOUNDING










PRINT OUT THE TIME OF EXECUTION ON THE PLOT
CALL TMNDT(JTIME,JDAY,JMON,JYEAR,IALPHA)
CALL SYMB(19.30,3.40,0.80,LALPHA,0'O,I)
IF THE LAUNCH TIME WAS ENTERED, PRINT IT OUT ON THE PLOT
ELSE PRINT OUT THE PROGRAM RUN TIME ON THE PLOT.
CALL TMNDT(LTIME,LDAY,LMON,LYEAR,IALPHA)
CALL SYMB(19.30,I.20,0.80,LALPHA,0.O,I)
FOR MODEL 5 OR 6
SUM OF LAYERS OR
OR LAYER 2 ONLY.
PLOTS, PRINT NOTATION FOR














































































































































































































POINT SOUTH OF THE LAUNCH PAD?
1200














SPECIAL LABEL FOR DISPLAY ON THE TV MONITOR
IF(IY0.GT.3000.OR. ITVXN.LT.3400) GO TO 1210
ITVX=ITVXN-125*(LALPHI+I)
CALL SYMB(0.01*FLOAT(ITVX),0.OI*FLOAT(ITVY),I.25,LALPHA,0-O,I)
END SPECIAL CODING FOR DISPLAY ON TV MONITOR
LALPHI=LALPHI+I2
CALL SYMB(8.55+O.375*FLOAT(36-LALPHI),99.15,0.75,LALPHA,0.0,1)
FOR TIIE LEGEND ON THE PLOT, PRINT OUT THE CON/DEP/pH VALUES




































































































FORMAT(51H DO YOU WISH TO PLOT ISOPLETHS FOR ANOTHER VARIABLE/





ASSIGN 220 TO IG0
IF (K .EQ. IHS) GO TO 70
ASSIGN 80 TO IGO
IF(K.EQ.IHV.OR.K. EQ.IBLN_) GO TO 60




































































C - THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE APPROPRIATE
C - FOR THE COMPLEX AND Y_AP SELECTED
C -
C





C**** B E G I N C O M M 0 N A R E A
C 04/02/82
C.......... MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /_ATH/ PI,G,CP,_AXLEV,GA_AI, GAm_AC
C- INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
COMMON / INPUT / IRUN ,NUMRUN ,MODEL ,IVHICL, NORMAL ,TPROP ,
I SHAPE ,GA_IAX ,GA_IAY ,GAMMAZ ,ALPHA, BETA,
XRY ,XRZ, XLRY ,T IMAV ,ISIG ,ICAL C ,CALHT ,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
•RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
•IPLLNT (4), GAI_iAP (30), HM (2), CISO (10), DI SO (10),
• TISO (i0) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP (29), SIGLL (29) ,VS (20),
FS (20) ,MDLNAM (12) ,DBAR(20)
C.......... COUNTERS,FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDEO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GAS SET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
CO_ON /CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, NUI_I,NLAYS, NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,
. DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SIGYNK,
• SIGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3) ,ITDU, KEEP
•MIXING, MAXDEP, LAYB OT (3)
. ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL(14), CS (i0), GASSET, IAGAIN,
.. ICHAR (i2), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR(5), IFRMT (80),
• MINUS 1 ,MINUS9 ,MINS 1,MINS9,
MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNEST, NNNTRY ,LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
C- TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP,
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
CO_ON /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2) ,BLNKNG(2) ,INV(2),INVHF(2),
• INVNDR(2),ULINE(2),
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRDSP
CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE,
• IESCAJ (3) ,NULL, IBLNK,















































COMMON/TIME/ JTIME,JDAY,JYEAR,ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR,LTIME,
LDAY, LYEAR, I SMON (2), JMON (2), LMON (2), LSDT (2)
C.... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMMON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30), SPEED(B0) ,TEMP (30) ,PRESS (30),
RH (30), PTEMP (30), SIGEP (30), SIGAP (30)
C.......... LAYER PARAMETERS
CO_.LMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29) ,mY(29) ,Q(29) ,RISTIM(29), SIGXO(29),
• SIGYO (29)
C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)












C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS $6300620
CO_ION /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S6300630
• SPEEDN(32) $6300640
C CONVERSION FACTORS $6300650
CO_ION /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $6300660
C $6300670
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S6300680
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $6300690
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $6300700



























FORMAT(2A2,TH MOUNT ,6A2,19H )_P ON PLOTTER LU ,I2,10H FOR SITE , $6300910
.A2,AI,7H, ENTER,2A2,13H SPACE-RETURN,2A2,11H WHEN READY/ $6300920
.50H OR ENTER AN 'A', IF THE ALTERNATE MAP IS DESIRED?/ $6300930
.66}{ OR AN 'S', IF YOU WISH TO SPECIFY THE LAUNCH SITE MAP LOCATIONS6300940
"?: ) $6300950
9002 FO--P@_T(2A2/28H ***** PLOTTING IS BASED ON ,6A2,16H _P COORDINATESS6300960




























































LORS (i)=LORS S (I)
LORS(2)=LORSS(2)
SELECTION OF MAP BASED ON LAUNCH SITE AND WIND DIRECTION
DIRNL=AMOD(DIRNL,360.0)
ICOORD = LSITE











IF(INI.EQ.IBLNK) GO TO 80
IF(INI.EQ.IHA) GO TO 50
IF (INI.EQ.IHS) GO TO 90
WRITE (ICU,9003) INV,OFF,22,8
9003 FORINT (2A2,38H *** REEDM ERROR 001,
*,I2,1H.,II/)
GO TO 30



































































60 LNDSEA = -i
LORS(1) = LORSS(3)
LORS(2) -_ LORSS(4)



























WRITE (ICU,9004) CURSUP,DELINE $6301750
9004 FORMAT (2A2/68H ON A SCALE OF 0 TO 9999 UNITS IN BOTH X AND Y DIRES6301760
*CTIONS, ENTER THE/66H LAUNCH LOCATION (0,0 IS THE LOWER LEFT CORNES6301770
*R OF PLOT BED). X,Y?:)
CALL IFNBR(IFRMT,20,IER,ICU)





IF (SN .EQ. MINSI) GO TO 10




ii0 IX0 = SN
IY0 = WE
_ITE (ICU,9005) CURSUP,DELINE,INV,OFF
9005 FOR_T (2A2/26H *** PLOTTING IS BASED ON ,2A2,14HUSER SPECIFIED,
*2A2,19H LAUNCH COORDINATES)
120 CONTINUE
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SUBROUTINE TMNDT(ITIME,IDAY,IMON,IYEAR, IALPHA)







IF(IMON(1).EQ.MON(IM)) GO TO 20
IM=IM+I
IF(IM.LT.13) GO TO i0
STOP 7777
IF(IM.NE.3) GO TO 30
IF(IMON(2).EQ.IHY) IM=5
GO TO 40
























































. , UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE: 02 APR 82 LOCATION: KSC $6500010
C::::::::::::::::::: ..... • .....................
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: S6500020
C::: ........................... :':::::::::::::::::: S6500030
C::: ::: $6500040
::: S6500050
ORGANIZATION: H. E. CRAMER CO., INC. ::: S6500060
::: $6500070
WORK FOR: DR. J. B. STEPHENS (ES84) ::: S6500080
PROGRAM CODE: RMCLM ::: $6500090
::: S*SOOlO0
::: S6500110
ONE OF THE MODULES FOR ROCKET EXHAUST ::: $6500120
EFFLUENT DIFFUSION ANALYSIS (MULTI-LAYER)::: $6500130
::: $6500140
USER SPECIFIED MET SOUNDING AND USER SPECIFIED OPTIONS ::: $6500150
::: $6500160






, 50 2 O
*$6500230
• CENTERLINE PLOTTING PROGRAM -- A PROGRAM OF THE REED *$6500240

















--MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
CO_ON /MATH/ el, G, CP,MAXLEV, GAMMAI, GAMMAC
INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_40N /INPUT/ IRUN, NUMRUN, MODEL, IVHICL, NORMAL, TPROP,
• ISHAP E, GAMMAX, GAMMAY, GAMMAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, TIMAV, ISIG, ICALC, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
• ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCISO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
• ,RAINRT, LAMBDA, TIMI, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
• ,IPLLNT (4), CAMiLle (30) ,HM(2), CISO(1O) ,DIS*(10),
• TISO(1O) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP(29), SIGLL(29) ,VS(2O),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM(I 2) ,DBAR(2O)
COUNTERS, FLAGS, GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL I SNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
C05_MON /CTRFL/ IFLG, RUNNUM, NUM, NLAY S,NBK, QC, QT, HEAT, ZM, H,





















































C- CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
CO_ON /BLAYR/ DIRB(6), SPEEDB(6) ,TEMPB(6)









































C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S6500870
CO_ON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $6500880
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER S6500890











END OF COMMON AREA
DIMENS ION RANGE (30,6), BEARNG (30,6), SIGYBR (30,6), CORSG (30,6)

































• /2H( ,2H ),20137B,6412B,15B,137B,5*0/
DATA PTITL
• /2HCO,2HNC,2HEN,2HTR,2HAT,2HIO,2HN ,2HAN,2HD ,2HDO,2HSA,2HGE
• ,2HWA, 2HSH,2HOU,2HT ,2HDE,2HPO,2HSI,2HTI,2HON,3*IH
,2HGR, 2HAV, 2HIT,2HAT,2HIO,2HNA, 2HL
DATA JSPECI






















































































LSPECI(3*I-I ,J) = NULL
















































































































IF(LI.NE.20000B) GO TO 120
DEFAULT
II0 IDO=IPLLNT(IVARP+I)












































150 WRITE (ICU,9004) INV,OFF,21,2 $6502370





C CO2 AND CO
C












200 IF(L2.NE. II7B) GO TO 150






















































FOP@_T(21H PLOT DEPOSITION IN (,2A2,1HM,2A2,9HILLIGRAMS,2A2,, 4H
250
9009
•,2A2 ,IHP ,2A2 ,14HARTICLES/M**2) ,A2)
K = IHM
CALL EXEC (I, ICU+400B ,K,- i)
WRITE (ICU, 9005 ) CURSUP, DEL INE, BKAKO
IF(K.EQ.IBLNK.OR.K.EQ.IHM) GO TO 240














FORMAT(20H MAXIMUM CENTERLINE ,12A2,16H PLOTTED FOR: ,5A2)
IVARP=MOD(IVARP+I,NSPECI)
PUT THE PEN IN THE UPPER RIGHT CORNER AND CLEAR THE TAB
WRITE(ICU,9005) CR,TAB,CLRTAB,CR,BKAKO
WRITE(ICU,9009) YORNO,BKARO
































































IF(K.EQ.IBLNK.OR.K.EQ.IYSJ) GO TO 260

























































_TH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS












FS (20) ,_LNAM (I2) ,DBAR (20)






































































CO_MON/TIME / JTIME, JDAY, JYEAR, ISTIME, ISDAY, ISYEAR, LTIME,
• LDAY, LYEAR, ISMON (2), JMON (2),LMON (2), LSDT (2)
C.......... SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
COMMON /FRCST/ ALT(30) ,DIR(30) ,SPEED(30) ,TEMP(30) ,PRESS(30),




C CALCULATED BOUNDRY DATA (FOR NEW LAYERS)
COMMON /BLAYR/ DIRB (6), SPEEDB (6), TEMPB (6)
C CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS




















C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR CO_ON MODIFICATION******************S6600670
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(1), PLUS(900) $6600680
C..... READ/_@RITE BUFFER $6600690

























C** THE VARIABLE NAME "PLUS" WAS CHANGED NOV 9,



















































































































































































IF(NRNG.LT.31) GO TO 60
GO TO





IF(IP.GT.4) GO TO I00
















IF(X.LT.2.5.0R.X.GT.32.5.0R.Y.LT.2.5.OR.Y.GT.22.5) GO TO 130
CALL PLOT(X,Y,PEN)
FOP_T(IX3A2,13,617,2GI2.4/12GII.4/12GII.4)


















































































, UPDATE: 8213 SOURCE:02 APR82 LOCATION:KSC
m























MATH PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
COMMON /MATH/ PI, G, CP,MAXLEV, GAMMAI, GAMMAC
---INPUT OPTIONS
REAL LAMBDA
INTEGER FILE, GOOD, TITLE
CO_ON /INPUT/ IRUN,NUMRUN,MODEL, IVHICL _,NORMAL, TPROP,
. ISHAPE, GAMMAX, GAMMAY, GAMHAZ, ALPHA, BETA,
• XRY, XRZ, XLRY, T I_IAV,ISIG, iCAL C, CALHT,
IPLACE, IPRINT, SIGMAR, SIGMER, LSITE, BOTLAY,
ZRK, DECAY, GOOD, NCI SO, NDI SO, NTI SO, FILE (3)
,RAiNRT, LAMBDA, rIMi, DURAT, NVS, IVERSN, LOCATN (2)
,IPLLNT (4), GAMMAP (30), HM(2), CISO (I0) ,DISO(IO),
• TISO (i0) ,TITLE(14), SIGPP(29), SIGLL(29) ,VS (20),
• FS (20) ,MDLNAM(I 2) ,DBAR(20)
COUNTERS ,FLAGS ,GENERAL AND INDEX VARIABLES
LOGICAL ISNDFO, CRT, MAXDEP, BATCH, GASSET, GRVSET,
• MODEL4 ,MODEL5 ,MODEL6
INTEGER RUNNUM, RT, CL, CS
CO_ON /CTRFL/ IFLG,RUNNUM,NUM,NLAYS,NBK,QC,QT,HEAT,ZM,H,
. DPDZ, TAUK, SURDEN, ZRL, IBOT, ITOP, SIGXNK, SI GYNK,
. SlGZ, ISNDFO, CRT, LAYTOP (3), ITDU,KEEp
• ,MIXING, MAXDEP, LAYBOT (3)
• ,ALTSV, BATCH, CL (14) ,CS (i0), GASSET, IAGAIN,
• ICHAR (12), IDXCL, IDXCS, IERROR (5), IFP_T (80),
• MINUS I,MINUS9, MINS i,MINS9,
• MODEL4, MODEL5, MODEL6, NNNES T, NNNTRY, LLNEST, LLNTRY,
• RT (24), TPROPC, IDXRT
TERMINAL CONTROL CHARACTERS AND LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS.
INTEGER ALTSET, OFF, BLNKNG, INV, ULINE, INVNDR,
• TAB, TAB2, SETTAB, CLRTAB, CURSUP, CURSDN, CURLFT, CLRD SP,
• CLRLNE, INSLNE, DELINE
CO_ION /CNTRL/ ALTSET(2) ,OFF(2) ,BLNKNG(2) ,INV(2),INVHF(2),
• INVNDR(2) ,ULINE(2),















































C. SOUNDING/FORCAST METEOROLOGICAL DATA (INITIAL LEVELS)
CO_iON /FRCST/ ALT(30),DIR(30),SPEED(30),TEMP(3O),PRESS(30),
RH(BO),PTEMP(3O),SIGEP(30),SIGAP(30)
C .......... LAYER PARAMETERS
COMMON /LAYER/ DXX,DYY,DX(29),DY(29),Q(29),RISTIM(29),SlGXO(29),
SIGYO(29)


















C.......... CALCULATED NEW LAYER PARAMETERS $6700670
COMMON /NLYER/ DDIR(32),DIRN(32),DSPEED(32),SIGAPN(32),SIGEPN(32),S6700680
. SPEEDN(32) $6700690
C CONVERSION FACTORS $6700700
COMMON /CNVRT/ QCONV(4),QPDEPH $6700710
C $6700720
C**********COMMON BUFFER ARRAY FOR COMMON MODIFICATION******************S6700730
COMMON /EXTRA/ NCOM(1), NTOTAL(I_), PLUS(9OO) $6700740
C..... READ/WRITE BUFFER $6700750


























DATA LPLLNT/2H F,2HOR,2H H,2HCL,2H ,8






























































DATA CYLABI /SHCONCENTR,SHATION X ,8HIO [MG/M
,8H*'3] - ,8H DOSAGE ,SHX i0 [MG,8H-SEC/M**/
DATA CYLAB2 /8H CO,SHNCENTRAT,8HION X i0
• ,8H [PPM] -,8H DOSAGE ,SHX 10 [PP,8HM-SEC] /
DATA CYLAB3 /SH ,8H WAS,8HHOUT DEP
• ,8HOSITION ,8HX I0 [MG,8H/M**2] ,8H /
DATA CYLAB4 /8H ,8H ,8H WASHOUT
• ,8H DEPOSIT,8HION [PH],8H ,8H /
DATA CYLAB5 /8H ,8H GRAVIT,SHATIONAL
• ,8HDEPOSITI,8HON X i0 ,8H[MG/M**2,8H] _ /
DATA CYLAB6 /8H GRA,8HVITATION,8HAL DEPOS







/ 58, 2H3], 41, 68
, 54, 2H , 47, 68
, 46, 2H , 58, 0
, 40, 2H , O, 0
, 49, 2H , 64, 0
































































































































































































































































































































IF(IP.NE.5.OR. IDO.NE.I) GO TO 30
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